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For the information of Washington Field Office e, 
captioned individuals are Security Index Subjects of the Omaha 
Division. 

On February 7, 1957, Mr„ BITTENBENDER, Manager, American 
Storage Company, Washington, D. C., telephonically advised SA SAMUEL 
W. WEST, «JR. that the household goods of subjects were moved to the 
address 637 Arlington. Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia, on January 
10, or January 11, 1957. Records of the American Storage Company 
reflect that ALVIN TQFFLER is employed in the office of Labors Daily, 
Washington, D. C. 

For the information of Omaha, all Security Index Subjects 
residing in Fairfax County, Virginia, are handled by the Washington 
Field Office and subsequent communications in this matter should be 
directed to that office. RUC. 
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No one—from obscure citizen to senator— 

is safe from the army of professional sleuths who invade 

privacy to dig up * incriminating" data 

Washington’s 
“electronic eavesdroppers" 

by Af Toffler 

JUST AFTER ELEVEN on a hot 
night last summer, a squat, 

rumpled man unobtrusively entered 
Room 806 of Washington’s Shera- 
ton-Carlton Hotel. Inside, he set up 
a tape recorder, stretched a wire 
across the carpeted floor, and laid a 
slim microphone at the base of a 
door leading to the adjoining suite. 
A silent vigil began. 

The squat, rumpled man was 
Baron Ignatius Shacklette, for 19 of 
his 49 years a skilled but virtually 
unknown Government investigator. 
A few brief hours later, Shacklette 
had made the front page of almost 
every newspaper when he was 
trapped as he tried to “bug” the 
room next door—occupied by aides 
of Bernard Goldfine, the gift-giving 
Boston textile tycoon then being in¬ 
vestigated by Congress. 

The press reported the incident 
in sensational detail, and indignant 
editorials denounced “electronic 
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eavesdropping.” Largely ignored, 
however, were the shocking facts 
leading up to Shacklette’s presence 
in that room. These facts highlight 
an important, though litde under¬ 
stood reality. This nation, engaged 
in a desperate conflict with Com¬ 
munist police state tyranny, is itself 
crawling with private and public 
gumshoes—many of them playing 
with political dynamite. 

Not only does the United States 
maintain the biggest undercover po¬ 
lice network this side of the Iron 
Curtain, but private parties, in trou¬ 
ble with Uncle Sam, are in their turn 
employing plainclothes snoops to 
help them fight back. 

In the Federal Government, from 
50 to 100 different agencies and 
subdivisions maintain independent 
investigative arms, apart from the 
more than 6,200 special agents of 
the FBI. Uncle Sam employs some 
25,000 full-time professional investi- 
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gators, not including espionage and 
counter-intelligence agents. 

Outside of government, there is a 
huge private police machine com¬ 
posed of about 5,000 private detec¬ 
tive agencies employing 150,000 
Americans and doing an annual 
business of approximately - $250,- 
000,000. In Washington there are 
1,000 such agencies, many of them 
unlisted, unlicensed and unregulat¬ 
ed. Their files bulge with whispered 
allegations, closeted skeletons and 
forgotten indiscretions—the kind of 
stuff that can wreck careers, poison 
marriages and break up homes. 

As in the Shacklette episode, these 
files often become political weapons. 

When Baron Shacklette entered 
Room 806 at the Sheraton-Carlton, 
he was chief investigator for the 
House Special Subcommittee on 
Legislative Oversight, which had 
been exposing corruption in Federal 
agencies. It was Shacklette who 
had done the detective work that 
led Federal Communications Com¬ 
missioner Richard Mack to resign 
after he had been accused of accept¬ 
ing money from applicants before 
the FCC. The sleuth had already 
made plans to transfer to another 
Congressional committee when, last 
June, Congressman Oren Harris, 
chairman of the Oversight group, 
asked him to stay. 

Harris had learned that a well- 
financed, private “counter-investi¬ 
gation” was getting under way. Its 
apparent purpose: to blackmail 
Subcommittee members into easing 
up on their probe! Shacklette him¬ 
self had been tailed while on Sub¬ 
committee business in Miami; while 
unidentified snoopers were prowling 
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Arkansas, home state of Harris, ques¬ 
tioning his friends and enemies. 

“Also,” says Shacklette, “I learned 
positively that taps had been placed 
on the home phones of Harris, Con¬ 
gressman Morgan Moulder, a mem¬ 
ber of the Subcommittee, and Rob¬ 
ert Lishman, its chief counsel.” 

Other strange things were hap¬ 
pening. A young member of the 
Subcommittee staff, a man with a 
clean record, was picked up by 
Washington police in Lafayette 
Square, opposite the White House. 
The charge: alleged lewd solicita¬ 
tion. It was an embarrassing inci¬ 
dent, even though the case was later 
dropped. And Congressman Moul¬ 
der received a telephone call from 
an unidentified woman who made 
embarrassing advances and tried to 
entice him into saying something 
that could be used against him. 

When Harris learned that his 
home phone had been tapped, he 
asked Shacklette to find out who 
was behind it. “I told Harris,” 
Shacklette says, “that you never 
know where those things lead, and 
that it could get awfully rough. 
Some of the things I might have to 
do would be risky. He told me— 
and I quote—‘Fight fire with fire!’ ” 

This was what Shacklette was do¬ 
ing when he set up his tape record¬ 
er in Room 806. He was exposed 
when someone in the Goldfine suite 
next door spotted the hidden micro¬ 
phone, slipped a coathanger under 
the door and snared the mike. In a 
moment, Goldfine’s aides and a 
mass of reporters were banging at 
Shacklette’s door. The following 
morning he resigned. 

The question of who was investi- 
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gating the members of the Sub¬ 
committee has never been solved. 
But it is interesting to examine the 
background of the people who were 
in the Goldfine suite during that 
dramatic episode. 

One was Goldfine’s press agent, 
Jack Lotto. A former New York 
newspaperman, Lotto was once part 
of a group that used a hearing aid 
to “bug” a hotel room in which 
Richard Nixon, then a Senator, was 
meeting in private with Whittaker 
Chambers and Alger Hiss. 

The man who shoved the coat- 
hanger under the door was Lloyd 
Furr, a husky ex-cop on the Wash¬ 
ington police force who is now a 
successful private detective in the 
capital. While working for radio 
commentator Fulton Lewis, Jr., Furr 
once wired a Washington hotel room 
for sound and got damaging evi¬ 
dence against a pair of Maryland 
gamblers. 

“Anything derogatory against 
any prominent person,” Furr told 
coronet, “is placed in my files. I 
keep the hot ones in my safe. For 
example, Tve got a remark by a for¬ 
mer secretary that her congressman 
boss tried to make out with her. I 
have an allegation that a certain 
senator is a homosexual. You never 
know when these files may come in 
handy.” 

Furr gets much of his information 
from bellhops, room clerks, hotel de¬ 
tectives and switchboard operators. 
He pays from $20 to $100, depend¬ 
ing on the value of the tip. “As soon 
as anyone prominent or contro¬ 
versial comes to town, I get a 
telephone call,” he says. “That’s the 
way it is in this town. Everybody’s 
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investigating everybody else.” 
Whether or not Furr or Lotto 

were probing members of the Sub¬ 
committee, as Shacklette believed, 
the fact remains that other individu¬ 
als in trouble with the Government 
frequently do hire private eyes, 
either to defend themselves or to 
strike back at their opponents. 

Jimmy Hoffa, boss of the racket- 
riddled teamsters union, hired 
Tom LaVenia, a former Secret 
Service man now running his own 
Washington agency, to run a check 
on members of the jury panel during 
one of Hoffa’s trials. LaVenia, a 
gilt-edged, high-priced pro who has 
charged as much as $11,000 for one 
case, also investigated John Gye 
Cheasty, Hoffa’s chief accuser at 
the time. 

Not long ago, the Freeport Sul¬ 
phur Company paid a reported 

$1,000 to J. S. Egan, a private in¬ 
vestigator, for a “rundown” on Ira 
D. Bey non, an employee of the 
General Services Administration. 
Beynon had refused to approve a 
long-term contract with Freeport 
which he felt would have cost Uncle 
Sam too much money. Egan made 
a ten-day investigative foray into 
Beynon’s home state of Nebraska. 
Ironically, Egan’s eight-page, single¬ 
spaced report must have been dis¬ 
appointing. The worst blemish that 
Egan could find on Beynon’s record 
was a minor traffic violation. 

When the incident came to light, 
Congressman Jack Brooks attacked 
the sulphur company’s tactics. “It is 
shocking,” he said, “that Mr. Bey¬ 
non’s insistence on a fair deal for 
the government could prompt a pri- 
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j vate firm to put detectives on his 
trail in an apparent effort to dig up 
some negotiable dirt on him....” 

This isn’t the only surprising use 
to which private investigators are 
being put, however. 

Private detective John W. Leon, 
with offices on Washington’s swank 

<s Connecticut Avenue, speaks can¬ 
didly about his political operations. 
“I’ve investigated Democratic can¬ 
didates for the Republicans—and 

V for their primary opponents. Just 
routine checks that most often do 
not bring up anything damaging. 

“Not long ago, for example, I 
checked into the background of 
Richard Searles, who was running 
in the Democratic gubernatorial 
primary in Arizona. He used to be 
an Under Secretary of Interior here 
in Washington. When he left he 
went to work for a private firm. My 
client was interested in what con¬ 
tracts that company had, and 

< whether or not Searles used his 
government contacts to get them 

I improperly.” 
Leon came up with a clean bill 

on Searles. 
Who was Leon’s client? “A law¬ 

yer,” he answers evasively. “Most 
people hire us through their lawyers 
so the fees won’t show up on their 
own books.” 

However, Leon says, he has also 
done “jobs” for the Republican Na¬ 
tional Committee directly.’ 

Sometimes, Washington private 
eyes work for foreign embassies. 
Chauncey (“Jimmie”) James, who 
runs National Detective Agencies, 
Inc., says he is under a $20,000-a- 
year retainer from the government 
of Haiti, which is interested in find- 
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ing out who bankrolled last July’s 
abortive revolution. 

Private detectives are constantly 
on the lookout for bits of informa¬ 
tion that can be used to discredit ! 
potential opponents on behalf of j 
potential clients. One investigator j. 
admits: “My competitors wouldn’t 
like it, but I even keep files on them. 
You never know.” 

In this semi-undercover world, < 
there are a wide variety of services 
for sale. Leon, for example, pro¬ 
vided a plainclothesman to escort ! 
Vice President Nixon’s daughters to ! 
school during the heated 1952 cam- 1 

paign. He has also given a lie detec¬ 
tor test to a candidate who wanted j 
to prove that his campaign promises j 
were “true”! j 

But other, less innocuous services j 
are available, too. One well-known j 
investigator states flady that there is f 
a small ring of expert wire-tappers j 
in Washington who work for private | 
clients and, on occasion, for Congres- ! 
sional committees and Government 1 
agencies—although the legality of | 
wire-tapping is uncertain. * 

Wire-tapping—secretly cutting in 
on a victim’s phone connection—is j 
a delicate, expensive craft. Since j 
some courts have held wire-tapping 
illegal, the “tapper” must be paid 
not only for his technical skill, but 
for his willingness to run a risk. 
“Bugging”—hiding a listening de¬ 
vice in a room—is cheaper and more | 
common. 

Every investigator beginning a 1 

“rundown” on somebody starts by 
checking certain obvious sources of 
information. These include the ref¬ 
erence library of the local news¬ 
paper. (A tip to a friendly reporter is 
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usually enough to gain access to the 
files.) Next come credit ratings and 
related files made available by a 
cooperative retail credit bureau. 
Then come police records. (In 
Washington these are not supposed 
to be released to the public, but pri¬ 
vate operators claim they are readily 
obtained through friends on the 
force.) Moreover, some private de¬ 
tectives also state that contacts in 
Federal agencies furnished them se¬ 
cret government dossiers (often 
such claims are made for self¬ 
advertising purposes and may have 
no foundation.) In return, they 
pass information along to the Fed¬ 
eral agencies, of which there are 
so many that nobody has a com¬ 
plete list. But a few of the leading 
ones, in addition to the FBI, are: 

The Treasury Department, which 
employs 4,000 sleuths to chase tax 
delinquents, check on bootleggers, 
guard the President, keep tabs on 
dope pushers, inspect imported 
merchandise, etc. 

The General Accounting Office, 
a little-known organization which 
has nearly 1,800 investigators, ac¬ 
countants and auditors in offices all 
over the world. The GAO watch¬ 
dogs the expenditure of Federal 
funds—from the activities of gov¬ 
ernment mapmakers to prices 
charged by defense contractors. 

The Postal Inspection Service, 
whose 950 agents trace poison-pen 
letter writers and peddlers of fraudu¬ 
lent mail-order cures, and also check 
Postal employees for any possible 
dishonesty or inefficiency. 

The Civil Service Commission 
Investigations Division, which 
through its 730 agents screens near- 
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ly every applicant for a Federal job— 
from atomic scientists to plant-pot¬ 
ters in Washington’s botanic garden. 
According to Kimbell Johnson, who 
heads the division, the Commission 
conducts about 280,000 investiga¬ 
tions a year at a cost of $10,000,000, 
and maintains 6,500,000 dossiers— 
one for nearly every person who has 
applied for a Federal job since 1939. 

Of these, an estimated 225,000 or 
more contain “adverse information,” 
ranging from factual evidence of 
wrongdoing to petty backbiting. 
When investigation brings forth no 
derogatory information, the com¬ 
plete case file is kept only six months, 
then scrapped after the results are 
transferred to an index card. 

lyox to be overlooked in any roll- 
call of investigating agencies is 

Congress itself. It has several major 
probes going almost all the time. In 
the last two years, the labor-man¬ 
agement investigating committee 
alone has spent over $1,000,000 and 
employed about 30 full-time investi¬ 
gators, plus another 40 to 60 inves¬ 
tigators and auditors borrowed from 
the GAO. 

Sometimes the abundance of in¬ 
vestigators results in near-comedy. 
Congressman Joseph O’Hara and 
five of his colleagues were shocked 
not long ago to learn that Civil 
Service Commission sleuths were 
busy checking their backgrounds. It 
turned out that O’Hara and the 
others were going to attend a meet¬ 
ing of the World Health Organiza¬ 
tion in Minneapolis. Under a law 
that O’Hara probably helped to 
pass, all Americans delegated to 
work with international organiza- 
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f tions must undergo a security check. 
/ So the staid Minnesota Republican 

had to swallow his natural indigna¬ 
tion. 

Government agents are them¬ 
selves subject to investigation. “We 
keep a close check on our men,” the 

^ head of one Government investiga- 
\ tions unit told coronet. “They’re 
x ’ completely screened before we hire 
\ them, and every once in a while we 
1 check each of them against the po¬ 

lice files to see if they’ve gotten into 
trouble since we hired them.” 

It is no secret in Washington that 
investigators for one governmental 
agency occasionally wind up spying 
on another. When an Air Force 
policy document disappeared a few 
years ago, it later developed that an 
undercover friend of the Army had 
gotten it, leaked it to a friendly Con¬ 
gressman, and won a round for the 
Army in the inter-service war that 
simmers constantly in the Pentagon. 

Much of the spectacular expan¬ 
sion of the public and private in¬ 
vestigating industry can be at¬ 
tributed to the Gold War emphasis 
on internal security. After World 
War II, various loyalty programs 
led to the creation by the Civil Serv¬ 
ice investigating unit of the Com¬ 
mission’s Security Research File—a 
compilation of millions of individual 
dossiers on U.S. citizens. And since 
the war, an increasing number of 
trained investigators have left the 
military services, the FBI, the CIA 
and other Government staffs to 
open offices of their own. 

Simultaneously, businessmen have 

learned the Value of detailed person¬ 
al information. As one investigator 
points out, “If a big corporation 
wants to do business with another, 
it’s smart for them to find out as 
much as they can about the man } 
they have to deal with. The more | 
they know, the better. So they hire 
an investigator to find out.” ; 

The rise of installment buying has 
also sparked the parallel growth of 
retail credit-information bureaus, j 

which provide an important back¬ 
log of information for investigative i 
agencies. In addition, there has been J 
a tremendous growth in the size and 
complexity of government agencies. 
They need auditors, accountants— \ 
and investigators—to keep their op¬ 
erations under constant control. 

At the same time there has been a \ 
sensational advance in electronic 
science, which now provides all 
kinds of new specialized investiga¬ 
tive equipment at bargain basement 
prices: “bugging” and “tapping” 
equipment, “sterilizers” for detect¬ 
ing “bugs” and “taps,” and a wide . 
range of lie detection devices. 

For good or evil, all this under- i 
cover investigation represents growth 
on the body of democracy. Most | 
Government officials feel that the | 
growth is inevitable and necessary, ' 
granted the kind of tense world we t 
live in. But many others insist it is a 
malignant tumor. 

Either way, one fact stands out. 
In America today, investigating has 
become big business—bigger than 
most of us realize. And Washington 
is its Wall Street, 'iif 

on a sign-painter’s shop in Glens Falls, New York: 
I MADE SIGNS BEFORE I COULD TALK. 

—ELEANOR NEWMAN 
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December 16, 1950- 
& 

I was in my early teens during World War II —• too young 
to participate. But even then the purposes of the war — to 
defeat Hitler and establish-the brotherhood of man — held a , ' 
deep emotional appeal to me, heightened by the fact that I was 
Jewish, and Jews were being slaughtered every day. In my own 
small way, I did what I could to back the war effort. I spent 
many hours as a volunteer for the Red Gross, the Treasury 
Department and in other activities. Part of the World War II 
aura, however, was a highly romanticized view of the Russians. 

By 1948, when I was 19, the war-time alliance had begun 
to crack. Every day's news seemed to make war seem closer. I 
was depressed, confused and felt a sense of futility. When the 
Wallace movement was born, I felt that it represented the one 
chance in a pillion to avert a new war. The Wallaceites were 
in favor of "getting along with the Russians." We had done it 
during the war. W^y not now? In additl on, they claimed to b e 
the true followers of the Roosevelt tradition, and this appealed 
to my pro-underdog instincts, since I had always identified 
the New Deal with the workingman and "have-nots." 

So it happened that in the Spring of 1948 I volunteered 
to lick stamps and stuff envelopes at Wallace headquarters. 
The headquarters on Park Avenue in New York offered a glimpse 
of the seeming.y exciting world of politics. Aside from cutting 
stencils and the like, I never took an integral part in other 
activities. Even on the campus, I never begame more than nomin¬ 
ally active in the Students for Wallace, although I attended a 
meeting or two. 

I don*t recall how the idea arose, but when I heard that 
the Wallace people were recruiting students to travel to bbher 
parts of the country to collect ballot-petition signatures, I 
quickly volunteered. I had never been away from New York, and 
this was to be a great adventure. So, over the bitter objections 
of my family, I went to North Carolina, where, with other students 
like myself, I went out collecting signatures in Fayetteville, 
Wilmington and High Point. 

I had only been there three weeks when several carloads of 
the student volunteers were sent up to Philadelphia as "delegates" 
to the convention of the "New Party." I realized that we were 
"delegates" only because the ittendence had to be padded. But 
I was eager to witness what I thought would be a major historical 
event. At the convention, itself, I was an awe-struck observer. 

Instead of returning to North Carolina, however, I turned 
around\and went back to New York. I intended to stay only a few 
days, but I then met the girl who was to become my wife, Heidi, 
and so I stayed in New York. A few weeks later I was sent as 
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my school's delegate to the convention of the National Students 
Association in Madison, Wisconsin. There I met a group of highly 
intelligent and articulate students from mine and other schools 
in New York who were busy "fighting reaction." I was impressed 
by their earnestness and ability to "do" things rather than just 
talk. 

When I returned from Madison I went back to school (NYU). 
From then until November, both Heidi and I did volunteer work 
for Marcantonio, climbing steps and getting pledge cards signed. 
This was Heidi's first involvement in any kind of political 
activity. It was an exciting plunge into a new world for us. 
After school we would canvass the slums, and at night we would 
stay up with groups of other young students arguing politics, 
philosophy and culture in dingy restaurants over endless cups of 
coffee. 

. We were particularly disturbed by the then-recent crackdown 
on Russian composers. We argued with our new friends that this 
was not freedom. we were given the party line and urged to join 
the CP. "If you don't like the line," we were repeatedly told, 
"you can change it*" 

This didn't take at first. But we were both interested 
enough in the new ideas to agree to attend a Marxist study 
group. Here we were introduced to the writings of Marx, Engels, 
Lenin and the rest* Later there came a flood of pamphlets and 
books. ' 

Now a wearing down period began. Qur friends tried to 
recruit us. Gradually, we weakened in our reluctance. The idea 
that we could "change the line," that the• Party was "democratic," 
and the desire to prove we weren't "afraid" finally made the 
difference. At the end of 1948 I joined. Heidi, who by now was 
my "steady" took longer to persuade.' By then* however, I began 
working on her to join. Finally, in a few months, she did. 

The year that followed was taken up with voracious reading 
and discussion of Marxist philosophy, economics and aesthetics. 
Our contact was entirely with other students. We attended rallies 
for the bmith Act defendants, went to the big Robeson rally 
at Peekskill, came away convinced that "fascism" was almost 

/$' upon us, and in general got sucked into the whirlpool of activity. 

in the meaAAime, I found great difficulty in writing — 
a fact which proved to be very important. The "line," which by 
then had been justified to me, made the poetry I had written 
until then seem "degenerate and bourgeois." Yet I couldn't 
write the kind of stuff that would have pleased my comrades. 

One reason for this, we were told, was that we came from 
a "middle class background." (The fact that Heidi's family 
were workingpeopid was brushed aside because "New York workers 
have petty bourgeois aspirations.") To get the feal picture 
of life in America — and at the same time to battle against 
"war and fascism" — we had to "go into industry." 
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Once again the thought of travelling, getting away from 
my family and out on my own, made this' look like a good idea* 
I was very conscious of my sheltered childhood and wanted to 
get "experience" so I, too, could.write about "real people" — 
that is, about workers and farmers as had the proletarian novelists 
of the 'thirties, I volunteered* Heidi thought it was foolish and 
tried to dissuade me* Then, cheifly because I insisted, she 
decided to go,too. In January, 1950 we took a bus to Cleveland. 

By this time, the Labor Youth ^eague had been formed, and 
we became members* It was strictly a routine switch. From then 
on, however, we had virtually no further contact with the CP, since 
in Cleveland all "youth" activities were carried on by the 
league. We often insisted that the League was independent of 
the party* In fact, we wished it were true. But there were 
never enough non-party members to be significant, and when they 
did exist, they never reached positions of leadership. There 
were a few exceptions to this rule, probably, but not many. 

$ 

From this point on, therefore, all references toMthe 
organization refer to the LYL rather than the party, '^he party, 
in our activities, was a mere skeleton, resurrected by leader¬ 
ship only when some internal crisis threatened the LYL. Then 
it became a disciplining force inside the League. 

<><2e Aiof£ A‘ 

We were assigned to Cleveland because, we were told, there 
was a large new Ford plant going up in which we could get jobs 
and become part of the proletariat." This proved to be wrong. 
The plant didn't open until months pr years later. We sppnt 
weeks without a jpb, running thro ugh the S100 or so we had maitage 
to scrape together for the trip. (Both our families had been T 
dead set against our going, even though we did not tell them 
the purpose of the trip at the time.) 

We then wtaat through a depressing period of years. Soon 
after our arrival in Cleveland we got married — about the only 
good thing that happened* We both went through a beewildering 
variety of jobs, often getting fired for falsifying the 
application or else just being laid off. I worked in a foundry 
and auto plant, and several small factories. Heidi worked in 
an office at first as a clerk, then worked in a GE plant and 
a foundry. 

We were supposed to involve ourselves in union affairs 
in order to win a "base" for ourselves and work our way up the 
ranks of union leadership, or to influence the policy of 
existing leadership. In my case, I never got to first base in 
the union structure, remaining a rank and filer throughout* 
I wrote leaflets and pictured myself as a heroic workingclass 
leader when I dropped them secretly in other .says' lockers or 
on a conveyor belt. , 0>T 

Depending on the plant, we were irFC"clutf" (never called 
a"cell.") The club had only a handful ox members, mostly other 
"colonizers" and only rarely a native °levelander. Our chief 
activity was propagandizing the workers to t he effect that 
Washington was run by "big businessmen" who "wanted" war in order 
to prevent a depression from affecting their profits. 
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Marxism is an amazingly flexible philosophy, and even 
such grotesque distortions of reality can be justified and 
rationalized if one buys the other components of the theory,' 
This is so because Marxism is a world-view, all inclusive, and 
the parts all fit neatly together, giving the individual a sense 
of his place in society and a purpose in life,- wrong though it 
may be. 

We also told the workers that their union leaders, like 
Reuther and Phil Murray, were "sealing them out" to the bosses; 
To convince them that we were worthy of the^support, We would 
show leadership in small ways, fighting militantly on individual 
grievances and the lifce. 

Although I never ran for office, because of a number of 
"lucky" circumstances, Heidi became a shop steward in her UAW 
local and also chairman of the plant recreation committee. Looked 
at objectively, our activities were a tempest in a very small 
teapot, "ut th£y absorbed all our energies, hevertheless. We 
rarely,if ever, succeeded in changing union policy on anything, 
except perhaps on peripheral issues such as, for example, 
recreation. Heidi was instrumental in getting her bosses to 
allow women workers to sit while working. 

Aside from this, however, Heidi never advanced further 
in either the union or the league. The league leadership, in 
fact, viewed her as a "backward" element who was reluctant 
to shoulder heir burdens. 

As it became clear that I could not get a job in a "key" 
shop — meaning one in which there was a large UAW, electrical 
workers or steel loc&l — it became apparent aleo that I was not 
going to become important in union affairs. Until now my role 
had been that of a rank and filer in the shop and, sporadically, 
Teader of a two oi* tnree-memDer) "club." As such I churned out 
mmleaflets and held discussions. Then (I don't recall the date) 
I was placed in charge of student work in Ohio. This meant 
that I held periodic meetings with small groups of LYL members 
a t three colleges where we had members. 

My duties were to distribute "literature" to them; guide 
them in their"mass organization work" and hold classes on various 

U' subjects — Marxism, the Negro question, etc.__ 
A*oT£ C. -5* UyU*"' 

In reality, my job was to hold theTgroups together, f 
they were in constant danger of falling apart owiag-t^apathy, 
fear of exposure and general disinterest. The(groups varied 
in size and afc&bility from campus to campus * from a single 
member on one campus to perhaps 6 on another. Mostly, the 

(M< 

students floated in and out of the 'brganization• Many gave the 
league "trouble" because of their extreme individualism. During 

this period I participated in recnuiting.a few kids, mainly by /■ 
holding long discussions with them. -----——f 

These students were for the most part bright, idealistic 
and interested in new ideas, but, looking back on it now, I would 
say they were largely immature. They were most interested in 
discussion of philosophy; least interested in activities. The 
league, meanwhile, was urging them to join other student organ- 
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izations as individuals in order to influence their policy and 
to recnuit additional league members. The groups they were 
urged to join varied from school to school and from semester 
to semester, because campus organizations are constantly changing. 
She general aim was to get people to oppose U.S. nuclear testing, 
to promote student exchange with the Soviet Union and to 
oppose anti-communist activities in this country. 

As "student organizer" I wqs made a member of the LYL 
state executive board on an on-again-off-again basis. The meigffcership 
of this body changed constantly because the organization was 
constantly in an agony of reorganization, so a great naoy mobers 
took turns at being on the"exec." This board debated tactics 
endlessly, but seldom got down to fundamental discussion of 
LYL policy, this coming from higher up in the organization. 
Several reasons were given for this, the chief one being that 
p^esecution by outsiders made democracy impractical. 

^here was a rudimentary formal structure for democracy. 
For example, elections were held. But by unwritten understanding 
there were never enough candidates to make a contest of any 
election. The "recommendations" of the higher-ups were thus 
rubberstamped. We realized this and rationalized that this 
would all be improved when the organization fell on better 
days and got more members. 

All in all, the league kept us attending so many meetings and 
gave us so many boring tasks (like delivering pamphlets to 
different homes) that life became a stupid retrace, made even 
less pleasant bjj the realization that FBW agents seemed to be 
in almost constant attendance. 

WtieSTHeidi left her job to have our baby, she was transferred 
to the- "Community ®lub" which was a catch-all group whose purpose 
was to hand out leaflets in the community, to hold "entertainment 
affairs" for the purpose of influencing and educating friends and 
members. It was also supposed to recruit. But this club was 
an unhappy collection of miserable people, discussing and rediscussing 
the same old cliches and failing to either influence, educate, 
recruit or ani^rhing else. 

Gradually, it began to dawn on both of us (and others) that 
the whole thing was a side little society in which we were all 
rather purposelessly spinning our wheels. The unreality of the 
whole thing became mauseatingly clear. Here was a group of people 
in their mid-twenties masquerading as "youth" in hopes of starting 
a "youth movement" to fight for a theory that was shot through 
with holes. Saafli Marxismis supposed to be "true", yet it was 
unreal to think that American workers are being "absolutely 
impoverished" by the capitalist system. Our eyes provided 
us a thousand facts to the contrary. It was silly to continue 
viewing America through the focus of the 30's. It was increasingly 
hard to m remain convinced that the USSR provided an example of 

^socialism and democracy and that therefore it had to be defehdedpoliti- 
no natter what. it was childish to think our government "wanted" 
war. xhere were so many contradictions that even our own strong 
mixture of hope and faith was shattered. 
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Heidi and I discussed these things between oursidves, as 
others must have done. But these things were never put so 
bluntly in public — that is, in the circumscribed public we knew. 
To say such things out loud would have "proved" that we were 
"failures" at adjusting to the "working class environment" and 
that we were still petty bourgeois at heart. (How we wanted to 
escape, this charge!) 

Part of the mechanist/ for keeping waverers in line was 
"self-criticism." In these' sessions each member was subject to 
a very personal kind of criticism. It was a proof of earnestness 
to be able to accept such criticism and act accordingly. (One 
of Heidi's ^roubles in the league was that she was not amenable 
to this process.) 

On several occasions we did venture to question things 
aloud. We questioned the honesty of the Baily Worker several 
times. We took the position, also, that we had no real first-hand 
knowledge of Russia and that we shouldn’t commit ourselves to 
its policies so wholeheartedly, but that we should deemphasize 
Russia and worry about American conditions more. $he response 
to such questioning varied, of course, with the individual 
leader and with how publicly the remarks were made. But 
such doubts were considered dangerously unhealthy, so, for 
the most part, we keif them to ourselves or discussed them onlg 
very privately with friends. 

Looking back, it is amazing how many doubts and questions 
one can suppress when one lives in a tiny insulated society. 
Believing at the time that the press was generally dishonest, it 
was possible to dismiss almost anything that didn't conform to 
our own opinions. The movement demanded so much time and effort, 
that there was no energy or time left for life outside the closed 
circle. It became a self-perpetuating relationship. Further 
buttressing the "faith" was the constant reiteration that we 
were heroes in the front-line fight against American fascism. 
This stuff feeds the ego a hm diet of romance and advehture, 
intensified by the knowledge of FBI surveillance. 

Despite all this, however, by 1953 and 1954 we were 
beginning go grow up. ^he sense of unreality and sickness 
became overpowering. By now, too, our daughter was born, adding 
new understanding and maturity. Moreover^ I felt desperately that 
I wanted to do something else with my life. Heidi encouraged 
this. 

I went through a period of sporadic unemployment. Then I 
took an afternoon off and visited or called fevery publisher and 
public relations firm in Cleveland looking for a writing job. 
Moreover, I did it without the knowledge or consent of my 
comrades. After weeks of waiting, during which time I drove 
a small truck delivering stuff to groc&etes, I managed to 
land a job on a magazine called Industry and Welding. When I 
took the job, I told my leaders and we had a big argument about 
my "capitulation)? to middle class instincts. By now, however, I 
didn't really care. I wanted the job and went ahead* Heidi 

was all for it. 
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I stayed on this job for about three months. I was making 
a living, putting my talents for writing and editorial work to 
contructive use. ^lso I was being treated like a responsible 
adult by my bosses and co-workers. (This had never been true 
in my shop jobs, chiefly because I was a lousy worker when it 
came to machines.) 

The job was a good break for both of us. But we were 
still in Cleveland and still not free of the small society which 
by now we wanted to leave. Moreover, although I was doing all 
right, I lacked the technical background that 1 would have needed 
to make a career of this work. So I began to study the pages of 
Editor and Publisher in search of job openings out of town. 

When I came across an add for an^opening on labor's Daily, 
a legitimate labor paper published in Charleston, W,. Va., I 
bundled HeidiJ our baby and dog into the car and drove down to 
apply for the job in person. We told no one where we were going. 

1 dial didn't get t&e job then. But a month or so later 
another opening occurred and it was offered to me. It mgant^a 
cut in pay* But it also offered a route of escape, an"'interesting 
job, and a chance to learn something about daily>-joumalism. 
We grabbed at|the opportunity. In April, 195^we left Cleveland 
— and the movement — for good. Not wanting any en&anlging 
relationships! we told most of our LYL acquaintances that we 
were going back home to New York. 

a 

Prom then on we have had absolutely nothing to do with 
the LYL, the CP or any other Communist or Communist-oriented 
organization.) % years at labor’s Daily were happy and busy. 
It was a period of reeducation. We came to see people like 
Reuther and weany in a wholly different light* We made new 
friends and learned that there are decent.and humane people 
who don't wear political tags and aren't Marxists. (It should 
be added that] at the time I was hired I told no one about my 
past affiliation.) 

In the winter of 1956 I'felt ready to take another step. 
I had always Ranted to be a free lance writer. So I quit 
Labor’s Daily and came to Washington* I felt this would be a 
good place bejcause it is a center for personalities and news 
events• 

I arranged to take a part-time job with the Gazette and 
Daily of York, Pa., with whom I had had sporadic contact through 
Labor's Daily. Later 1 also worked for a time again for Labor's 
Daily. Between these two papers and the sale of occasional 
articles to labor magazines, I made a living. 

Last summer, I severed my connections with the Gazette and 
withdrew from news writing althgether. I am now a full time 
free lance for commercial magazines specializing in personality 
sketches. In part I left the Gazette for economic reasons; but 
also because of a growing philosophical divergence between my 
ideas and those of the paper. I felt it was presumptuous for 
me to function as a "pundit" interpreting Washington politics. 
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% experience on fthe was eye-opening and ita effect 
on both of ua was profound. We had an apportunity to observe 
first-hand how government functions, -^nd it turned out to be 
4 far cry from the pre-conceived hotions of the past. This 
experience, plus a long series oi stupid hypocrisies on the part 
of the Russians (from long before Hungary to the present) have 
continued our reeducation* 

Since leaving Cleveland* neither of us have been approached 
in any way by either the party or any other similar organization. 
We have, on rare occasions, run into other people who at one time 
were either "in” or close to the Party and ita organizations. But 
in every instance we have^tten the impression that they are 
following the same path as we have. No one bias defended either 
the -^arty or itahm its policies when we have criticized them. 

Finally, it should be added categorically* that at no 
time were either of us approached in any way with any suggestion 
that we do anything that might even remotelgr have been connected 
with sabotage, espionage or similar activities. We neither have 
nor want any knowledge of such affairs. 

Our concern at present is to raise a decent family. 
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ADDITIONS: lo ST^'HS'M&AJp 

Note A: This matter of Communist Party membership should be clarified* 

The lines between the Labor Youth League and the Communist Party 

were quite blurred* A meeting that started out to be a LAbor 

Youth League meeting might end up as a Communist Party meeting if 

the non-Communist LYL members failed to show up* We considered 

ourselves to be members of the Communist Party and we reregistered 

annually until our departure. But in the day-to-day functioning 

we were not formally attached to any Communist Party unit. We were 

simply in "youth work" meaning that our activities were war ked out 

within the structure of the LYL. Before going to Cleveland our 

affiliation was with the student section of the Communist Party 

at New York University* 

Note B: During 19h9 both of us attended classes at the Jefferson School. 

The subjects were political economy and philosophy* The full 

name of the school was the Jefferson School of Social Sciences. 

Note C: During 1952 I became C&itffeland "director" of the New Challenge, 

a magazine published for the Labor South League. For several 

months I mimeographed a 2 or 3 page Cleveland supplement to the 

New Challenge. Later I simply was responsible for distributing 

the printed magazine. IK 

Note D: In this statement the terms "party" and "CP" refer to the 

Communist Party. The term "League" or "LYL" refers to the 

Labor Youth League. 
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SUPPLEMENT TO STATEMENT OP January 14, 1959 

ST 

Neither of us ever had any formal connection with Peoples 
Songs, although it is probable that at one time or another we 
attended some public function sponsored by this organization. 
On one occasion I visited the offices of this organization to 
make use of an electric typewriter it had. At the time I was 
putting out a college literary magazine, and I thought i could 
save production costs if I could have the copy typed rather 
than set by a printer. When I learned that.Peoples Songs had 
an electric typewriter that justified nargins I asked to try 
it out. However, I never worked out any arrangement for its 
regular use and never went back. 

In all I spent only three weeks collecting signatures for 
**enry Wallace in North Carolina. I cannot estimate the number 
of students who participated in this activity. There were students 
there from colleges in New York and at least one, I believe, from 
the University of North Carolina. I spent much of my time there 
canvassing, and travelling, and consequently did not get to know 
anybody very well while there. How the other students were 
recruited, I do not know* . 

In my own case, when I heard that students were wanted, I 
quickly volunteered. It was part lark. Later, at the convention 
of the Young Progressives in Philadelphia, I believe a more 
formal effort was made to obtain volunteers. It was announced 
that after the convention there would be bus transportation 
available for anyone who wanted to go. As for myself, I 
went to New York, instead, and met "Heidi" for the fir.st time 
a few days later. I never retmmed to North Carolina. 

Instead, I worked for three weeks for the Wallace for 
President Committee in Nassau-Suffolk on Long Island. Then 
I went to Madison, Wisconsin to attend the convention of the 
National Students Association. This was probably August, 
1948. There were scores if not hundreds of student delegates 
from all over the country. There were all kinds of adult 
observers from religious and political groups of every stripe. 
There were also a number of active Communists who caucused 
regularly. Not yet being a member, I was excluded from these. 
I was considered "ffiendly", I later learned. It is hard to 
estimate how significantly the Communists influenced the 
convention. It is certain, however, that on the main issue 
they were shellacked. Ihey — and non-Communist supporters ■— 
staged a big floor fight over whether or hot the National 
Students Association should affiliate with the International 
Union of Students headqisctered in Prague, as I recall.' The 
convention overwhelmingly defeated this proposal. 
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After my return, my wife and I both became active in 
"progressive" activities. It is possible that we circulated 
nominating petitions and canvassed for pledges for Benjamin 
Davis during his campaign for the New York City Council in 
1949. 

Earlier, we both campaigned for Vito Marcantonio for 
Congress. We were drawn into this activity by other students 
who urged us to come along when they trooped up to Harlem. 
It was a group activity, in many ways a social activity. ?he 
stair-climbing and signature collecting was sweetened with 
bull sessions, parties, song fests and the like. 

At Hew York University, neither of us became formal members 
of the Young Progressives, to mum the best of our recollection. 
We probably did attend YP meetings and it is quite possible 
that many students thought we were members since we were 
vocally friendly to it. Certainly, if we were not members it 
was not because we opposed it. It was simply thaat our 
interests at the moment ware elsewhere. 

On campus there were Communists among the YP members. 
I cannot estimate the number of members YP had at New York 
University or the number of Communists, among them. But I 
believe that the Communists probably had substantial influence 
in the group. 

In January, 195o we became "colonizers" in the Cleveland 
area. We define "colonizer" as meaning a Communist Party 
member who leaves his home and takes up residence in another 
community in order to carry on some kind of Communist activity, 
usually in industry. 

Both my wife and I volunteered to go "into industry" when 
we heard that other students were leaving New York as "colonizers." 
The Communist; official who interviewed us about our desire to 
go into industry made it clear that the Communist Party was not 
"sending" us* For example, we paid our own fares. But he also 
made it perfectly clear that the Communist Party thought very 
well of our decision, and he "advised us" where to go and who 

to look up upon arrival. This individual turned out to be the 
head of the Labor Youth League in Ohio, and a Communist. 
Prom then on almost all of our contact and activities were 
with the Labor Youth League. We received advice and/or instructions 
through the League as to where to apply for jobs, when, where 
to live, etc. No one individual "instructed" us to get involved 
in union activities* That was the very purpose for which we had 
come, andthere was never any question in anyone's mind about it . 

At one point, for a short period, we were assigned tb join 
the Wade Park Civic Association. There were Communists in it, 
but our contact with the Wade Park Civic Association was so limited 
that neither of us have direct knowledge as to how many Communists 
were in it. 
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Much later on I was given the responsibility for distributing 
"New Challenge? I believe that it's circulation in Cleveland never 
exceeded 125 or 150. Usually, if more copies were sent from New 
York than we could distribute, we would simply leave them in 
locker rooms or on street cars in hopes someone would pick them 
up and read them. 

The number of labor Youth league clubs in Cleveland varied 
constantly because of repeated reorganizations* Pew had formal 
names or locations* At any given time there were probably no more 
them ten. Neither I nor my wife ever saw a membership list or 
comprehensive figures on membership in either the Communist ^arty 
or the labor Youth League in Cleveland or Ohio. To our knowledge 
no such lists were kept, and we would have been horrified to 
find out that they were. Only the state chairman of the Labor 
Youth League would have had overall informa tion as to total 
membership at any given time. Our guess is that membership 
in the Labor Youth League in Cleveland fluctuated between 50 
and 100 during the years we were there. We believe that the 
Cleveland membership represented at least 75 per cent of the 
total 3tate-wide .membership, but this is a rough estimate. 

In /fiY, J 
^Both the Communist Party and the Labor Youth league 

supported the primary candidacy of John 0. Holly for Congress 
in the 21st Ohio District. The stated reason for such support 
was that the large Negro population in the district deserved 
representation. I never had any direct contact with the Holly 
campaign* My wife handed out leaflets for him. Neither of us 
know whether or not Holly was aware of the nature of his support, 
nor can we estimate its significance. 

During all the time of our membership in either the Communist 
Party or the labor Youth League, we felt it was our responsibility 
to help build its membership*, I undoubtedly tried to recruit 
students into the Communist ^arty during my stay at New York 
University. I helped recruit members for the Labor Youth ^eague 
in Ohio. My wife probably participated in discussions aimed 
at recruiting individuals into the Labor Youth League* However, 
she was much less active in this regard than I was. In all, 
the recruitment of an individual was almost always a group 
rather than one-ipan job. Consequently, it is impossible to 
claim individual "credit" for having recruited a given number 
of individuals. Certainly, I tried. The methods were purely 
ideological* We would try to interest the individual in attending 
a discussion group or a social event* At every opportunity we 
would talk about current events or the individual's own interests. 
Usually there would be long bull sessions ranging over everything 
from philosophy to economics. 

As to the use of fictitious names: During my period as 
student director of the Labor Youth League in Ohio I was now 
and then introduced to strangers — that is students I hadn't 
met before — under a first name that was not mine. But this 
was quickly dropped because it was too cumbersome and silly. 
It became a joke. I did on a few occasions write for New 
Challenge and other publications under a pseudonym. 
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In March, 1955, both my wife and I wanted to leave the Labor 
Youth League and the Communist *arty behind. Since most of the 
people we had known in Cleveland were not aware of our destination, 
and since we left as quickly and quietly as possible, we do not 
know what they thought or said* 

We were not emotionally prepared to stage a big ideological 
brawl over our departure. We just wanted to go. By March, 1955 
I had, on my own, made contact with Labor's Daily and applied for 
work on its staff. I had already become relatively inactive in the 
Labor Youth League, and it must have been apparent to> the leaderaip 
of the Labor Youth League that it was about to lose two members. 
Heidi's activity, too* had become largely perfunctory. 

I do not recall in detail what discussions we had with the_. 
leadership of the Labor Youth League when we announced am our 
intention to leave Cleveland. The leddership was disturbed and 
angry, especially because we had gone ahead and made up our 
minds without consulting them. I cannot say whether or not 
transferring to Communist *arty work exclusively was suggested to 
us as an alternative. Certainly, it was no secret that we 
felt masquerading as "youth" was stupid, and an offer to "let us" 
transfer into Communist Party work may have been held out to us as 
a concession to get us to stay in Cleveland. If such an offer 
was made, we rejected it, because we had already determined to 
get out. Certainly, by the time a job opening developed on 
Labor's Daily in April, 1955» we had made our own private decision 
to sever our connection altogether. At no time have we ever 
regretted or even reconsidered this decision. It was the 
smartest thing we ever did. 

During our stay in Cleveland, I was fired from at least one 
job for falsification of application. This was done to hide 
the fact that I had spent four years in college, since it was 
well known that factory.personnel men were loathe to hire college 
graduates for "blue collar" jobs. This was done at the behest 

of the Labor Youth League which helped mp think up phony job 
references for me and for most of the other -"colonizers." Making 
up references was quite common, even among non-political workers 
who were just job-hunting for the normal reasons. 

At no time, as far as we can recall, did either my wife or 
I have a mail subscription to afauh Daily Worker other 

involvement. Within the past year, without my knowledge or 
j^cquiesence, I have begun to receive unsolicited copies of the 
-ational Guardian in the mail. I receive a great deal of 

unsolicited mail because of my work, and I assume my name was 
taken off some list of newspapermen. 

February 26, 1959 
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TCFFLER, AOTH BERNARD 
Male 
White 
10/U/2&, Brooklyn, H.T. 
6* 2-2§" 
160-165 
Slender 
Brown 
Green 
Medium 
y* scar, left posterior chest 

Name: 
Sex: 
Race: » 
Birth date: 
Height: 
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Complexion: 
Scars & Marks 

Married to Adelaide Farrell 
Daughter, born 2/5U 

Marital Status 
Relatives: 

Nationality; 
Birth place 

FPC: 20 L 9 U IIO 8 
MID on 

FBI No. 375 616 B 
ASN US 52200211* 
SSN 107-20-7917 



WASH TOFFLER* ALVIN BERNARD NB 
100-399998 WM 10/ 4/28 

FREE LANC&-WRITER AT -H0M4- ^ —* 

COM 
BROOKLYN* NEW YORK 

100-33758 

90224 0 

1812 ANNANDALE ROAD» FALLS CHURCH* VIRGINIA 

If] 
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I FD-940 (REV. 6-24-6S) 

Fite Ho. 
WFO 100-337 5 8w/ 

f DEC 9 1971_ 

PASSPORT OFFICE 
(NAME OH CONTRIBUTOR) 

(ADDRESS OF, CONTRIBUTOR) 

WDC __ 
(CITY AND STATE) 

SC MOORE 
(NAME OF SPECIAL AGENT) 

□ ¥08 

0 Ho 

PHOTOS OF: 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 

Office Memorandum • united states government 

o 

I L 

TO 

FRO 

DATE: 2/20/57 

id Ar' SUBJECT 

'y/ 
>.u J 

kO 5 

H 

k 

7 frq 

FOIA(b)(7) - (D) 

[ 

SAC, WFO 

SAC, OMAHA (100-5957) 

X 
ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

3 100-5957 
■ // S -33152-1 J) f) 

ADELAIDE TOFFLER, Nee Farrell, 
wa. Helde Toffler— /oo - %*-**-? 
SM - C v ^ ! 'J J 
OM 100-5958 

Re Onaha let to Richmond 1/23/57 and Richmond let 2/13/57. 

Re Omaha let indicates the above individuals are Security 
Index subjects of the Omaha Office who previously resided 
at 1230 Brown Street, Bettendorf, la., but moved to the 
Washington, D.C., Metropolitan Area on or about 1/7/57 
having shipped their furniture and household effects to 
American Storage Company, 637 Arlington Blvd., Falls 
Church, Va., on that date. 

On 1/29/571 

J advised this Post Office received 
3 _ _ A_1 1 1 H _ /_ _ . a Removal Notice from subjects dated 1/17/57, directing 

their mail be sent to the above Falls Church address. 

On I/31/57 the Identification Division furnished an 
Identification Record for ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
FBI #375 6l6 B, which reveals the following: * 

"USSS Att: PRS 
Sec, Wash, DC 

Alvin B. Toffler 
#PRS - 1270 

appl 
FP 
1-18-57 

Residence: 637 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, Va 

WFO requested to verify residence and employment. 

2- WFO (Registered) 
3- Omaha 

(2- GM 100-5957 
(l- OM 100-5958' 

CGM:JM 
(5) * ^ 

SEAI?CKE0.^d3rp£XEp'_ 

SEmAUZ£D__C4,Rgs7^i 

FEB 2 51957 
WASHINGTON . / 

J? 
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SAC, OMAHA (100-5957) 

SAC, WFO (100-33753) 

3/13/57 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM-C 
(QO:OM) 

FOIA(b)(7) - (D) 

ReOMlet dated 2/20/57 entitled ALVIN BERNARD 
TOFFLER, SM-C; ADELAIDE TOFFLER, was. SM-C which requested 
WFO to verify the current residence and employment o£ the 
TOFFLERS, who have been security index subjects of the 
Omaha Office. 

I advised aa 
J. LEWIS KELLY that ALVIN TOFFLER moved into his present 
address, 637 Arlington Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia, 
during the last week of December, 1956, and was joined by 
his wife, HE IDE TOFFLER, and his three-year old daughter, 
karsn. approximateiv three weeks later. According to 

HEIDE TOFFLER described her husband as a 
free lance writer, currently employed in a particular office, 
but the source could not recall the name of the subject's 
employer. | |further advised that the subject’s 
wife, who was unsucessxul in seeking a teaching position 
in this area, is currently occupied as a housewife. 

On 3/5/57 FRANK FOX, Owner, Fox Realty Company, 
4683 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, advised 3A KELLY 
that he has been renting the house at 637 Arlington Boulevard, 
to the subject since approximately 1/1/57. Mr. FOX re¬ 
called that when dealing with TOFFLER during December, 1956, 
the subject indicated h© was employed with the Labors’s 
Daily. 

The office secretary, Washington News Bureau, 
Labor's Daily, Inc., Room 51@, Mills Building, 17th and 
Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., was pentacted 
under pretext on 3/5/57 by SA KELLY and advised ^that the 
subject is presently employed as a writer in t)sis office. 
The pretext utilized was merely an inquiry as/to the where¬ 
abouts of the subject with no identificatio^lof caller being 
necessary. /k?' • 

4-Omaha (100-5958) (ADELAIDE TOFFLER) «X 
(2-100-5957) (ALVIN B. TOFFLER) 

2-Phi lade lphia (RM) -' 
a/f&WCTl MOO-NEW') (ADELAIDE TOFFLER) / If j 

l^-744r—- v S' fr° ' 35 7$$' S 
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It is noted that WFO files do not contain a 
thumbnail of the publication Labor’s Daily, Inc. How¬ 
ever, they do reflect that at least during 1956, this 
publication of 701 14th Street, Bettendorf, Iowa (GO: 
NY, Bufile 100-399008) was being received by the Bureau 
at the request of the Central Research Section. 

Regarding the subject’s employment it is_ 
further anted that on 3/5/571 / 

|advised that during January, 1957, the 
subject-was issued a press card permitting him to attend 
the White House Press Conferences as the Washington 
Representative of the Gazette and Qaily^ 31 East King 
Street, York, Pennsylvania. On this occasion! j 
displayed a 12/11/56 letter from DAVID WESLEY, Assistant 
editor of this publication, requesting that the subject 
be accredited to the White House as he would be hired 
as the Washington Correspondent of this Newspaper, 
.effective January 1, 1957. For Omaha’s information 

explained that the subject’s fingerprints were 
taken by the Protective Research Section, U.S. Secret 
Service in connection with the issuance of the above- 
mentioned press card, and were forwarded to the Identifi¬ 
cation Division of the Bureau. Referenced letter re¬ 
flected that the Identification Division had received 
the above fingerprints from U.S.Secret Service on 
1/18/57. further noted that liaison inquiries 
with the Bureau had reflected that DAVID WESLEY aka, 
DAVID W^XLSY H0SSBADH, Assistant editor, Gazette and 
Daily, York Pennsylvania, has been connected with 
numerous Communist Front organizations. 

Philadelphia is requested to furnish Omaha 
with a suitable thumbnail sketch of "DAVID WESLEY aka, 
DAVID WESLEY MJSS8AUM and/or the Gazette and Daily" if 
such descriptions are available. 

Omaha is requested to submit FD 128 regarding 
the subject and his wife. RUC. 

it 

i 
■ t 
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Form No. 1 
TH rs CASE ORIGINATED AT 

[ retort made at 

cmmumj) 
DATE WHEN PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE REPORT MADE BY 

MADE 

ST. LOUIS s uG. 3-17-53 2-13; 3-4-5: -----?- 
I 

G^&ftGED 
ALVlFWiSifeS TGFFLER 

GEMLD J. SBYLSE dw 
CHARACTER OF CASE 

mcmwi KATIES - C 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: Records of AGO, OP KB, Dept, of the Amy, SLHO, 
indicate ALVXB BERNARD TGFFLER, ASH 52200214, 
in U.S. Army 3-14-52 to 7-22-52. Honorably 
discharged as Pvt. by reason of medical dis¬ 
ability Which existed prior to entry on active 
military service. Background and descriptive 
information set out. 

- RUG 

DETAILS: AT CT. .LOUIS, ftXSSQURX 

The title of this case is marked changed to reflect subject’s 
full nameALVTH BBKHAIiD T0FFL2B as shorn in Array service records 
and to delete the name ALVIN TOFFLBR. 

A review of the .Army service record on file at the Adjutant 
General’s Office, Demobilised Personnel Records Branch, World Lar 
II Unit, Department of the Amy, for ALVIN BERNARD TOFPLSH, Army 
Serial Number 52200214, indicates that he was inducted into the 
United States Army on I%rch 14, 1952 and entered on active duty 
or the same date at Cleveland, Ohio. He was honorably discharged 
on July 22, 1952, as a Private from the Valley Forge army Hospital) 
Phoenixville, I-ennsylvania, by reason of medical disability 
consisting of pain in the back and left leg, which existed prior 
to entry on active military service. His character and efficiency 
ratings ranged from unknown to excellent. 

Records reflect subject was absent without leave for th© 
period from July 7, 1952 to July B, 1952; disposition not shown. 

APPROVED AND 

FORWARDED: 

SPHCTAtTAOENT-- 

r> in Charge ] 
DO NOT WRITE IN THESE;SPACES 

..FILEDLfflk-.- 

COPIES OF THIS REPORT f 

I - - OMAHA 

sSAReHaa.X^yi nosxed* 

3gfliALI2e&fcWX fifcEfiU^ 

3\ - Bureau ! I—i 
07- Cleveland fmindex®-- 
2 - Bt. Louis (mgj 

APR -2 1957 *— 
PBOPEKTY OF FBI^TtilS-COHnOCItTIATTRES 

AGENCY T0T~WHICH-LOANED,, ' 

' YOU BY THE FBI AND ARE NOT TO BE ED ^OUTSIDE OF 

W«3~>Sk- Y 
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The following background and descriptive information is 
contained in the record: 

Date and Place of Birth 

Height 
height 
Race 
Hair 
Eyes . « 
Build 
Education 
Civilian Occupation 
Military Occupation 
Addresses 

Relatives 

October 4, 1920 at Brooklyn, 
Hew York 
6'2" 

160 
Whit e. 
Brown 
Green 
Medium 
3§ years college 
Student, Washington Square College 
Duty Soldier 
10317 Barrett Avenue, 
Cleveland 6, Ohio 
Wife - ADELAIDE ELIZABETH TOFFLER, 
10317 Barrett Avenue, Cleveland 6, 
Ohio. 
Parents ~ ROSE and SAM 10FFLER, 
532 East 54th Street, Brooklyn, 
New York. 

Local Draft Board No, 42 at 050 Flatbush Avenue, 
Brooklyn, New York 

Veterans Administration Claim No. 16070304 

- RUC - 

- 2 - 
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Best possible image. 

Form No. 3 O' 
^/vv- -5 I 
---M |—?~j 

.4 1 , - ■ *, ti t', 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

This Case Originated at cumu*) File no. 

REPORT MADE AT 

CUTS LAUD 

DATE WHEN MADE 

» 

4-14-53 ] 

PERIOD FOR REPORT MADE BY 

AU*lff a* SITCHSR he 
(1_ 

TITI.E 

AIW1 UrMtiA-W TOff LKB 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

sicuam feATtSR - c 

SUMMARY REPORT 

swops is or facts i $ubj«ot wn io-4-aa, k«* 
Slttaj rasida* 103X7 Awrtit 
AVe*, O.J Attd if 
employed *« Jtdlior, *ia "Ke* 
Challenge*, aa LTt. pafcUaatio*. 
He nerved W 
S. S* inqr, reeeivinf an hen ar¬ 
able dieefcarge by reeeoa *f 
Mdlwi disability. Stljwi 
reported be be an Vtl and CP 
imfetr t« ef U-12-52 and be have 
aiiwdti three UX seating* la 
1-53. Subject reportedly etatad 
be believes deeply in Smita. 
Deverlption eat forth. 

DSTAOSi 

- P - 

This investigation le pradieated 
upea inforeetlon fwmlahed by f-1, 
ef knew* reliability, «J» advleed 
that the tubjeot, ia oenpany aitb 
a creep «f tneivldoala laeluding 
hie wife, AhhUlOft toyttAfi, 
*13U and sIU Hgtm-orF, traveled 
trm Cleveland, Ohio te Ghieage, 
Illinois tod attended a seating on 
Sevaaber 10, 195L at a haaea on 
Yetee street, Chisago, see soother 

/ - ... „ ■ " .* ■ / 
^rr—-—- 

SEARCHED *.INDEXED-—— 

SERIALISE.-. :...FILeD./.E.i- 

$ - iSitrtmt (*R* 

2 - fee tbrk (100-122974) (*¥) 

j)- Cleveland (100-20200) 
PROPERTY OF FBI—This confidential report and its contents are leaned to you by the FBI and are not to be distributed outside of agency to which loaned. 

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 16—637S3-1 
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masting somewhere In Chicago on November 11, 1951. Scarce stated that 
RGBMT mORELL of Chicago labor Youth League (LIL) attended both meetings 
and that MMELh spoke at the November 11, 1951 meeting concerning fuller 
participation of those present in union activities,, 

Tho IYL has been designated by the Attorney Qeneral as a sub¬ 
versive organisation within the purview of Executive Order 9035® 

f~2, of known reliability, identified Y2NCB PI®.t on April 9, 
1951 as Ohio State Chstrmn, LYL, and BILL HERTZ3FF and .ADELAIDE Tom® 
on May 11, 1952 as Ccaaamiet Party (CP) members. 

All informants utilized in this report are of known reliability 
unless otherwise indicated. 

X. - .BACKGROUND 

A. Birth Data :'i 

Sources Harriag© Records, 
Cuyahoga County Court House, 
Cleveland. Ohio 

Records of above source reflect that subject was bom October 4, 
1928 at Brooklyn, Ees York. His parents were listed as SAMUEL T0PFLER 
and ROSE ALBAtlH. 

Sources FRANK O’MALLEY, Personnel Director, 
Ferro Machine and Foundry, Isio., 
3155 East 66th Street, 
Cleveland. Ohio. 

Records of above source reflect subject’s birth as October 4, 1928 
at Westfield, New York. 

B. Citizen chip Status 

Sources Marriage Records, 
Cuyahoga County Court House, 
Cleveland. Ohio. 

Subject is a native born cltisen of tho United States. 

NW 50621 Dodd: 33074584 Page 42 
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0. Education 

Source: PA’dL BOBTHWICK, Personnel ©apartment, 
Bryant Esatar Company, 
1782$ St. Clair Avenue, 
Cleveland. Ohio. ____ 

Records of above source reflect that the subject attended P.S. 202, 
Row York City, from 1934 - 1943, and graduated from S.T. Ttlden High School, 
Few York City, in 1947. 

Source: Records, Adjutant General’s Office, 
Demobilised Personnel Records Branch, 
TTorld War IT Bait, 
Department of the Army, 

_St. Loala. Missouri*__ 
—pace—wwwbmmwww—«»wwW«—min .I'l—nijmii—wpawwii jhuhuw«<i>wii—iiui«wiiihhi.iii» ■ • 

Source reflects that subject has had three and one-half years of 
college and that he has attended Washington Square College {believed to be 
Washington Square College of Mew York University). 

D. Marital Status 

Sourest Carriage Records, 
Cuyahoga County Court House, 
Cleveland. Ohio. 

Records of above source reflect that subject married ADELAIDE 
FARRELL on April 29, 1950 at Cleveland, Ohio. 

S. Military Service 

Scarce* Records, Adjutant General's Office, 
Demobilised Personnel Records Branch, 
World War II Unit, 
Department of the Army, 
St. Louis. Missouri. 

These records reflect that subject, ASH' £2200214, was inducted 
into the United States Amy on March 14, 1952 and entered on active duty 
on the asm© date at Cleveland, Ohio. He was honorably discharged on July 
22, 1952, as a *M.vats, fro® the Valley Forge Artsy Hospital, Pfeocnixville, 
Pennsylvania, by reason of medical disability consisting of pain in the 
back and left leg, which existed.prior•to entry on active silitary service. 
His character and efficiency ratings ranged from unknown to excellent. 

3 - 
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These records also reflect that subject was absent without leave 
for the period July 7* 1952 - July 0, 1952; disposition not shewn# 

F. Credit and Criminal 

Records of the Cleveland Retail Credit Man's Cespany do not re¬ 
flect a credit rating for the subject# 

Records of the Cleveland, Ohio Police Department reflect a traffic 
violation for the subject on October 11* 1950* 

0# %aployrasiftt 

Source j THQSIAS SIMG&, ■ Employment Onager* 
Viking Air Conditioning, 
5601 Walworth Avenue, 
Cleveland. Ohio. 

Source advised that subject was employed at Viking as a punch 
press operator from February 27* 1950 to June 10, 1950 and, although sub¬ 
ject voluntarily quit his job, he will not be rehired because of being & 
slow worker. 

Sources FRA8K O'MALLEI, Personnel Director, 
Ferro iSaoblne ©od Foundry, Inc., 
3195 East 66th Street, 
Cleveland. Ohio. 

Source advised that subject was employed by Ferro fro® September 
21, 1950 to January 10,1952 and fro® January 28, 1952 to February 9, 1952 
at which time he quit to enter the Dhited States Amy. Subject was on . 
leave of absence fro® January 10, 1952 to January 28, 1952* Source stated 

""that subject was rehired on September 17, 1952 a® an inspector, but that 
ha has not reported to work since December 2, 1952, claiming to bo inca¬ 
pacitated due to a back injury. On January 2, 1953, subject submitted a 
disability claim in order to qualify for leave of absence due to disability. 
Oa the claim fora, A. SILLER, K.D., 2460 Fairmount Boulevard, Cleveland, 
Ohio, certified that ha has treated the subject since August 5, 1952 for 
a "possible herniated intervertebral disk”. Source related that due to 
the fact that subject failed to properly execute his request for leave 
of absence due to physical disability, he has been dropped as an employee 
of Forro. 

Records of above source also reflect that subject was employed 

- 4 - 
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as a general fana hand by a Mr*, SHEfSRD, Forsyth, Ksw York, from February, 
1?46 to March, 1949, and that he was self-employed at Cleveland, Ohio fro® 
Jane, 1949 to July, 1900 doing auto body and fender work. 

Sources PAWL BQRYHWICK, Personnel Department, 
Bryant Heater Company, 
17825 St. Olair Avenue, 
Cleveland. Ohio. 

Source furnished records reflecting that sublet was employed as 
a clerk-typist at this company from August 2?, 1952 to September 15, 1952 
at which time he left because of an unspecified illness. 

These records also r@f3.eot that subject ms employed by BOY 
WILLIS, Literary Road and Professor Avenue, Cleveland, fro® July, 1948 
to July, 1950 as an auto mechanic. 

Source; T-2 

Source advised on August IS?, 1952 that einc® subject is physically 
unable to do any heavy work in a shop, he. hag been given the full ties job 
as Editor of "Rets Challenge53 in ©hio. 

T-3 identified nNm Challenge*1 as a mimeographed version of the 
national LYL publication. 

H. Basldenoea 

Sources !5rs. J. FAVLQVA, 
2252 Professor Avenue, 
Cleveland, Ohio, . 

Source advised she rented an apartment 'to the subject at 2252 
Professor Avenue for approximately six months during 1950. 

Sources PHAMS QUMJJsY, Personnel Director, 
Ferro Machine and Foundry, Inc., 
3155 Bast 66th Street, 
Cleveland. CMo. 

Reoorda of above source reflect that upon subject’s hiring by 
this company on September 21, 1950, he listed his address as 106X1 
Churchill Avenue, Cleveland. .These records also reflect that upon sub¬ 
ject’s rehiring on September 17, 1952, he listed his address as 10317 
Barrett Avenue, Cleveland. 
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Sourosi f-4 

Source advised, that ea of January 16, 1953 cubjest continues to 
reside at 1031? Barrett Avenue. 

X. Status of Health 

la subject's request for leave of absence from Ferro Machine and 
Foundry due to physical disability. Dr® A. MILLER certified that subject 
has a "possible herniated disk, which sight require surgery. Further, 
subject' received a medical discharge from the United States Any due to 
physical disability. 

II. COMMUNIST FART'f MGUBBRaBIP 

Sources: T-9, T-10 and T-ll 

Above sources, all of unknown reliability but who were In a 
position to know of some subversive activities at ?few fork 'university, 
advised on October 2, 19*JG that they believed ALVXH X0FFLS1, an He® York 
iMveraity student, to be a member of CJP, USA. 

Source: T«»5 

Source advised on April 1?, 1951 that h© believed subject, an 
active member of th© Rad© Park Civic Association, Cleveland, Ohio, to b® 
an active Communist. 

T-6, of unknown reliability, but who is in a position to know of 
C? activities in th© Wed© Park Civic Association, identified this organ- 
isation on Hay 17, 1951 a® predominantly Communist. 

Source: ?-2 

Source advised that as of August 12, 1952, subject has bean a 
CP member. 

III. CONNECTIONS mm THE LABOR TOOTH LEAGUE 

A. Membership 

Sources: T-9. T-10 and T-ll 

Sources adviced on October 2, 1950 that most of the members of 

*» 6 **• 
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the' Young Progressives of America (IPA) at Mew 'York University, .Men York 
City, are ©sabers of the Lit. and that ALYXH TG7FE231, a Mew York University 
student, was an active asabar of the YPA. T-8 advised that while the YR& 
is not a Oomuuniat dominated organisation, it receives support of the CP 
and consists of both CoEEsanist and non-Cosimnint youth® 

Source: T-2 

Source advised that as of August 12, 1952 subject has been an T,YL 
siesbor • 

B. Attendance at Meetinga 

Source? T-4 

Source advised that on January 16, 1953, subject, whom he described 
ae the new Student Director of the Ohio L3TL, met with ART SSHBSS, Cleveland 
LIL Executive Board member, and a student fro® Oberlin College, at the corner 
of West Lorain and Professor Streets, Oberlin, Ohio® The organisation of an 
LIL Club at Oberlin College was discussed. 

Source advised that on January 18, 1953, a state-wido seating of 
the Ohio LYL was hold at the subject9s resides©®, 10317 Barrett Avenue, 
Cleveland, and that on January 27, 1953, subject attended a city-wide 
meeting of the Cleveland LIL at 6314 St. Glair Avenue, Cleveland. 

C» "Hew Challenge” 

Source? T-2 

Source advised on August 12, 195-, that subject1© first job as 
Editor of "Hew Challenge” in Ohio will be to start an Ohio edition of this 
publication. Source further advised that "M«w Challenge” is to be a 
theoretical journal giving a Marxist concept of the problem# of youth in 
Ohio, and particularly in Cleveland» He stated that those working on "Sew 
Challenge" will not function in any other work of the LIL. 

Souroe advised on October 2, 1952, that BILL H&RT20FF v&b formerly 
with "Hew Challenge" but the work that h© did has now been turned over to 
the subject. 

Source advised that on October 13, 1952, a special meeting of the 
"Mew Challenge" Editorial Committee r;as held at the residence of the subject. 

- 7 - 
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19. STATEMENTS MADE BY SUBJECT I8DICAffIH0 
ADHBIEBOB TO HARXIST^TOIIST THMC 

Sourest "Cleveland tVeca, 
___November 28. 19*>2. 

An article entitled "Red Trap for Youth” written by Brass Reporter 
RUSTY BROWS and published In above source, a Cleveland, Ohio daily news¬ 
paper, reflected that subjeot stated ha believes deeply in ’Marxism and 
that everything can bo interpreted in economic tense * According to this 
source, subject stated, "The troubles off the working classes are a direct 
result off the corruption caused by capitalism." and "Capitalis® is on its 
last legs and its decline met be accompanied by decay in all phases off 
life." In connection with current occurrences involving Juvenile violence, 
source quoted subject as stating, "I think this is a perfect example off 
oconondo unrest caused by corrupt profit“capitalistic systems. T think 
this wave off violence among youth is ft turning point in our economic society 
I think thia ia the beginning of the end off our present fora off government. 
Just as the Roman taplre and feudalism failed, so too will this capitalistic 
structure. Yeung people today are beginning to feel this conflict. They 
reflect the tension, the unrest caused by the gradual Influx off capitalistic 
corruption." 

?. REVOLUTIONARY STATEMENTS SffiBB Iff SUBJECT’S EBBSSHCB 

Source 3 ?-4 

At the IYL meeting held at oubjaefc’s residence on January 10, 
19*>3, VINCE HERE gave & two-hour report on a pamphlet, "How to be a Good 
Communist" by LIN-SHAO-CHI, Vice-Chairman off the Central Peopled Govern¬ 
ment of the People’s Republic off China end a member off the Central Committee 
off the CP off China. RIME stated that there were ©any changes taking place 
in the world today, such as the change from, capitalism to socialism, and 
that in order for the rulers of America to prevent these changes they play 
a "counter revolutionary" role through fascist rule. RISC continued that 
since the ruling class will not give in, the working class plays a 
"revolutionary role, breaking the power of capitalism in a forcible manner". 
HERE then stated that the working class must have a general 3tafff and a 
theory and that this is the role of the CP. 

VI. FAIRS STATSBSKTS 

It is noted that 1» subject*a application for employment at the 
Bryant Heater Company, Cleveland, Ohio, ha listed that he wag employed by 

- a - 
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HOY WILLIS, Literary Road and Professor Avenue, Cleveland, from July, 1948 
to duly, 1950 as an auto mechanic. However, In his application for em¬ 
ployment at Farr© Machine and Foundry, Ihe., Cleveland, Ohio, h© listed 
that he wae employed as a general far® hand by a Mr, SHEPARD, Forsyth, . 
New York, fro® February, 1946 to ’larch, 1949, and that he was self-employed 
at Cleveland from June, 1949 to July, 1950 doing auto body and fender work* 

Further, THOMS 8IM9&, Employment Manager, Viking Air Conditioning 
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, advised that subject was employed, by Viking from 
February 27, 1950 to Juno 10, 1950® 

In subject’® application for employment at Ferro Machine and 
Foundry, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, he listed his birth as October 4, 1928 at 
Westfield, Now York, whereas his marriage records at Cuyahoga County Court 
Rouse, Cleveland, Ohio, and his United States fVrsy records reflect hi® 
birth a© October 4, 1928 at Brooklyn, New York. 

VII. MIEOStlABSOTO 

Scarce; T-12 

ry Satire® advised that At* TOFFLER was the payee on a §7.00 cheek, 
$4, J| #1134, leaned by People's Conga, Inc., on December 31, 1948. People's 
^ ' Songs, Inc* was cited as a Gemaanlst front ■which was incorporated January 

ji 31, 1946 in New York City, "AH of the productions of People’s Songs, 
line, follow the CP line as assiduously as do the people bshing the or¬ 
ganisation” according to California Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Report 1948, p. 392. 

Source; "Sally Worker", an East Coast 
^Communist daily publication. 

The February 12, 1949 issue of above newspaper on fhge 3, column 
2-5, contained an article captioned "Unionist Potest Attacks on Students" 
which reflected that trade union, political, student, and civic loaders 
protested police attacks upon City College striking students and supported 
them in their fight for the suspension of Instructors with anti-Semitic or 
biases. Among Hew York University student leaders who protested the attacks 
on the students was ALVIN T0FF1ER. 

The March 27, 1949 issue of this newspaper. Section X, Page 2, 
column 5, contained an article captioned "Twenty-Six NYU Student Leaders 
Assail Sidney Hook”. The article stated that twenty-six student leaders 
at New York University joined in hailing the Cultural and Scientific 
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Conference for World Baaae as a "magnificent demonstration3 of America's 
desire for peace. At the same time, these leader? condemned the fTotEkylte 
Professor SIDNEY HOOK as having "contributed nothing for peace nor to the 
maintenance and extension of free intellectual inquiry and exchange". The 
flaw York University loaders declared "To refuse to budge on our convictions, 
regardless of any name our efforts s*y earn us. To support the efforts for 
peace today is declared subversive and un—American." Among the students 
sending "greetings and sincere wishes for success in yoi®* proud undertaking" 
was AL TGF~LF;R, Editor, "Campus Review". 

Source: T-13, of unknown reliability. 

Source advised that At TOPFLSR, $}2 East 54th Street , Brooklyn', 
New York, "student CP, NYU", wao listed as a petition canvasser for the 
election campaign ccfflaitte© of the CP in the 1949 campaign for re-election 
of BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, Communist candidate for Councilman, New York City. 

Source? J. C. BOYER, Personnel Manager, 
„ SSLeotro-Ifotlve Division, 

General Motors Corporation, 
9500 Clinton Road, 
Cleveland, Ohio. ■ 

Records1'of above source refloat that the subject was listed by 
one BSSiNAHD SHL&SSG &s a personal reference prior to his (SBLASKO's) hiring 
by this company on Slay 9, 19SC. 

’ '• 1 ■',y- . ■ 

SHLASKO was identified by T-2 ae a CP member in 1950. 

Sourcei T~? 

Source advised that oa October 25, 1950 an F3FS forum was held at 
2049 Bast 105th Street, Cleveland, Ohio, and that subject’s automobile was 
observed In the vicinity, the occupant of which attended this meeting. 
Source advised that this forum was sponsored in part by the LTD and the YPA. 

Souroe: T-2 

Source advised on June 5, 1952 that, when in Cleveland, VINOS 
PIEKS has stayed at a house on Barrett Avenue, the location of which describes 
subject's residence, 1031? Barrett Avenue. 
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VIII. EESCRIMXON 

The following is a dcseeripfcten of the subject as obtained from 
©sployaKsnt records, marriage records, and United State® Array Eeraoblliaod 
Record*» 

Hamo: 
Haas; 
Sext 
Birth Bated 
Birth Place s 

Height: 
Weights 
Bull4> 
Complexions 
Hair: 
^yoa: 
Residences 

Employments 

Educations 
Marital Statues 
Immediate Relatives» 

Fathers 

Mothers 

Wife: 

Social Security We.s 
Characteristicss 
Military Services 

&rsy Serial Wo. s 
Draft Boards: 

FA Claim Ho.s 

JUIiVBl BERNARD T0PFLER. 
White 
Male 
October 4, l£28 
Brooklyn# Saw York or 

f’sstfleld, Hew York 
6* 2W - 6’ 2§» 
160 - 165 pounds 
Slender 
Medium 
Brown 
Oreen 
7.031? Barrett Avenue 

Cleveland, Ohio 
Fditer, "Hew Challenge", 

Cleveland, Ohio 
Three and one-half years college 
SSarried 

SAMUIL TOFFLER 
532 East §4th Street 
Brooklyn, Hew York 

ROSS TQFFLER, nee AZSAUH, 
Sam® address 

ADELAIDE TOFFLER, nee FARRELL 
103X7 Barrett Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 

107-20-7917 
Has injured back 
Uhitsd States Array, 

3/14/52 - 7/22/52 
US 52200214 
Local Beard 42, 

850 Fletbush Avenue 
Brooklyn, Hew York 

Local Beard 68, 
Brooklyn, Hew York 

16870.304 
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APICTH1STRAT1VE PA05 

In an effort to locate the HOY WILLIS, Literary Road and Professor 
Avenue, Cleveland, who was listed by the subject as his employer from July, 
1948 - July, 1950, the following auto repair esbabliahasnia in the issaediate 
neighborhood were canvassed, but with negative results: 

10oARB XLESGH, who does part-time auto repairing in the 
rear ©f 2234 Professor Avenue. 

West 14th Street Garage, 
2174 West 14th Street. 

Auburn Auto Service and Parts, 
1306 Auburn Avenue. 

Southsi&a Service Station, 
1001 Fairfield Avenue. 

S & 8 Oarage, 
2365 West 11th Street. 

EOT WILLIS, 410 Sanford Street, Bainssvill©, Ohio, advised he 
formerly resided at 2252 Professor Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, and casually 
know the subject inasmuch as they both lived at this address at the same 
time during 1950. It is noted that 2252 Frofcaaor Avenue is only a few 
door* from Literary Road. WILLIS stated that he has never done any auto 
repairing and that the subject was never employed by hi® in any capacity,, 
H© farther stated that to hi3 knowledge, subjest did not work as an auto 
mechanic during this period but was employed by Viking Air Conditioning 
Company, Cleveland. 

INFORMANTS 

Date of 
activity and/ 

Identity or description 
of spares of information 

Bate resolved 
where known, 
otherwise date 
of report 

Agent to whoa 
furnished or 
Agent directing 
to file_ 

T-l 11/10-11/51 11/16/51 SA FRANK ©. SOUPS 
(written) 

.FOIA(b) (7) - (D) 

. File number 
where located 
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Bate of Bate received Agent towhoaj 
activity and/ where known, famished or 

Identity or description otherwise date Agent directing 
of source of information of report to file 

ZsZ 19?2 

8-12-52 

10-2-52 

10-13-52 

6-5-52 SA, PALMER 8. BAKBE, Jr. 
(oral) 

8-21-52 ' SA PALMKi tt. BAKES, Jr. 
(written) 

10-20-52 SA. PALMER 22. SAKE??, Jr. 
(written) 

10-20-52 SA PALMER Si. BAKES, Jr, 
(written) 

T-3 (Identification 
Cleveland Heglonal Office, 0-2. 

7fQIA(b)(7) - (D) 

T»d 1- 

1-18-53 

l-2?-53 

4-17-51 

1-22-53 

1- 22-53 

2- 4-53 

4-17-51 

SA JAMES K. qjum 
(written) , 
SA ALFRED L. ANDkESOH 
(written) 
SA ALFRED L. AfIDERSOK 
(written) 

SA WILLIAM B. STICKLE 
(oral) 

T-6 (Identification only) 
Confidential Informant 
of Cleveland, (Mo Police 
Department in resort dated 
5-17-51. 

T-7 10-25-50 • 10-28-50 SA PAUffi Si. BAKES, Jr, 
Cleveland, (Mo Police (written) 
Bocsrtiaent rooart dated 
10-28-50. 

- 13 - 
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Identity 
of source 

Data of 
activity and/ 
or description 
of information 

Bate received 
where known,, 
otherwise date 
of report 

Agent to 'Whoas 
furnished or 
Agent dirooting 
to file__ 

File number 
whore located 

T~fi . (Ident1fication only) 

T-12 

100-95240-403 

100-l6?0?l-86 
Check ^1134, dated 12-31-48 in the aisotmt of ©7,00 drawn by 
Peopla*e Songs, Inc. on Kanufaaturor0 Trust Company, 55 Broad 
Street, New fork City, as reflected in esanination of this 
bank’s records by SA C. J. MOR&H during the period 1/1/49 - 1/28/49. 

T-13 100-26603-1A-5062 
List of petit5.on canvassers from unclaimed suitcase left in 
the store of ®p. H8DSS BL&OIABGS, 2321 Seventh Avenue, Kew 
York City, on about September 1, 1949, auhnalited to SAs 
VINQEST BCRKfi and XXCdD BRiKiiS, 

LEADS 

ms YORK 

At Hew York City 

Will verify subject’s attendance at Sera York University, Washington 

\\ 
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Square Branch, and also his residence and employment, if any, during this 
period. 

At Forayth,Kew York . 

Will attempt to verify subject's employment for a Sfe*. SH?*FA.fsB, 
Forsyth, New York, during the period February, 1?46 to March, 1<?45>. 

At Brooklyn, Haw York- 

Will verify subject's birth, it being noted hs was reportedly- 
born on October 4, 1£28 at Brooklyn. 

CLEVELAND 

At Cleveland. Ohio 

Will await Bureau's decision on the recommendation to include 
subject on the Security Index. 

REFERENCE! New York letter to Cleveland, 3-13-53. 
1 ' . 

- is - 
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Form No. 1 
This case originated at OEVELtiVD 

REPORT MADE AT 

CLEVELAND 

DATE WHEN 

n/g3/53 

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE 

6/19? 9/291 
9 nisi n/5 18/53- 

REPORT MADE BY 

bl album r. sTgggat «<** 
CHARACTER OF CASE 

ALV1H SSKMTtD T0FF1SS rsm - c 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 

Subject continue® to rsatd© at 10317 Barrett, Avenue* Cleveland, OMo, «nd 
1q essployed at Braeco Corporation, 1*063 East 116 Street, Cleveland,. Or* 
3-31-53 subject identified as a sseahsr of Ohio IS ,E?®eutiwa Board and m 
Student Director of Lit. On li-2-53 he was idsistifisd as? a CP ®esber. in 
1933 subject in attendance at numerous L2L functions at Cleveland, including 
Executive Board settings and Ohio State Conference at the Lit. On 5-26-53 
subject vm identified as the asAn force behind the recruitassnt of seven 
new LIL oesbers and as of 5-28-53 was Cleveland reporter for the 1TL aagasiae. 

- C 

©©tailss At Cleveland, Ohio 

A. Birth Data 

B&CKGHOUND 

Sources Bureau of 7ital Statistics 
Brooklyn, Row fork 

70 a--? 37SY-& 
.Records of tha above source under smasher 1*1190 reflect 
that the subject was bom. on 

^ £22 . 

I Si 

SERIAUZED^^FILED^fe^.. 

.APR -21987 
fBI 1 WASH. F. .0. 

/ ////// 
APPROVED AND 

FORWARDED. 

■J (special Agent 
IN CHARGE 

COPIES OF THIS REPORT 

5 - Bureau (100-399998) <HK) 

(iy Cleveland (100-20200) 
* / 

I jVftnn 
- C.. v,, 3TTTTSTT - - ^ • " v lvu-^ tTuTTuE 

PROPERTY OF FBI —THIS C0MTIPCNTlAL REPORT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI AND ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE OF 

AGENCY TO WHICH LOANED, 
tY U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1952—0-210616 10—50266-2 
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B. Education 

Source: mrm FISHER \ "• 
Plant Manager j 
Drocco Corporation : 
i>063 East 116 street 

Records furnished by above source reflect that in the subject’s 
application for employment at Dracco, fee listed education of eight years ! 
at Woodbura Elementary and four years at C'oodbum High School (city not i,“ 
gives), 

Sources Mrs. DIANE SCOCT-SMWH ! " 
Records Office 
r/asldngton Square College !' 
New York University 
New York City, Itew York 

According to above source, ALVIN IOFELKR attended Waging ton ; . 
Square College from February, 19U6 to October 2h9 19U9 at which time he 
received a B.A. degree in English. ! \ 

i 
C. Employment 

Sources ERVIN FISHER I 
Plant Manager 
Dracco Corporation 
ho63 East 116 Street 

Esiploysaeat Records furnished by above source on November 5, 1953 
reflect that the subject, who has deck number 270, has been employed by 1 
Bracco ainco July 23, 1953 as a "learner sheet metal worker1' in the eoEgany’s 
Sheet ifetal Boparfeiento Subject’s tours of employment are 7 a.ss. to h p.su 

Sources Eaployment Records 
Bishop and Babcock Coisgjeny 
k90l i!aailtoin Avenue 

Above records reflect that the subject was employed by this company 
os a skilled inspector from April 1, 1953 to June 16, 1953 at which time ha 
voluntarily quit. These records indicate that the subject had a fair rating 
as an employee, but would not toe rohirsd. They also reflect that the subject 
listed on his employment application that he was previously employed at the 

W 
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Auburn Heating Cospsny, 13®) Auburn Avonus, Srota September, 19$2 to Iferch, 
1953, which esploysamt was verified by the Bishop Babcock Cospany. 

I). Sesidance 

Source f Ifro. DXASE SCOTT-SIETH 
Itecords Office 
Washington square College 
Slew York Iflaiversity 
Hew York City, New York 

According to above source, ALVUJ fOFlLBR listed his residence 0e 
532 East $h Street, Brooklyn, Maw York, during the period 19^6 to 19h9 when 
he was In attendance at New York University. 

Source: ml of known reliability 

Source advised on October 23, 1953 that subject continues to 
reside at 10317 Barret Avenue, Aportoont 3. 

II. CONMSCTIOKS mm THE COMBUifIST PARTY (CP) 

A* Iteberohip 
l 

Source? ml 

On April 2, 1953 source identified tho subject as being an Old® 
CP member inasmuch as the subject io a leader In the Labor Youth League (LYL) 
and to be a leader in the LYL ono sauet bo a CP aesiser. 

The LYL has been designated by the Attorney General of the United 
States pursuant to Executive Order 1C&50. 

HI. LYL 

A. Positions Held 

Source: T-l 

On Perch 31, 1953 the above source identified the subject as a 
now mwbor &£ the Executive Board of the Ohio LYL and as Student Director 
of the Ohio LYL. 

->■ 
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Bp Attendance at Ifeetinge 

Source* T-l 

Source advised that on March 28 and 29, 1953 an Ohio State 
Conference of the ML was held at the Labor Center, lldOl Kinnsan &vmm. 
This was a too day conference coEpooad of spprojdjo&t^ly thirty dalegatoe 
frort various parts of Ohio. All delegatee were severe of the LYL and 
were elected by their local group to attend tha conference. Source advleed 
that the subject was a delegate to the conferenc®. 

VW0B8T PIFffl, Ohio State Organiser, LXL, opened the conference 
by calling for an election of a presiding comities. E« G. CJ1EENFTELD, 
fraternal delegate from the Ohio G? read "greetings" from the Ohio CP and 
spoke at the conference on March 20, 1953. Tn Site speech he urged the ML 
to follow the exaiaplo of the once young JOSEPH STALIN* 

Source advised on l&rch 31, 19.53 » seating of the nm executive 
board of the LYL of Ohio wen hold at subjects residence, 10317 Barrett. 
The State Conference of the LYL held on March 28 end 29, 1953 was discussed 
and evaluated. Ass educational cotr&iiee was forest! to cany out the work 
of the Ml by being roepcmsible for propaganda and the indoctrination of 
its msfcora in ?Lu^d.ot^Ieiiiniot>**Stal!jii^t philosophy. Subject beean» a 
resfccr of this conasittee. 

Source advised on April 19, 1953 subject attended an executive 
board rooting of the Ohio LYL in Cleveland, at which tine subject e«v» a 
report on etudont work, stating that students ware fighting egeinst 
MoCartbylssffl but that there mat bo a ’'unifying fight" against IfeCarbhyiSQe 

Source advised that on May 3, 1953 subject attended an Executive 
CoHcaittee rooting of tho Ohio LYL at 1031X> Kesipton Street.. 

Source advised that on June 7, 1953 subject attended a "Breakfast 
with the Editor5' rooting held by the LYL of Cleveland at 1002b Sossarset 
Street. AARON T/SXSKAH, National Bditor of the LYL monthly publication "New 
Challenge” was the featured guest who came to Cleveland to dotertslno what 
stories were available in Cleveland to help bin prove tha content of the 
national edition of “Hew Challenge." 

tourco advised that on August 16, 1953 subject attended m executive 
board roe ting of the Ohio LYL at 366$ East 2k2 Street. 

4i- 
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0« Miscellaneous LIL Activities 

Source: ?-l 

Source advised on May 26, 1953 that the subject was the main force 
behind the seeruilaaent of seven new LXL jsembsra among students in Ohio* 

Source* SV2 of known reliability 

Source advised on Hey 28, 1953 that subject is tbs Cleveland 
reporter of the new LtL sagaalne (probably the Cleveland edition of "New 
Challenge). 

XV. FALSE SfATSMfiHSS 

It is noted that in subject5 a application for employment at 
Ferro i&ehin« and Foundry Company, Cleveland, hfe listed m prior aajploysmaat 
that be ms employed as a general farmhand by a Mr. SHEPARD, Forsyth, Nee 
York from February, 19h6 to March, 19k9» However, T-3 and T-li, both of known 
reliability who have considerable knowledge concerning who ore residents 
of Forsyth, New York, advised on November 10, 1953 they had no information 
concerctng the subject or a la*. 8SBPAHD as being residents of Forsyth* 
Further, T5&LTER FAL5AY, Forsyth, a fruit farmer, who ia faultier with all 
resident* of Forsyth, adviced November 10, 1953 that to the beet of hj.n 
knowledge neither the subject nor FHEPAKD have ever been residents of 
Forsyth. The records of the Chautauqua County Sheriff’s Office, Iktyvillo, 
New York, and the Jamestown, New York Credit Bureau were checked on Nov¬ 
ember 10, 1953 but contained no infarction concerning the subject or hr. 
SHEPARD. 

The subject’s application for employiaant at Braeco Corporation in 
Cleveland listed that he was self-e^loyad os a sign painter .from August, 
1952 to February, 1953 and that he worked as a millwright for Lorenz Screw 
Products from October, 1989 to February, 1952 $ however, his employment has 
been verified as being the Viking Air Conditioning Coa^ory, Cleveland, from 
February 27, 1950 to June 10, 1950 and Ferro Machine and Foundry, . Cleveland, 
from Septes&er 21, 1950 to January 10, 1952 and from January 28, 1952 to 
February 9, 1952. 

It ia also noted that in subject’s application for eB$>IoyKent at 
the Riyattd Heater Company where ho was employed for a short time during 
1952, he listed his attendance at PS 202, Hew York City from 1938 to 1983, 

-5- 
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and the S. T. Tildsn High School from 19h3 to 19h7, whereas in bis appli¬ 
cation for eEploymsnt at Dracco Corporation, lie listed Me attendance at 
Woodbura ELciffientary for eight years and Woodbum High School for four yeans. 

V. fflSCELIAHEOUS 

Sourcex T-l 

Source advised on April 27, 1903 that it ftm his belief that 
VINCENT FIERI and his fas&ly haw been temporarily living with the subject 
at 10317 Barrett Avenue. 

Source advised that on September 12, 1903 subject attended a 
party in honor of ARNOLD GLEXSSBR and Mo wife at Cleveland, Ohio. 

T-2 identified OLEISSEH &b an I.YL functionary fro® 1951 to 1903. 

The following is the identification record of ALVU1 BERNARD 
TDFFLSR, FBI Nmsber 370616B, who is believed to be identical with the subjecti 

Contributor Arrested or 
of Fingerprints ffasa & Huriber Received Charge Disposition 

iUreqy ALVIH mmm* 3»Xh~S2 
TOKPLER Cleveland, Ohio 
fm 52 200 2ii» 

Description: 

Races 
Sexs 
Heights 
Weights 
Hairs 
i^ees- ... #- 
Scars & Market: , 
Births 
FingcrprintsClasss 

White 
Hale 
72" 
100 Founds 
Brown 
Green 
3n sc It. posterior chest. 
October hs 1928 at Brooklyn, flaw foJ*k 
20 & 9 0 III S 

I 1 If Oil 
The fingerprint file for this 
Individual does not include a photograph. 

- c 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 

Date of Activity Agent to 
Identity And/or Description Date whom 
of Source of Information Received Furnished 

^_ >28s2>53 >2-53 8k ALFRED L, 
AflBBRSOB 

>31-53 1-2-53 * 
CP J&siBfeer >2-53 SA JAMES S. 

GXIAtBS1 
>53 >27-53 « . 
>1>53 >27-53 U JAWS E. 

cmssr 
»53 >1>53 « 
&*5-53 5-28-53 m i, 

mimm 
>7-53 6-12-53 8 
0-16-53 >21-53 8 
>12-53 >27-53 8 
Residence 10-23-53 8 (Orel) 

j-SeS_ 5-20-53 >g>53 S& janam*- 
5 . miiHMD£5 

>3 ,/FOIA(b)(7) - (D) 

File Number 
where 

Located 

instant Report 

As r^fieotQd In Buffalo .titter to Cleveland dated 1X-1Q-53. 

100-2020^9 

100-20200-49 

as reflected in E^f&to letter to Cleveland dated 11-10-53* 

Srnrnr Report o£ ALBERT a. HITCHER, >12j.-S3, Cleveland. 

Rew Xtstk letter to CSLevalsnd 10-12-53• 

Buffalo letter to Glevelcnd 11-10-53* 
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Form No. 1 
This case originated at 

REPORT MADE AT 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
o-' n 73 — 

at nimsum 

DATE WHEN PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE REPORT MADE BY 

XI # W-'TX? T&gi' T pfU'1 

mm &mm tcmm 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

rngjiim w&tm * e 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 

for lh» sakjset is uafcaamf hi* 1# am Ilktjt 
Q'tilmn 8l«vsti*®<b -(Mo. H# *•* Mm%SSXsd ms <*> CP 

I#T1* mswmr mv& ms mma& MmstAmAl S^Urnatcr sad SxscHtlv* 
So*r4 m-ifosr af TJL in X9$k» Mm miimsM aMt&sg*> «4*s*s».» «*4 
social fanatica* of fch* £& 1a If $3* sad 1955. H* ha# town 
vm&mtlHpd the *8«* Chsllsfiits* Director in WSk* 

9Sttll&t All. $toXGxmi&s ttiilifesd In *M# report 4*9 of' kmmn rt&ift 
bility anions lodlo&tod othtswlss* 

i. ummm 

i. MS ^111 

ftMtf*** 36?. 2. F1SHSK 
Brseeo Corporally 
Cl<rwft«nd» Ohio 

D 6 ~~ 3* 3 
boards *4fis*d w Jhsljr 86# l$S*t INI f&P$hm fasd <ptt His 

o^eywinli iH* Srseee CyporsMoau Mm mw^smn% txm tbst %im _. 
if* s**«nt Is y&aswu Caches ^indexed. 

/vo - y^ ^ tsEft,A^^7fj^^ 
• " - - --y-T ] ^ ArR 1 * ^ 

APPROVED AND 
FORWARDED: 

/Bi * WASH; FiO. 

^CIAL AGENT 
^SylNCHARGE DO NOT WRlTfe INTHESE SPACES I 

COPIES OF THIS REPORT 7 T 

% - l?tt***a (13>$$998) (S8) 

6V Cft*wa*nA f 100*80200) 

SERIALIZED WgMoO 

1 MOV -Slggg- 
/D FBI - p/tts&jrgh 

PROPERTY OF FBI—THIS REPORT IS LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI, AND NEITHER,IT_NOR ITS CONTENTS ARE TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE THE AGENCY 
TO WHICH LOANED. 1 V » 4 — 3 

™ ’.itl i] (IlJ lb- u Li UifUU3 
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Sense*'- ttf* 8AU8 DSJSHm 
Personnel Manager 
Braooo Corporation 
Cleveland* Ohio 

This source advised on August U> 19$h that IQI'flBE left hi» 
©mp-l-syemt ssilh the Brace© Corporation ©a July 2h> 19$ii« 

Source* *-1 

this ©cure© advised that km had learned that the fOFFiSSS had 
awed Xma 10317 Barrett Street to llltlf Ghlraan Avenue# apotnire# Cleve¬ 
land# Ohio* 

3* eaXiliHAL 

Source* Records of the Clove** 
land ffs&laa Bepartcent 

fhecs records wore examined by SB FAfRICS <J* C0U.I83# JR., in 
Jamary# 3955# and reflected the followlog arrest record for ALVIN tOFEUS# 
bora Octobfa? 9» 3928# with the residences 1C6H Churchill# 10317 Barrett# 
and Xllil2 Ohioan# Cleveland* It is to be noted that these are all traffic 
violations* 

Bate 

October 11# 195<? 

March 5# 1953 

March a# 1953 

March 21# 1953 

June 18# 1953 

Xteeesbce 31# 199k 

Baceasber 11# 1951* 

Hs disposition 

05*08 and costs# costs 

0$*®) ®j®S costs# costs 

So disposition 

05*80 and costs# cost® 

Bo disposition 

Ho disposition 

£ 
k 

l. ■ 
I- ■' 

t ;■■ 

i- ■■ i 
r • ' ■■' ' 

i 

i 

\ 

I 

i 

i 
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Sources ftcoarde of the Cleveland 
Retail Credit U&m Coansay 

&N9 wcofdl Taftwiti in. jasnaxy# 3$55 that TOFPLIS; wits previously 
©ployed *t the Braces Corporations Sryeat Heater* «**d to foondry* and 
the VUcing Air Conditioning .in ©X«v®lis.d» Hi® Social Security Huafcer 1ft 
30?*&>~7$i7. Sheeo reccMs reflected that tic wife ABHLIIl® worked at 
Alcoa froa 1950 to 1S5U. 

IL IAB0E T3U71i LglfltJE 103*1717X88 

A. IMSftSBXP 

She Labor Toath league (L7L) ha* been designated by the Attorney 
General of the Baited States pursuant 'to ';Sxccufclv© Order 10U*?0« 

Sources $-g 

This source advised ©» August 31* 1^5H that AL fOFFLKR was 
Muoatieml Director of the Club Freeds* and mo a n^ber of the Educational 

‘ CoffiElttee of the LXL* Ohio* and an Executive Board ©saber of the LSI in 
Ohio* me info«nant boliavsd that fffiftM had been released fma the 
Executive Board. He stated that fOPFISB is a racaaher of the Coftunlftt 

" Party (6P) bat He did not imesar has- long fOFFLHl bad been a aembea* of the 

Tha Cofflsncist Party has basn designated by ’die Attorney General 
of tiie Halted States pursuant to asaeutiva Order WSQ* 

ftottgosa T-3 

This source advised on Bscaaber 3» W$k that he kmn Ai» ^OFS’LEE 
as a Kosher of the 182.. He advised that he cannot ipeelfieatty recall 
fOFFLSS balding easy leadership capacity in the LSI* bat it is poseibie 
that at ana time TQFFLSli was the Ednc&tioasl Director of this organisation. 
The score# stated that he always assumed that 7GF!SWH was a number of the 
Ceansmist Party* but he had no way of knowing this to be a fact* 

P 
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Oonrcet f-2 

This source odvioad that AL fvFFiER wee present at an Executive 
Board nesting of the J*fL HoM at 1302b Somerset Street, Glwrelar*d, Ohio* 
on SepUwtbsr 20, -1553* At this aestlng .tOFEGBR said that on« H«gro feeale 
stodeat at Antioch Collage had tees fceralied Into the 1X1* the praviet** 
spring* 

f**2 advised that TOFFISE tm® present at Executive Beard »eeting» 
of the Ohio VCL held at hi® hem®, 10317 Barrett Street, Cleveland, oa 
Jfovanher 8, 1553* December 6, 1953* and Jmasey 17* 195b® 

This scarce stated, that he *a» also present at his hose on 
January 5, l$5b at a sooting of a eanfeltte* which was given the respon¬ 
sibility of writing a play for the Clty-lJMe Club, LXL, Cleveland* fOFFISH 
%%& asoignai to varite seen© II of this play® 

Os February lit* 195b this infensant advised that tOWWMM was 
one of the {Stic State Board. meshere who was present at 10700 Orville Street 
at » isseting ©f the Ohio State Bsieoutivs Board of the I3fX»» 

On April 13* 1951* tMo source advtfted that TOrFLSH. had been 
present at 10317 Barrett Street, Glsvelssd, for a class held on March 31* 
195U for ease staabers of the Focecutivo 2oar& of the Lit* Ohio* 

fills source furthsr advised that on April lb., 195b TOPSLFE had. 
been present at his home during tbs second class held on the subject 
°Peliticftl Bceneayv0 this class was held for the aaahers of the Isee&bive 
Board of the 1TL* (Mo. Infonaant stated that the class was eiadter the 
instruction ©f VHiJOB ?X®X# Chairman of the XSL in Ohio, and Vise-Ohaimsn 
of the £11 nationals.^. 

7~£ advised that -1QFFIM, the Student Director of the QC1 in 
Olio* bed been present at « meeting of the Facecutivo Board of the LTL in 
Ohio on April 25, 195b* 

T-2 advised that AX. f CSPFLER had boaa at a ateeting of tee 
Scarefcer&ah of the 1TL held at 1002b Somerset Street* Cleveland* Ohio, 
The purpose of this meeting was to rwise the worts of Ah fOFFXEH as a 
Student Mroetor of the UL in Ohio, and to act upon tt&ffUSPe reuusib 
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that h» be .yeXeasod £rm that job and given & ass? assignment, a type 
of tt'ftlgiMnt which weald place him in Assduatry. At this meeting TW¥1£3H 
g&vm «, “self-critical analysis* report of his work as a Student ^irsctsr 
of m* Ohio. 

The scarce advised that At was present at * seating 
of ths Club Freedom, £Rv ClsnrelanA* 2Me, held at 1302U SaaaJPftift Street, 
Clwveliind* The infomaat advised that Lt?CIlXi£ BKTHShS05JBT, ©he of the 
Ohio S<ae»mist Party leaders now andor iadietwsat for violation, oi the 
Sfidth Act, was roqpaated 'by the Ub to- b# the wain speaker at tills 
EJeSiiWg. 

This soared advised that m <?ul$r 17* 19J>U At T0FFU:B* a weaker 
of the ‘dsesstive Branch of Club ?**■&■« and working in the fiest^Jid* 
Coioaaity £XL» bad been preset at a seating of the Sseeutive 3<jard of 
Club Fresdaa (The Cosiamity Club of the Cleveland Ul). 

f~2 advised that TSFP1.13* hM baen [Present at the stateCbnf'trance 
of tiie Ohio SJXh held September IS, XS$I* at the Slovenian. Work Men»s Lice#, 
1^335 latesSLob Hoad, Cleveland. 

f-3 advised that TOFFIEft had been present at a meeting of the 
LYi. fS*i© State Conference hsM oa September 19, 195k at tho Croatian 
Hoae, Waterloo Hoad, Cleveland, the source advised that tills was the 
second day of the coafaresice. 

T-2 stated that TOifLiE had 'bean present at X090U Hathaway 
Street, Cleveland, a creating of the Eaat-Sida Club of the LTL® 
Use source advised that TGFSSAiB was a sew seimber of the l5aei*Sid» Club 
(fartsarlj called ih® Sast-Sid® Caamaity)• 

2*& advised that TQFFWi had been present on October 23, 29$h 
at H9G2 ?feillips Street, Cleveland, Ohiee at a ffi©eti»g of the Olevoted 
£3X« 

&C stated that fOFFltTi was present at a seating of the -Iretuttve 
Board of the ^est-Side Club XXL, Clcvelead, at Chiasm Street, (Sieve- 
land. She source stated that TC2ftI»Lia had advised th® group that a adaao- 
grcgfe smehiee would be placed on the- third floor of 'the TCFP&B «p»rtsor*t. 

-■ SI¬ 
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to Bev&sber ht 2$&k TC^PlTii was repsorted to haw been present 
at. & aac-tidi?' cf the East* Sldo Cl®7«Xaml U!ll» at 1062 fiaat 99 Strait* Cl«v«» 
land, At thl# mating TQWMR veHmU^s*ed to attend a seating on fteveabtsr 
7, 1953* at western Besem University# at which bias® SAl©S S&8K£y*i msm~ 
paces’ csoi^sspondaat# walls. bs the speaker* The Xriforsssjst stated that at 
on* tine lAite B3SSBLL had bam an oltlew of an oa?sani*aU«a esHad "*ba» 
a fas* ESuttasm Dssnoeratic Policy*15 At the sseetlug bald on Hov^stwir 1# 195k 
fSWi£S had ftlso toaft nasod to a toast which had been organised to obtain 
swb«erlp%i©«is to the "llss’ Challenge.M 

r£~>2 advised that m h*d learned bn Nfcvesibar 11# 395k that 
TC^TISl is one of the inetruetor* for a elaas of i#f.L stesfeare in <&y*v*&hii&« 

Tb® s&ire© advised that *£Qif3U!$ had bean ps**»»nb at a 
of the Bwst-Sida Oeanmnity Club# t*£l* Cleveland# Ohio, held at 2962 last 
99 Stalest# Clwslaad* on Beo^n&air 1# 195U* 

ggaafe&e T-l* 

Tbls source advised that T8&P1M *aa pnasoBt on Aygast 33# I9$h 
at a abating of the (ado 111 held at 13921a Berneset Street# ClvjnelaoA* 

0. LfL Di^gS5g§tH> social jM@ 

ffotarcat T«»2 

cm Geca'fflbor lit# 1953 AI» TrSPFUKl was aentianad as <sm af th» 
IMividaald «tw> vs® to wit® a dmmt&e skit for a L1L City-Slid® ®L«b 
affair vfoich ws@ to be held swastisie ia fshraa»y# 3953* 

T~2 advised that T3FP1S3 me present oa January 3# 195U at 
13805 JCinaiaah Bond* Ebrsmlaad. This was m informal Haw X*kr*Jt mrty 
given by the tseasbers of th© City-'iids Club LYW Olavsland* 

f*2 advised on February 2, 1951a that TGFFXftft want ox» of the 
i^bers of the LXL in Clsveland who luti written a play "Bound For Eighar 
Sroxai'1’ to ha prassnts&d by the Glowlaad JLSTL cm February 6# 195k* tho 
8Q5SWSO stated that TSFS!»?R had bean present at the play# wliieh was given 
at 33512 KiJ»«um Bead.. Soares stated that this ploy was presentm by the 
OQUssvoland 3KL la celebration of Sop-e History fteek* 

l ’ 

-6 - 
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<s*2 advised that tomm ms pm*e&t on fey 1» 1.95k at a May k 
Bay eaXwbrstion sponsored by tfe@ I2L, Glcreland, and hold at ths Ctaodard , 
Sail* £ast XG^th and St. Clair {&<*rolaad. 

?»2 advised that TOFFIES ^as prasont at a beash party which 
was hold by the Club FSrecdkxsb 1YL, Cleveland, on July 2h, 195k* 

T~2 advised that on October 2# 19$k fQSH£R had foee» pwiatt ;•' 
at & party sponsored by ths IXL arsd hold at 1062 East 99 Strait* Ste f 
inf-semuit stated that this party had hears given i» honor af BB& scd 1 

= (Etimtmu release £rm t&s LTL (youth work), The source stated that [■ 
the EOSSS would be in Gcwsaamist Forty work in Cleveland. !; 

fWS advised that TOFFIES had been present at a party, ivild by 
tha X&tawtrial Saetion of the 121 of Cleveland at Ms hssos 111X2 Ohlmn 
Avenue, Cleveland, on ^ovetsber SO* 195k. Tm U&atwab stated that tte 
purpose of the party was to Involve a nuaber of non-LYt youth who wars I 
friends of the tSL mstb&cB in ucm sort «f activity that would bs ©onds*» 
ciw into recruiting thorn into the J2X» or influencing tbest in soaa way 
eo a® -to be able to control their activities in otter organisations. k 

Source» f-U 

‘-rMfjj source a&viead that AL tQWLfflL ted boon present on Fc&rtexy 
6, 195k at '13.512 Kinsman Bead at a play sponsored by the LTL e£ (Me. 

this source advised that tt!P0U8t ted been present a t a ?&y Say 
eiitftast&sa held Hay 1, 195k at the Standard Hall., 105th and St* tfXair 
Avaaaes, Olanaaad. This affair was sponsored by the 121 of Ohio. 

"Go sfisy 30, 195k the source advised that TOFFISli had attested 
aa picnic given bgr the LTt of Cleveland at tine South Chagrin Ms 
Reservation, Ohio. 

is Source advissd that TOFFIES saas aaohg those present,a% a recap- 
tian following the wadding of STAFFS’ a siss&sr of tls© Xlfifcl caa 
icvwwbar 28, 195k. 

p. 
tua adwieed that the "iJear SMHs®g©n is a youth pub.llcation a£ a 

progressiva left (actually -pt^Ceamwhet) nitur©, eufflo&edty ©a indapesslant 
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youth pjfeM^tiasa, yet fully esbraesd and ms®d as if it t« the 
official ®*g&R of the LYL. 

t^rind on August 1&$ l$£it that he learned that AJ» TfifF^52l 
had set a mot® for th© eM<sw Cfealleijg#*5 of kO mw sahseripii mm * 

?«*2 stated that A'L TWWUM wse present at a asseti«g of the 
\ Secretariat of th© 121* or Septotobar SQa 1951* at A32Q£ Kin&asai &std* Clseo* 

Sand* According to ife» informant, a fegiaf discussion w&e held with AL 
TQFfiHl, who has been prop©»s& as tha “Hsss Chailssig© Uirastefff *a& the 
S*&r«isriat. f h® safe question was wheihw to use a false mm for 9&21JSR 
in atMinq out notices and letters cwietraia^? the actiriiiea of th© wS@bt 
Challenge Gc«aedttae,w TGFFLK& said tfest it did not make any diffor^me# 

. to Ms ‘wfe«ther?he used Ms real astae or not. 

$-$> stated cm Septcc&er 28, !j$& that fee had learned that 
VXOKS? pmi had stated that he thought that At TCKPISS, is the a3wr 
Challenge Mrsator” should not sign Ms aao© to public releases a£ ftay 
sort for *Hasr Challenge •” PUSH! said that fe© was not cfflrt&fe how Al» 
W^TLvoi weald react aato pressure cr attack froa tis© press* PUSH said 
that Alt was not a traitor to the EXE, bat he was not ear© of 'the kind of 
answers AL would give in front of aesa© investigating ctsss&tta©* 

?~2 .stated that TOFFEES was invited to ft meeting of tie Ixecoc* 
idbra Coaraittee of the East-Side Ccsaaaaity Club of th® XXL, Cleveland, (Mo. 
TDISFL5& »ft» invited to this aeatfeg baeaas© ho is the Ohio Stats *8ss 
Challenge Director*8 12® purpose of this meting was to help launch a 
drive for subscriptions to ,fJIe» C?ha31er^.8 

in. imctmumjs Acrimr 

gears©« T-2 

!$dte scare© advised that he had learned on larch 1, l%$k that 
fOFFyJS eras to attend clashes on the subject '’Pclitiaal gooaony** 

?«2 stilted that AL T&PUS&* a sastoor of the S&eaublv® SoafA I3U* 
Ohio* Stadsst Director Eft, CM©, had hmn present at a rally on April 11> , 
1$$U* %© ©cure© stated that this was held to launch the candidacy cas- 
1mSga «f JQSEI 0. SQLLf, cftsdi&at© far eoagnsss, 21©t Congressional District* 
The irfor»s;r5t stated that at this mating a nuir-feer of parson© war© seen 
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AT CjfoVELAHD, OHIO 

' ill centime efforts to lea m tie eaploysasnt of antyjwt* 

Rf3rEa3G015 

Report of SA ALBERT R. RXTCS!B» Xl-23-53* at ClewlflaA.. 

H 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Form No. X 

This case originated at PI-H?SB1TSGH 

REPORT MADE AT 

CLSYEMHL 

DATE WHEN 
MADE 

11/23/55 

PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE 

9/20.26,27,28. 
29s10/6.18211A 

REPORT MADE BY 

.TOBLIAM J. POWER mas... 
title 8,9,10,14,15/52 

AIiVIH BERRA HD SOPFLBB 

i CHARACTER OF CASE 

SSOXJBIOT 'PATTER - 0 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 

Subject now lives at $X%A Walnut Road, and is ora ployed as 
Assistant Editor of Labor’s Daily” in Charleston, w. Ya* 
la February, 1355, ALVXH SOPPIER was reported to have ones 
recruited a new member into the CP* He agreed to function 
at 'toe general, meetings of the Bast Sid® Coasaunlst club in 
March, 1955» -Hie subject was reported in attendance at LYX 
affairs and meetings in 1955® fOPFLER was reported to have 
recruited a new member into the LYI in January, 1955. He 
was reported to have avoided leadership in LYL in February, 
1555* 

DEMIS 8 

4 RUG 

I. BACXCROOHD 

A. Employment and Residence 

Sources Miss BYESYH WOLFE, Bookkeeper^ 
Industrial Publishers Corporation 
1240 Ontario Street 
Cleveland$ Ohio 

o 0 331 S?"% 

APPROVED AND 
FORWARDED: 

Shi^_aQurce__advls.ef on February 10 

AhLi trn I 
Special Agent 

CHARGE 

COPIES OF TH 

DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

4 - Bureau (100-5|9998 s 
(jp- Pittsburgh (ioo-lff :m) 

Cleveland (100-20200) 

PROPERTY OF FBI—THIS REPORT IS LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI, AND NEITHER IT NOR ITS CONTENTS/ARE TO BE DISTRIBUTE!) OUTSIDE THE AGENCY 

TO WHICH LOANED. 
U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE IG—59255 3 
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TOFFLER was employed by the Industrial Publishers Corporation. 
1240 Ontario Street, Cleveland, Ohioj as Assistant Editor 
of the mags sine 17 Indus trial Welding”. Previous experience 
listed by TOPPLEK at the Industrial Publishers Corporation 
indicated he was bom on October 4, 1928, and gave~the 
address of 11412 Ohlman Avenue; formerly employed at the 
Ohio Juice Company as a driver and salesman in 1954; the 
Brace© Corporation as a aheetmetal worker for 4-jt years; 
Farrell Machine and Foundry as a millwright’s helper for , 
l«r years and United States Infantry for 4^ years in 1945. j 

On February 10, 1955, a Special Agent of the / 
Federal Bureau of Investigation through personal observation ' J 
ascertained that ALVIN TOPPLED resided at 11412 Ohlman Avenue. 
Cleveland, Ohio* 7 

i 
, t 

Source: T-l, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past !\ 

i \ 
Thl& source advised on March 25, 1955, that he had 'I , 

learned on march 16, 1955, that ALTO TQFFLER thought that / I 
he would be accepted for a job as Assistant Editor of a I 
publication called "Labor Review” in Charleston, South Carolina. 
!fhe source advised that TOFFLER tried to keep this a secret ■ 
even from the leaders of the Ohio LYL* 

fhe LYL has been designated by the United States 
Attorney General under Executive Order 10450. 

T-l advised on lay 5, 1355, that he had learned 
on April 19, 1955, that.AL and HEIDI TOPFLHR were planning 
to move to Hew York City^ According to the Informant, 
TOFFLHR was moving to lew York to take a job as a writer 
on a magazine. This source stated that the TOPPLERs would 
leave the weekend of April 30, 1955, or sooner. 

Source: Mrs. FLORENCE HOLLINS 
530 East 54th Street 
Brooklyn. Hew York 

This source advised on August 18, 1955, that 
ALVIN TOFFLER and his wife had visited“at 532 East 54th 
Street, New York, in May or June, 1955*, 

/ 
! 

I 

* 2 
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Source? Pretest contact with Mrs, ROSE 
wmim __ 

On August 18, 1955» this source advised that 
the 3ub ject and hie family were out of town on vacation 
with the parents of his wife, She source stated that the 
TOFPlERs had no permanent address at that time and this 
source did not know of any permanent plans the TOPFXiERs' 
might hays regarding settling in the Hew York City area. 

Sources Mr* EA'Lm mUGKER, 
Personnel Manager, ■ 
Brace© Corporation* 
4065 Bast 116th Street 

_CL evoland, Ohio_ 

®iis source advised on August 24, 1955, that he 
had learned that the Cleveland Retail Credit Men's Company 
had been in receipt from the Charleston, West Vlrgina, Credit 
Bureau regarding ALYJI TOFFLEB who either is or will be 
employed as Feature Editor of the "labor’s Bally" of 
Charleston, West Virginia* 

Source? mRCARBY HAH. 
Charleston Retail Credit Association 
Charles ton*; West Virginia 

On September 27, 1955| this source advised that 
the records of the Charleston Retail Credit Association - 
reflect that ALVOT T0FF1ER moved from 11412 Ohlman Avenue, 
Cleveland, Ohio, to 911A 'Walnut Road* Charleston, West 
Virginia, as of August* 1955$ He was Assistant Editor of 
"labor’s Bally” and has been so employed since May 1, 1955*>; 

Source? Pretest contact with 
"labor’s Daily* 

Cta September 27, 1955, this source confirmed the 
fact that ALTO fOFFISR was employed air the Charleston* West 
Virginia, "labor’e Bally" as Assistant Editor of this papers 
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B« Miscellaneous 

Source? &s«- JOAJT BALEOVEO 
11414 Ohlman Avenue 
Cleveland* Ohio 

Shis source advised on March 25, 1955 9 that the 
TOFFLHRs frequently had callers at their house during the 
hours of 2 a'*m*. to 4 a*®* She stated that these visitors 
usually made a lot of noise. 

Sources Surveillance conducted by 
_Bureau Agents 

Shis source advised on October 22, 1954, that 
ALVIII TOFHj'ER had been at the memorial services f or A1AIT 
GRSEm?IBII), son of B. 0, GREBJSfPIBtD, a Smith Act defendant 
at Cleveland,, Ohio* These services were being held at 3929 
Lorain Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio# 

Source? Hr*. INTERS 
Blue Dross Hospitalisation Plan 
2060 East Hinth Street 
Cleveland* Ohio 

Shis source advised on February 8, 1955* "that 
the Blue Cross policy for ALVIH TOPILER was canceled on 
November 15* 1954* He stated that the policy had not been 
reinstated* 

XI* ACTIVITIES 

Communist Party 

The Ooiffimnist Party has been designated by the 
United States Attorney General under Executive Order 104501- 

Sources T-2, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past 

This source advised that he had learned on 
February 25, 1955* that ALVIH TGPFiER had been reported as 
one of the persdns who had recruited a new member into the 
Communist Party* 

4 - 
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Source? '3-3, Who has famished reliable 
information in the past 

5his source advised on March 24* 1954 $ that PAUL 
SP0HN (reported to be a CoEsaunist Party member) in a 
Communist Party questionnaire had listed ALVUT IDFFItSE as 
one of the persons who had recruited him into the Communist 
Party* 

Sources !f>l 

Ms source advised on March 8, 1955* that he 
had learned on March 4* 1955* that AiVUT TOPPLER had agreed 
to function once a month at the general meetings of the East 
Side Communist olub and he would continue to write articles* 

Labor Youth league 

Source? T»4, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past 

This source advised on February 20, 1955* that 
ALVXH TOPPLE! had been in attendance at a meeting and 
rehearsal of the Ohio LYL held on February 16, 1955* at 
10902 Hathaway, Cleveland, Ohio^ 

On March 1, 1955, this source advised that ALVIH 
TOPPLES was present at a rehearsal of a play for the LYL 
on February 25^ 1955* "Ills rehearsal was held at the 
TOFPLER home at 11412 Ghlraan, Cleveland^ Ohio,# 

T-4 further advised on March 17, 1955, that ALVES' 
TOPPLE! had been present at a party given by the LYL of Ohio 
for wPew Challenge** readers held on March 12, 1955? 

Source? T-5, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past 

This source advised on June 13, 1955 
Challenge” is considered by LYL members to be 
monthly publication of the League, 

that "Hew 
official 
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Sources $-1 

$fa±a source advised on January 3* 1955* that 
ALYIH tPOFHLGE had been present at a State conference of 
the Ohio labor Youth League held at the Slovenian Workmen^ 
Hall, Waterloo Head, Cleveland, Ohio, on December 12, 1954» 
At this meeting ALVXE TOFPLER gave a report on the status 
of the "Mew Challenge” drive# 

$-1 advised on January 27* 1955* that he had 
learned on January 24* 1955* that ALYIF TOHHiBR had mad© 
the statement that he has a 30b which he likes very much 
and he is afraid of losing At* TOFFL1R no longer wants 
to be in the open for the LYL nor for "Hew Challenge” • He 
has stated that he would like to work in the Democratic 
F&rty. 

advised on February 1* 1955* that ALVIE TOFFLER 
had been present at a meeting of the Fast Side Community 
Club, LYL of Cleveland;, held at 1062 East 99th Street, on 
January 26 , 1955.. 

On February 1, 1955* ’£•1 advised that he had learned 
on January 31* 1955* that ALVXH 70FFLSR'and Ms wife, HEIDI* 
had recruited a new member into the LYL# 

w»X advised on February 18, 1955, that he had 
learned on February 8, 1955* that leaders of the LYL fend 
recently hold a discussion with AL lOFFLER concerning Ms 
work in the LYL and on the n!?ew Challenge5' committee#’ AL 
'BDFFLEF does not want any responsibility of leadership in 
the LYL and wants only to writes* It was believed that 
TOFFLER would not be in the LYL Very long'either by choice 
or by being dropped by the LYL leadership^ 

T-l, advised on February 24, 1959, that he had 
learned on February 20*. 1955* that ALTO 90FFLER had made a 
derogatory remark concerning the State Board LYL 6f Ohio 
during the meeting of the LYL Education Committee’#, 

! 
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On March 8, 19559 advised that h© had loomed 
that Al TGPFLER was proposed on March 1, 1955, to be a 
member of the social and cultural committee of the East 
Side Community Club, LYL, Cleveland, Ohio* 

On March 8, 1955# 5*1 advised that AL TOPFLER 
had been present at a meeting of the leaders of the LYL of 
Ohio held on March 3 , 1955# The source stated that TOFPLER 
had refused to be the chairman of the ”Sew Challenge” 
committee in Ohio* He expressed anti-leadership opinions 
concerning the LYL leaders and h® has refused to take any 
leading position of responsibility., TOPFLKR only wanted to 
continue to work with the writer*s group in the LYL and 
thought that he should go into Communist Party work and 
leave the LYL®, 

The Cleveland Open Forum 

Sources T-6, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past 

This source advised on January 29, 1955# that 
the name ALVHT TOFFLER of 11412 Ohlman Avenue, Cleveland 8,' 
Ohio, had been included on a list of persons who were to be 
invited to attend meetings of the Cleveland Open Forum. 
The Cleveland Open Forum meets each week at 6411 St. Clair 
Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, 

Source: T-7, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past_ 

This source advised in 1955, that the Cleveland 
Open Forum is a discussion group which meets in Cleveland, 
Ohio. This group attempts to have speakers on all matters 
of current public interest and diverse viewpoints., They 
invite all open-minded and free-thinking people to attend 
these meetings*, The informant advised that LUCILLE BE TEENCOURT, 
JOSEPH UOUUHEP^and E. C. GREENFIELD have been invited by the 
Cleveland: Open Forma to be speakers> It Is to be noted that 
LUCILLE BEEIMCOUHT, JOSEPH ROUGHER i?:snd' E$, C.| GREENFIELD are 
Smith Act defendant in Cleveland, Ohi<% r * 

- R U 0 
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ajmihistra thtr 

Careful consideration has been given to each 
source concealed and ? symbols were utilised in the report 
only in those instances where the identities of the sources 
must be concealed# 

CTFQRMftHgS 

Date of Date Rec’d*/ Agent to 

Identity 
of source 

Date of Date Roc’ 
activity where kno’ 
and/or des- otherwise 
cription of date of 

where known, whom fur« 
nished or Pile Ho 
Agent direct- where 

.ormai Repoa 

F'OIA-f-b.)...! 7 3 - (D) 

12/12/54 1/3/55 SA AZWmm z 
AHDF.HS0H 

1/24/55 1/27/55 tt « 

1/26/55 2/1/55 ft « 

1/31/55 2/1/55 R « 

2/8/55 2/18/55 n a 

2/20/55 2/24/55 ft ii 

3/1/55 3/8/55 « 0 

3/3/55 3/3/55 ft B 

3/4/55 3/8/55 B n 

3/16/55 3/23/55 SA ROBERT B.y 
HERBERT 

4/19/55 5/3/55 SA ALFRED L, 
ADDERSOH 

AmiHis'iiAiTO mam 
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a 

ISPOHMMSraB (Cant'd.) 

Bairs of Bat® Rea9d.'Agent to 
activity where known*whom fur- 
and/or deo- otherwise nlshed or Fils Ho« 

Identity cription of date of Agent direct- Where 
of source information Report itig to file located 

Surveillance on 2/10/55 was conducted by 
sa Philip a. mo mm% 
Pretext contact with E!rs • ROSE 'r’OP.FLER was 
by SA imm.II B. BSE!EER"qa 8/18/55,< ISS&BER 
said he was a former co-worker of the subject 
in Cleveland*, Ohio* 

AimrisiRAOTR mos 

• cj» ^ m> 
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IHPOISiftggS (Contra.) 

Sretext call on 9/27/55, was saaSe by SA JGHft B« 
WOOSHUW to 5,2»aborss Daily" daring the noon hour 

.Photographic surveillance on 10/22/54, was 
Conducted by SAs JAKES J, CULKSWBY, CARL Ac 
mBLAD, EDWARD A. SHEA and CHARLES A- HARVEY 
at Cleveland, Ohio® 

i ' . 

REFERENCE 

Report of SA WIELIAK J. ROWER dated 2/1/55, at Cleveland* 

AMSM7| PACE 

■ * 10 
\ 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Form No. 1 
This case originated at PITTSBURGH 

REPORT MADE AT 

PITTSBURGH 

DATE WHEN PERIOD FOR WHICH MADE 
MADE T 1 t* * O 

12/16/53 W- 
;,i8, 
>5 

REPORT MADE BY 

EVERETT R. COTTOM mdR 
CHARACTER OF CASE 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER I SECURITY MATTER - C 

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: 

Subject, as of 11/18/55* resided at 911-A Walnut Road, and was 
employed as Assistant Editor by "Labor's Dally," a union news¬ 
paper, both Charleston, W. Va. Informants, who are familiar with 
certain phases of CP and related activity in West Virginia, 
possess no current information regarding subject. 

- C - 
7 ■ ’ ■ 

DETAILS: 

BACKGROUND 

A. RESIDENCE 
i 

On November 18, 1955* a Special Agent of the FBI, without 
revealing his official identity, ascertained from an unidentified 
employee of the Evelyn Ramsey Gift Shop, 913 Walnut Road, that 
the subject, as of that date, resided at 9H-A Walnut Road, Charleston, 

B. EMPLOYMENT "Sr-’-s 
J 

On November 18, 1955» a Special Agent of the FBI, without revealing 
his official identity, ascertained from an unidentified individual 

-mum- c 

APPROVED AND 
FORWARDED: 

Special Agent 
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES 

COPIES OF THIS REPORT 

4 - Bureau (100-399998) (RM) 

7^. r\ /FBI/WASHINGTOHIM I 

/gj1- Pittsburgh (100-12907) /v " pL/pj 

£$V / \ I ri H 

/ PROPERTY OF FBI—THIS REPORT IS LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI, AND NEITHER/IT NOR ITS CONTENTS ARE TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE THE AGENCY 
TO WHICH LOANED. 1 ;'X ^ ■> -v r ^ 

16JH 

SEARCHED JL^ INDEXED... . 

-SEftlftEfZEO^-X^ FILED, 'yaU 

ly' F\ v f-i i. lA -.-t vvi-nr7' 

HINGTOlCPCj 

€ wm. v~i * 

A__ L..1 Z 

/o o -33? f y - y 
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in the office of ^Labor's Bally,“ ?2 0 present Road, Charleston, 
a newspaper which is sponsored by the international Typographical 
Unlop, that ALVIN TOFFLEE, as of that date, was employed by that 
publication as Assistant Editor. 

II. CONNECTION WITH THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

The Communist Party, USA (CP) has been designated by the Attorney 
General of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

Informants, who have furnished reliable Information in the past 
and who are familiar with certain phases of CP and related 
activity in West Virginia, when contacted in UovemDer, 1955* 
advised that they possess no current information regarding the 
subject. 

- 2 - 
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administrative 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER is a Security Index subject of the Pittsburgh 
Division whose Security Index Card is current and accurate. 

SA JOHN B. WOODRUFF was the Special Agent who verified subject's 

these verifications. 

i 

- 3 -• 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 

Identity 
of Source 

Date of ActiWRMAHI3 
And/or Description Date 
of Information Received 

Agent to 
whom 

Furnished 

File Number 
where 

Located 

H'egative Contact 

Negative Contact 

Negative Contact 

FOIA(b)(7) - (D) 

11/19/55 SA THOMAS 100-12907-8 
C. ALLEN 
(Oral) 

11/15/55 SA JOHN B. 100-12907-9 
WOODRUFF 
(Oral) 

11/15/55 SA JOHN B. 100-12907-9 
WOODRUFF 
(Oral) 

REFERENCE: Report of SA WILLIAM F. POWER, Cleveland, H/23/55. 

- 4 - 
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FD-128 
(3-4-52) STANDARD FORM NO. 

Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO : DIRECTOR* FBI (100-399993) DATE: 3/26/57 - 

FROM 8 sjkcx omm. (100-5957) 

.—subjectj—BERNARD TGPFLER 

The captioned individual has been the subject of a security investi¬ 
gation by' this office. The _W5?n_ Division has verified the perma¬ 
nent presence of the subject in its division as residing and working at the 
addresses listed below. The t-rprs_ Division is being considered 
the new office of origin. 

Residence Address: 6*^7 Arlington Boulevard_ 

walls Church flr^inia 

Business Address: a tv>-1 l«.r rUrt C- 

Check the following applicable statements: 

vv This individual has been the subject of a Communist Index Card. 
7/ This individual is the subject of a Security Index Card. 

(The Bureau is requested to make the appropriate changes in the 
Security Index at the Seat of Government. The jffiO_ 

-v Division should affix the addresses reflected above and the 
\ appropriate case file number.) 

_M \ Ibis subject was tabbed for Detcom. 
I This subject was tabbed for Comsab. 

i, ~3V ) This subject was carried as a Key Figure or Top Functionary, 
rii/ JJ Handwriting specimens have been furnished to the Bureau. 
XHT A photograph has been furnished to the Bureau. 
qV bJ&k -4 security flash notice has been placed with the Identification Division. 
j?’The i following pertinent items are being forwarded to the new office of origin 
with its copies of this letter: 

/t j?n -/* 
(%) Security Index Cards i['^ < 

Rep. SA ALBERT R. HITCHER 4A4/53 at Cleveland./ 
Serials (specify) Rep. SA GERALD J. SELLER 3/2.7/53 at St. Louis./ 

Hep. SA WILLIAM J. POWER 2/1/55 at Cleveland.^ 
Rep. SA ALBERT H. HITCHER U/23/53 at Cleveland.* 
Rep. SA WILLIAM J. POWER 11/23/53 at Cleveland./ 
Hep. SA EVERETT R. COTTOM lSmjDSrttt 

Current report will be Omaha. 
3- Bureau (1- Identification DivisiohMegistered £fail3jSiALIZED-/« 

T-Omaha- (100-5957) 
c®is m 
(6) 

.DivisioMEnc,.92 4j} (Registered Hail) 

LIZED.SaL FILED. M 
MAk2 8 1957 
F8I • WASHINGTON 
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Reporting Office 

OMAHA 
Office of Origin 

WASHINGTON FIELD 
Date 

W57 
l/l^yW22W4* 1Y; 
3/7*12*22/57 

TITLE OF CASE Report nade by 

CLIVE G. MATTHEWS 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

ALVIN BERNARD TGFFLER SECURITY MATTER - C 

Synopsis: 

Subject moved to Bettendorf, la., during 1/55 with his 
wife and child from Charleston, West Va., and was employed 
as a feature writer by "Labor's Daily," Bettendorf, la.* 
until during 12/56, when he moved to 637 Arlington Blvd., 
Falls Church, Va., and is now employed by "Labor's Daily 
at Washington, D.C., as a writer, also at Washington, D.G., 
as Washington correspondent of "Gazette and Daily,' York, 
Pa. Omaha Confidential Informants, familiar with some phases 
of the CP, USA, and related activities in the Bettendorf, la. , 
area, unable to furnish information concerning subject. 

- RUC - 

I. BACKGROUND 

a. Residence 

On January 10, 1956, Confidential Informant Omaha T-l, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that this 
subject and his wife indicated on December 17* 1955* that they 
were moving from their then previous residence at 9H-A Walnut 
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Road., Charleston, West Virginia, to Bettendorf, Iowa. 

On January 26, 1956, ARTHUR R. LANGE, Manager, Service Department, 
lowa-lllinols Gas and Electric Company, Davenport, Iowa, advised 
that this subject and his wife moved into an apartment at 22481- 
State Street, Bettendorf, Iowa, from Charleston, West Virginia, 
during December, 1955j> and began to receive electric and gas 
service at the above Bettendorf address on December 28, 1955. 

On August 23, 1956, ARTHUR R. LANGE, mentioned above, advised 
that on or about May 1, 1956, subject and his family moved 
from 2248! State Street, Bettendorf, Iowa, to the upstairs 
apartment in a duplex residence at 1230! Brown Street, also 
in Bettendorf. 

On January 18, 1957, Mrs. DWIGHT REIGERT, who occupies the 
downstairs portion of the two-family apartment building at 
1230-1230|- Brown Street, Bettendorf, Iowa, advised that late 
in December, 1956, or early in January, l§57i subject and 
his family had moved out of the upstairs apartment at the 
above address and had moved to the metropolitan area of 
Washington, D.C., exact location unknown. 

On March 5, 1957, FRANK FOX, owner. Fox Realty Company, 
4683 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, advised Special Agent 
J. LEWIS KELLY that subject rented a house at 637 Arlington 
Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia, on approximately January 1, 
1957. 

On the same date.I 
__| advised Special Agent KELLY that subject 
moved to his present residence, 637 Arlington Boulevard, 
Falls Church, Virginia, during the last week in December, 1956, 
and he continues to reside there with his wife and three year 
old daughter. 

FOIA(b)(7) - (D) 

b. Employment 

On January 6, 1956, VINT JENNINGS, Managing Editor, "Charleston 
Daily Mail," a newspaper published at Charleston, West Virginia, 
advised Special Agent JOHN B. WOODRUFF that "Labor's Daily," by 
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which subject had been employed as Assistant Editor* had moved 
its entire printing operation from Charleston to a new plant 
located at Bettendorf* Iowa* on December 17* 1955, Mr. JENNINGS 
also advised that "Labor's Daily" Is a newspaper sponsored by 
the International Typographical Union. 

On February 3, 1956* Mrs. MARGARET BEATTY* Assistant Manager* 
Davenport* Iowa* Credit Bureau* advised that a "Newcomers' 
Report*" dated January 6* 1956* reflected a contact with 
subject's wife on that date at subject's home* Apartment 1* 
2248^ State Street* Bettendorf* Iowa. This report indicates 
the subject's wife told the Newcomers' representative that subject 
and his family had recently come from Charleston* West Virginia, 
to Bettendorf* Iowa* and that subject was employed by "Labor's 
Daily" at Bettendorf as a feature writer. 

On January 18* 1957* Mrs. DWIGHT REIGERT* mentioned above, 
advised that to her knoitfledge* this subject was employed as 
a writer by "Labor's Dally" at Bettendorf* Iowa* until about 
December 20* 1956* at which time he presumably voluntarily 
either terminated his employment with that publication at 
Bettendorf* Iowa* or was transferred by such publication to 
iirork in its offices or other establishment at Washington, D.C. 

O11 March 5* 1957, a Special Agent of the FBI, without revealing 
his official identity* contacted the Office Secretary* Washington 
News Bureau* "Labor's Daily," Room 518* Mills Building, 17th 
and Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest* Washington, D.C.* and was 
advised by such person that subject is presently employed as a 
writer in that office. 

On March 5* 1957* Confidential Informant Omaha T-2* who has 
furnished reliable information In the past* advised that during 
January* 1957* this subject was issued a press card permitting 
him to attend the White House Press Conferences as the 
Washington* D.C.* representative of the "Gazette and Daily*" 
31 East King Street* York* Pennsylvania. 

- 3 - 
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II. CONNECTIONS WITH COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

The Communist Party, USA, has been cited by the Attorney General 
of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450. 

On December 30, 1956, Confidential Informants Omaha T-3 and 
T-4, who have furnished reliable information in the past 
concerning certain phases of the Communist Party (CP) and 
related activities at and in the vicinity of Bettendorf, Iowa, 
advised that the name of this subject is unknown to them and 
they could furnish no information concerning him. ■ 

III. MISCELLANEOUS 

On January 18, 1957, DONALD E, CEPICAN, Office Manager, Cepican 
Plumbing and Heating Company, 2248 State Street, Bettendorf, 
lowaj furnished the following information to SA MATTHEWS: 

His parents own the business building at the last above 
address and also the apartments overhead. During the latter 
part of 1955, subject, his wife, and infant daughter commenced 
to live in an apartment at 2248-| State Street and rented that 
apartment until about May 1, 1956, at which time they moved to 
the upstairs apartment in the two-family house at 1230|- Brown 
Street. 

CEPICAN said that on one occasion he had a conversation with 
subject which caused him to believe subject Is a Communist 
sympathizer* Concerning this conversation, CEPICAN recalled 
that having noted that he, CEPICAN is in the plumbing business, 
subject brought up the matter of the strike at the Kohler Plant 
at Kohler> Wisconsin, which company produces plumbing fixtures, 
CEPICAN noted this plant has been closed for five years or more 
by a strike which was pointed out to him during this conversation 
by the subject* CEPICAN said that subject gloated over the fact 
this plant had been struck for so long and although he cannot 
recall the exact language the subject used on that occasion, 
it was very obvious to him that subject's favor of this strike 
did not arise from the fact that it was being used as a 
legitimate tool of organized labor but that subject's interest 
stemmed entirely from the fact that the strike had had a great 
deal of disruptive effect in general. He also recalled%hat 

- 4 - 
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during this conversation, subject made other remarks which 
clearly convinced him that subject is in favor of anything 
which will create disruption and dissension between management 
and labor, this, merely for the sake of creation and maintenance 
of strife, disunity, and disruption, and for no other reason. 

On January 18, 1957, Mrs. DWIGHT REIGERT, mentioned above, 
advised that while she has no positive information that 
either subject or his wife are members of the CP, USA, or 
actually advocate Communism as a way of life, she has 
suspected them for the following reasons: 

Although she had comparatively little contact with the 
subject, she saw and conversed with subject's wife almost 
daily from around June 1, 1956, until approximately January 1, 
1957. Prom remarks made by subject's wife, she and subject 
shared very much the same opinions in general, especially 
as relates to political and economical matters. 

Subject's wife frequently made statements which indicated a 
dislike of middle and upper classes in the United States 
and accompanied by repeated statements to the effect, generally, 
that she hoped the lower classes would eventually gain the 
upper hand. During October and November, 1956, Mrs. REIGERT 
frequently discussed the anti-Communist revolution in Hungary 
and on each such occasion subject's wife advised that she 
favored the suppression of the Hungarian revolt by the Communists 
and the Soviet but wished it could have been accomplished by 
other means. 

On March 12, 1957, DWIGHT REIGERT, 1230 Brown Street, 
Bettendorf, Iowa, advised that late at night,- on several 
weekends, when subject and his wife had house guests and had 
obviously been drinking heavily, he could not help but overhear 
the conversations of subject, his wife, and their guests. While 
he does not recall any specific statements or details of any 
of these conversations, the remarks of subject and the others 
left no doubt but what they favor Communism as a way of life, 
dislike the democratic-capitalistic system, and are sympathetic 
to the Russian Soviet. 

- 5 - 
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Ef-FTWIi 
Jfiu jt/iiJ' 

Mr. HEIGERT further advised that on these same occasions, 
six or eight phonograph records were played on subject's 
record player and he could not help but hear these selections. 
He said that they were vocal numbers accompanied by instrumental 
music and that the tunes were mostly old American folk tunes 
such as "The Old Grey Mare” and "My Darling Clementine." 

He said he cannot recall the titles of these numerous selections 
but one was "Little Joe, the Wrestler" and the other was named 
either "The Third International" or "The Fifth International" 
and that all of the numbers were very heavily slanted in favor 
of Communism and the Russian Soviet and against the United 
States Government and the capitalistic-democratic system. 
He further advised that it was obvious subject, his wife, and 
their guests greatly enjoyed these records, particularly 
the most objectionable portions thereof, as at such points 
they would laugh uproariously and express complete approval. 

REIGERT further advised that from remarks which subject's wife 
had made in his presence, both of them dislike money and 
capitalism and recently rejected a gift of substantial money 
from Mrs. TOFFLER's father as they do not want to be "capitalists." 
REIGERT also advised subject indicated it is his ambition, and 
that of his wife, to spend a relatively short time in Washington, 
D.C., and then to proceed to Europe, where they hope to travel 
from country to country Indefinitely while subject does feature 
writing. 

IV. IDENTIFICATION RECORD 

The Identification Record of subject, furnished by the Identification 
Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation on January 31, 
1957* is as follows: 

CONTRIBUTOR ARRESTED 
OF OR 

FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER_RECEIVED CHARGE DISPOSITION 

Army Alvin Bernard 3-14-52 
Toffler Cleveland, Ohio 
#US 52 200 214 

Falls Church, Va. 

USSS Atts PRS 
Sec Wash DC #PRS-1270 

Residence: 

Alvin B. Toffler 

637 
- RUC - 
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/FOIA(b)(7) - (D) 

QM 100-5957 ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 

Date of Activity Agent to File Number 
Identity And/or Description Date whom where 
of Source of Information Received Furnished Located 

. T-l » Address of 1/10/56 JOHN B. 100-5957-1 
subjeot WOODRUFF 

orally 

T-2; Employment of 3/5/57 J. LEWIS 100-5957-1 
subject KELLY, 

orally 

T-3: Concerning 12/30/56 MERVIN G. 100-5957-1 
subject’s O'MELIA, 
activities orally 

T-t4: 11 ?! 11 

Careful consideration has been given to each source concealed 
and T- symbols were Utilized in the report only in those 
instances where the Identities of the sources must be concealed. 

This subject has been a Security Index subject of the Omaha 
Office until the confirmation of his- recent removal to Palls 
Church, Virginia, and-liis Security Index card is up to date. 

This case has been re-evaluated In the light of present 
criteria for inclusion of subject on the Security Index and 
the ease still fits those criteria. 

The subject’s Security Index card has been forwarded to the new 
Office of Origin by PD-128 dated 3/26/57. 

A suitable photograph of the subject is available and has been 
forwarded to the new Office of Origin. 

SA J. LEWIS KELLY Is the Special Agent who verified subject’s 
employment by "Labor’s Daily" at Washington, D.C. It was not 
necessary for him to utilize a pretext or reveal his identity 
in connection with that verification. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 
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(D) 

WFO let to Qnaha dated 3/13/57 indicated that on 3/5/57 [ 
‘ . '■ ' SA J. t (T-2 in this Report) displayed a letter to SA J. LEWIS 

which was dated 12/11/56. This was a letter from one 
"Gazette and Daily," 31 East 

KELLY 
DAVID*WEXLEY, Assistant Editor, 
King Street, York,. Pennsylvania, requesting that this subject 
be accredited to the White House as he would be hired as the 

lgton correspondent of that newspaper effective 1/1/57. 
jthen also explained that subject's fingerprints were 

'taken by the Protective Research Section, U.S. Secret Service, 
in connection with the Issuance of the above-mentioned press 
card, and were_facMarded to the Identification Division of 
this Bureau. |[further noted that liaison Inquiries with 
this Bureau had reflected DAVID WEXLEY, Aka David Wexley 
Nussbaum, has been connected with numerous Communist front 
organizations. 

In that letter, of which copies were directed to Philadelphia, 
Philadelphia was requested to furnish Qnaha with a suitable 
thumbnail sketch of "DAVID WEXLEY, Aka David Wexley Nussbaum" 
and the "Gazette and Daily" if such descriptions are 
available. 

The Philadelphia Office is being requested by a separate 
communication to furnish such sketches or descriptions 
to the Washington Field Office in view of the fact this case 
is being hereby referred to Washington Field as Office of Origin. 

! 
j REFERENCES 

; Qnaha letter to Bureau (FD-128) dated 3/26/57. 
I WFO let dated 3/13/57. 
I Report of SA EVERETT R. C0TT0M dated 12/16/55 at Pittsburgh. 

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE 
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PROGRESSIVE PARTY (PP) 

The National Committee, Communist Party, USA ('CP') 
in issuing its final text of the "Resolution Growing Out of * 

P^idential Elections" in "Political Affairs, " issue of 
July 1953, states in substance that in 1948 the CP helped 

formation of the PP and correctly supported 
the PP through the 1952 elections. It then states: 

"However, the mistake our Party made was to 
confuse this task with the historic task of forming 
a new mass party of the people. As a consequence, 
there existed the wrong estimate that the formation 
of the Progressive Party represented something more 
than the simple emergence of an important fighting 
orce for peaces that it represented the emergence 

of a great mass people's Party." 

t ^ J\s a reasoning-, the resolution 
concludes that the Progressive Party, the CP and other 
progressive forces" must unite in a broad, mass-front ' 
coalition. 

Concerning "Political Affairs" mentioned above 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, a convicted CP functionary,"testifying 
in the case of U. S. vs. ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN Et A1 " on & 

20f,1992’ stated that "Political Affairs" has been 
the theoretical organ of the CP since the publication's 
beginning in 1945. 

On December 15, 1954, HERMAN E. THOMAS, Allentown, 
Pa., who has furnished reliable information in the past and who 

cooperating with the FBI was a member of the Communist 

iqSy,JS?«eSn^e?n^lvanla and Delaware, for ten years prior to 
1954, advised that the founding convention of the Progressive 

TH0MASOLv?Hyir?1?v,Wa? hSld °n Mar0h 7- 1948 at York. Pa. THOMAS advised that the Communist Party aided in organizing 
delegations to this convention in an effort to secure as m§ch 
support as possible for the convention. THOMAS advised that 

iao-'3's'>sr- 
FILED 

&ched_.ot indexed^. 

SERSfsUZED. 

APR 51957 
FBI- WASHING*! 0N_ 
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PHILIP BART, an officer of the Communist Party, Eastern Penn¬ 
sylvania and Delaware (CPEPD), spoke at a CP meeting held in 
Philadelphia on August 7# 19^-9# and stated that during the 1948 
election it was the CP who built the Progressive Party and 
carried on Progressive Party work, even though it involved 
failure to carry out CP work. BART stated that the CP must 
continue to build the PP as a part of creating a united front. 
THOMAS stated that during the 1950-1951 and 1952 elections the 
CPEPD continued to support the Progressive Party. Following 
the 1952 elections, some criticism was voiced of the PP by 
officials of the CPEPD, but as of early 195^- the PP was the 
main concentration for the CP in the 195^ election. 

On January 3# 1955# a Confidential Informant, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that the 
leadership of the CPEPD felt the PP should continue to function 
and as of January 1955 the CP was assigning members to be 
responsible for PP work. 

On March 15, 1955# this informant advised that the 
CPEPD was mobilizing CP members to solicit signatures to 
PP nominating petitions to place PP candidate on ballot for 
1955. 

The Progressive Party Office at 1415 Locust Street, 
Philadelphia, was closed during November 1955. 

On February 21, 1956, another Confidential Informant, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised 
that the PP has not been active in Philadelphia for the ' 
past five months. 
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SAC* OMAHA (100-59^7) W^7 

SAC, PHILADELPHIA (1004^2893) 

ALVIH BERNARD TGFFL.ER 
SM - C _ 

0° - Omaha 

Re Iv'FO let dated 3/l3/f?7» entitled "ALVI¥ BERNARD 
TOFFLEK, SM - C." 

Relet set out Information verifying the current residence 
and employment of the subject and his wife, ADELAiDS. TOFFLER, within 
the territory of theVFO, 

Relet requested PH to furnish OM with a suitable 
thumbnail sketch of "'DAVID VJEXLEY, aka.,, David Wexley Nussbaum 
and/or the Gazette and Daily" if such descriptions are available. 
The following data is set forth in compliance with this request 
and copies of this letter are being furnished WFO in view of the 
information reflected in relet. 
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t 

Sue to the fact that the above documentation of 
MVID WESLE5T reflects that in the past he was a member of the PP 
a copy of the documentation concerning the PP is being furnished to 
both OM and b*FO for information* ; 

* RUC - 

■ 1 - 2 - 

I 
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SAC, PHILADELPHIA V5/57 

SAC, OMAHA (100-5957) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLEH 
SM - C 

Re WFO let to Omaha 3/13/57. 

Requested that the information from the Philadelphia 
Office requested In relet be sent to WFO instead of CSnaha 
inasmuch as WFO is presently Office of Origin in this 
case. 

2- Philadelphia (Registered) 
100-33758ADELAIDE TOFFLER)(Registered) 

2- Omaha (100-5957)(l~ 100-5958) 
CGM-.JM 
(6) 



FD-122 
(5-11-53) 

DIRECTOR, FBI (XOO-399998) 

SAC, WFO (100-33758) 

ALVIN BERNARD TQFFLER 
SM-C 

It is recommended that a Security Index Card be prepared on the 
above-captioned individual. 

The Security Index Card on the captioned individual should be 
changed as follows: (Specify change only) 

NAME ___ 

ALIASES ____,' 

NATIVE BORN_ NATURALIZED_ ALIEN_ 

COMMUNIST_SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY_INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE_ 

MISCELLANEOUS (Specify) ______ 

TAB FOR DETCOM_ TAB FOR COMSAB_ RACE_ SEX_ 

DATE OF BIRTH _• PLACE OF BIRTH _ 

BUSINESS ADDRESS (Show name of employing concern and address) _ 

KEY FACILITY DATA: 
GEOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE NUMBER_ RESPONSIBILITY 

INTERESTED AGENCIES ; 
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 

FD-128 
(3-4-52) 

^ ,, Hop T8/k#.M..rne. 
Ujjice memorandum • united states government 

TO : 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

sbusam, fbi (ioo~mz&) 

3AC# CKAHA. (iw-zm) 

wmhm mm«a 
m - c 

DATE: 3/26/57 
Correct-:—* Kec-urit.y Index cards 
& . * .l i./■ Cor c:*rds 

i 3.. . « -* j - / V.-. C. v-fc.T'ClH* 

FiciGii piiovo&r&ivh riptxoza on 

x-av&Fft© sida o£ gd-ogr&^hiatftl card,* 

The captioned individual has been the subject of a security investi¬ 
gation by this office. The '.ik’d_ Division has verified the perma¬ 
nent presence of the subject in its division as residing and working at the 
addresses listed below. The ^Uft_ Division is being considered 
the new office of origin. 

Residence Address: 637 Arlington Boulevard_ 

wan a chough i i rf ax County). Virginia 

Business Address: T-alwr*» Tta*-i iy. 1 nf Qg^ 

/^W tjJ-e'uL . cDmJ 

{x,n?L^> oCiO r ^rr~ ._ 

Check the following applicable statements: 

This individual has been the subject of a Communist Index Card. 
_This individual is the subject of a Security Index Card. 

(The Bureau is requested to make the appropriate changes in the 
Security Index at the Seat of Government. The _ 
Division should affix the addresses reflected above and the 
appropriate case file number.) 

_ This subject was tabbed for Detcom. 
_ This subject was tabbed for Comsab. 
_ This subject was carried as a Key Figure or Top Functionary. 
_ Handwriting specimens have been furnished to the Bureau. 
_ A photograph has been furnished to the Bureau. 

jjZ ~~ A security flash notice has been placed with the Identification Division, 
The following pertinent items are being forwarded to the new office of origin 
with its copies of this letter: . 

it (i\ Security Index Cards 
Rep. 3a ALBERT R. HITCHER h 

Serials (specify) Rep. 3h ftgBKLD J, SEILER 
.top. 
Rep * 
Hep. 
ile; 

Su Sf 

d'' K ' ‘ 

14/53 at Cleveland. 
7/53 at St. Louis. 

3A WILLIAM j. FOOSR Z/lA? at Cleveland. 
3A ALBERT R. HITCHER 11/23/53 at Cleveland. 
3A WILLIAM J. F0..3R ll/zffy at Cleveland. 

R. COTTOM 12/lu/55 at Plttapurgh Hep. MS T R. COTTCM 12/10 
rent report will be subaitti Ctoaha 

o^cc: ,jgfi 

1- Oaaha (100-5557) 
omtM 

(<>) 

fSEARCHED. . INDEXED \ 

1 SERIfiLIZED^Sfe,. FILED. 

y APR 8195; 
| FBI - WASHINGTON | 

7 ~P) ~~7~~ '1 
l.'fr O', fcn 
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FD-122 
(5--11-53’) 

NATIVE ..BORN_ NATURALIZED 

COMMUNIST_SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY_ 

MISCELLANEOUS (Specify) _ 

TAB FOR DETCOM_ TAB FOR COMSAB_ 

DATE OF BIRTH__ PLACE OF BIRTH _ 

BUSINESS ADDRESS (Show name of employing concern and address) _ 

Labors Daily Inc., Boom Mills Building, 17th and Pennsylvania Avenue 

GEOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE NUMBER <' ' ! -^RESPONSIBILITY 
VO 
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INDEPENDENT SOCIALIST LEAGUE. 

RACE_ SEX_ 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399998) 5/31/57 

SAC, WFO (100-33758) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOPFLER 
SM - C 
SECURITY INFORMANT PROGRAM 
WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION 

Rerep of SA CLIVE G, MATHEWS dated k/k/57» at Omaha 
in captioned matter* 

The following data is set forth In connection with 
a request for Bureau authority to interview TOFFLER, a WFO 
SI subject who has not been previously in ter vie tired: 

1. The subject,' white, was born IO/I4./28, in 
Brooklyn, New York. He is an American citizen by virtue of 
his birth in the United States. He currently resides at 637 
Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, Virginia, and is employed as a 
writer for ”Labor*s Daily," (International Typographical 
Union newspaper). Mills Building, 17th and Pennsylvania Avenue, 
N. W., Washington, ,D. C., as the Washington Representative of 
the ’’Gazette and Daily," a York, Pennsylvania publication. 

2. The subject Is married to ADELAIDE FARRELL TOFFLER, 
white, who is currently occupied as a housewife and mother, 
637 Arlington Blvd., Falls Church, Virginia. 

3. Three sources of unknoxm reliability advised 
during October, 1950, that the subject was then believed to be 
a Communist Party (CP) member in New York City. When in 
Cleveland, Ohio, In April, 195l» the subject was believed by 
a reliable informant, to be a Communist. He was identified 
as an active CP member in Cleveland, Ohio, area by reliable 
sources from 1952 until approximately Pebruary, 1955. At a 
Maroh, 1955* meeting of the leaders of the LYL,- Ohio, the 
subject expressed the desire to leave the LYL and to go into 
CP work. Neighbors of TOFFLER and his wife reported they made 
frequent pro-communist statements during 1956. 

FOIA(b)(7) 

Bureau 
WFO._ 

(D) 

/0O--33 7S# " /? 
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WFO 100-33758 

TOFFLER was also Identified as an active member and 
one of the leaders of the Ohio LYL in Cleveland, Ohio, from 
August, 1952, until approximately February, 1955* From 1952- 
195U, he was editor of the Ohio ’’New Challenge? (mimeographed 
version of the liYi* publication and a theoretical organ giving 
a Marxist concept of the problems of youth, particularly in 
Cleveland), and became Director^of this publication in September, 
1954* During 1953 and 1954? TOPPLER was active as Student 
Director and member of the Executive Board of the Ohio LYL* 
In August, 1954# he also became a member of the Educational 
Committee of this organization. During January, 1955* TOPPLER 
indicated he no longer wanted to work in the open for the LYL 
or the "Hew Challenge" but desired to work in the Democratic 
Party. During March, 1955* the subject expressed anti¬ 
leadership opinions regarding the LYL leaders and refused to 
take any leading position of responsibility. He further 
indicated at that time that he felt he should leave the LYL 
and go into C? work. 

4. The subject's wife, ADELAIDE FARRELL TOFPLER, 
also a WFO SI subject, was identified as a member of the CP 
and LYL, and a staff member of "Hew Challenge" during May,, 
1952. She was active with the LYL 1952-1955* becoming an 
executive member of the East Side Committee, LYL (Cleveland, 
Ohio) during 1954* She was again identified as a C? member in 
August, 1954, and reportedly made frequent pro-Communist state¬ 
ments during 1955 and 1956. 

5. There Is no indication that other close relatives 
of the subject are affiliated with subversive groups. 

6. There is no indication that the subject has been 
active In Communist groups since he moved to his present 
address in late December, 1956. However, because TOFPLER is 
unknown to WFO informants, there has been no way to determine 
his present sympathies, or the current attitude of his wife. 

7. It is felt that an interview with the subject 
would not only disclose TOFFLER's present attitude, but if 
successful, could be the source of pertinent information con¬ 
cerning CP activities in the New York Cilsy and Cleveland, Ohio, 
areas as well as possible CP contacts for newcomers in the 
WFO territory. , .. « 

cf\y^d-h ^V;;„ ' ' ~ UP: . ;L,' 

bn aJI -1 *** • 
4/ 
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Bureau authority is requested to interview the 
subject in accordance with existing instructions relating 
to interviews of security subjects. If tills subject is 
cooperative, no affirmative steps will be taken during the 
Initial interview to direct his activities. The Bureau 
will be advised of the results of this interview by separate 
communication. Should TOPPLER be cooperative during the 
first contact, the Bureau will be requested for authority to 
recontact him as a PSI. 

It is noted that a separate request is also being 
..made for Bureau authority to interview the subject’s wife. 
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STANDARD PORM'NO. 64 

Office Memorandum • unitp-d states government 

to s SAC, Washington Field (100-33758) DATE: June 12, 1957 

d from : Director, FBI (100-399998) 

SUBJECT: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SECURITY MATTER - C 

Reurlet 5-31-57, 

i 
I 

captioned 
Bureau authority is granted to 
individual, 

interview 

The interview should be conducted in accordance 
with Bureau instructions relating to interviews of 
security subjects. 

In view of subject's current employment, you 
are re guested to assign to conduct the above interview 
two experienced Agents who are familiar with this type 
of an interview and with communist activities in your 
area. Special care should be taken so that the Agents 
are not compromised, resulting in embarrassment to the 
Bureau, Subject should be advised that the FBI is 
not interested in labor unions as such but is interested 
in communist infiltration of labor unions. 

! 
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^E%154 (8-12-55) 

VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION ON SECURITY INDEX CARD 

MEMORANDUM RE: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

Office File 100-33758 

The following is the most recent place of employment, employment address, and residence 

address of the above subject as contained on the subject's Security Index Card. 

Residence:637 Arlington Boulevard, Palls Church, Virginia 

Employment: Labors Daily, Inc# 

Address: 518, Mills Bldg., 17th and Pa. A vs, N. W., Washington, D. C. 

Key Facility □ Yes No Detcom □ Yes m No 

Security Flash \zn Yes I Ino Photo DD Yes □ No 

It is requested that the place of employment, address of employment, residence address of the 

subject, as well as the accuracy of the priority tabbing, be verified and the proper notations be 

made below. The absence of a photograph and posting of a Security Flash should be noted and 

efforts made to secure a photograph and determine the existence of a criminal record. 

A physical description based on personal observation of the subject appears in serial 

Residence: 

Method of Verifications- 

Neighborhood Source: 

Date: $ ]_ 

Verified’by SA: 0“^ 

Employment: 

Address: 

Key Facility: 

A ^ 6 

1 1 Yes □ No Date Checked : 

1 . ~1 Yes E . | No 

/FOIA(b)(7) - (D) 

Geographical Reference Number: 

Tab Detcom: I-lies l-(No 

Method of Verification: 

Employment Source: 

Date: -- 

Verified by SA: 

FD-122 should be submitted to Bureau: I -IYes 

SEARCHED-INDEXED*. 

SERIAU2ED.<&CC»FIIED .I#: 

JUL 18 IPS? 
- FBI - WASH. F. 0. 

j 6 ( ? 

: JAy i rJG ^ 

! S(JH M [ 

-rb & 'JY) 

f A $7 ~ ‘Z'tf/i/ 7~~/ A/di € o a/ vT. 217 
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standard form NO. 64 

.o Office Memorandum • united states government 

TO : SAC, WFO(100-3375#) ^ DATS: 

FROM : 
SA J. LEWIS KELLY 

SUBJECT: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM-C ypoia-UqHI) - (D) 

On #-19-57J 

It is noted that 

j, was* contacted by the writer atl _ 
regarding the Subject and his wife, ADELAIDE TOFFLER, 

3 

i. ; 
I ’ 
U- 

has been contacted twice previously 
by the writer as a neighborhood source and on both occasions she 
furnished information which was believed to be reliable. 

3? 
stated that the TOFFLERs continue to reside at 

637 Arlington Blvd. and that the Subject is still employed with 
LABOR’S DAILY. She noted however that the Subject has been spend¬ 
ing a considerable amount of time working at home rather that at 
the office. 

Concerning ADELAIDE TOFFLER, the above source advised that 
she has been attempting to obtain employment for the past several 
weeks but apparently has been unsuccessful to date. Mrs TOFFLER 
has told the above source that teaching positions are unavailable 
at this time and that she is now interested in work in a library 
at Annandale,_31a-_This .position could be available at any time now 
according to|_| It was further observed by this source 
that Mrs TOFFLER now drives a grey foreign make car while the Sub- 
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Report Form 

FD-J63 (5-12-55) 

Reporting Office Office of Origin Investigative Period 

WASHINGTON FIELD WASHINGTON FIELD 8/26/57 5/31;6/4?8/12,19/57 
TITLE OF CASE 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

Report made by 

J. LEWIS KELLY 
CHARACTER OF CASE 

Typed By i. 

SECURITY MATTER - C 

Synopsis; 

According to one source, the subject continues to be employed 
with "Labors Daily, Inc." and to reside at 637 Arlington 
Boulevard, Falls Church, Virginia, Records of U. S. Secret 
Service reflect subject still holds valid press card as 
representative of "Gazette and Daily," a York, Pennsylvania 
publication. Records of the Credit Bureau, MPD, Arlington 
County, Virginia Police Department and Fairfax County, 
Virginia Police Department are negative regarding the 
subject,., Local confidential informants/adyised subject is 
unknown to them. sf 

- P - 

DETAILS % AT WASHINGTON, D. C, 

I. CURRENT RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT 

On August 19, 1957, Confidential Informant T-l 
advised that the subject continues to be employed as a 
writer for "Labors Daily, Inc.," Mills Building, 17th and 
Pennsylvania Avenue. N. W., Washington, D. C., and to, 

Approved 

Copies made; 

Special Agent. 

In Charge 
Do not write in spaces below 

/ 4 - Bureau (100-399998) J. 

/ 1 - Richmond (100-9542) 
_ (RM) (Info) 

£j)- Washington Field (100-33758) 

/CO -3S7S? 

Searched 
Serialized 
Indexed . 
Filed — 

Property of FBI - This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the 

☆ U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE! ieS3 O-344750 5 
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WFO 100-33758 

reside with his wife, ADELAIDE TOFFLER. and their three- 
year-old daughter at 637 Arlington Boulevard, Falls Church* 
Virginia. 

The records of the United States Secret Service, 
The White House, reflected that as of August 19, 1957, 
the subject, as a representative of the "Gazette and Daily, 
31 East King Street, York, Pennsylvania, stillsmamtamed 
a valid press card for attending a White House Press 
Conference. 

Regarding the "GAsette and Daily", it is noted 
that on September 15, 1956, Confidential Informant T-2 
reported that DAVID WESLEY, Assistant Editor of this 
publication, in the past has been a representative of the 
Progressive Party and is as capable an independent Marxist 
as possible without being a party member. When approached 
on the question of joining the Communist Party by an officer 
of thisCorganization several years ago, WESLEY*s answer 
was that he would be more valuable out of the party, and 
such membership would jeopardize his position with the 
"Gazette", which at that time seemed more important to 
guide the policy of the "Gazette" in the right direction. 

The Communist Party has been designated by the 
Attorney General of the United States pursuant to Executive 
Order 10450. The characterisation of the Progressive Party 
appears in the appendix of instant report. 

! II. MISCELLANEOUS 

The records of the Credit Bureau,and the Metropolitan 
Police Department, which were checked on August 5, 1957, 
contained no reference to the subject5 at all times an 
indefinite number of unidentified records are out of file 
and not available for review, at the Metropolitan Police Department. 

The files of the Arlington County, Virginia Police 
Department and the Fairfax County, Virginia Police Department 
which were reviewed on August 12, 1957, by SE JOSEPH WARREN 
BREWER and SA J* LEWIS KELLY, respectively, contained no 
record concerning the subject. 
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Confidential Informants T-3, T-4 and T-5, who 
are acquainted with certain phases of communist activity 
in the Washington, D. C. area recently advised that the 
subject is unknown to them. 
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WFO 100-33758 
III. APPENDIX 

PROGRESSIVE PARTY (PP) 

The National Committee, Communist Party, USA (CP), 
in issuing its final text of the "Resolution Growing Out of 
the Presidential Elections" in "Political Affairs," issue of 
July, 19533 states in substance that in 19ij.8 the CP helped 
stimulate the formation of the PP and correctly supported 
the PP through the 1952 elections. It then states: 

"However, the mistake our Party made was to con¬ 
fuse this task with the historic task of forming a new mass 
party of the people. As a consequence, there existed the 
wrong estimate that the formation of the Progressive Party 
represented something more than the simple emergence of an 
important fighting force for peace; that it represented the 
emergence of a great mass people’s Party." 

As a result of this reasoning, the resolution 
concludes that the "Progressive Party, the CP and other 
progressive forces" must unite in a broad, mass-front 
coalition. 

Concerning "Political Affairs," mentioned above, 
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, a convicted CP functionary, testifying 
in the case "US vs ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN et al.," on 
October 20, 1952, stated that "Political Affairs" has been 
the theoretical organ of the CP since the publication’s 
beginning in 1945 • 

- P - 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

August 26, 1957' 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SECURITY MATTER ~ C 

Reference report of Special Agent J• Lewis Kelly 
dated August 20, 1957, at Washington, B. C. 

With the exception of Confidential Informant 
T-l, all informants utilised in the report of Special 
Agent J* Lewis Kelly dated August 26, 1957, at Washington, 
p. C», in captioned matter have furnished reliable 
information in the past* Confidential Informant T-l, 
in the same report, is in a position to furnish reliable 
information* 

This memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned* 

- Bureau (100-399998) 
1 - Richmond (100-9542) 

- WFO (100-33758) 
iLKjpad t 

(8) 
/OO-^B 7Si‘ JZS 

Searched 

Serialized 
Indexed 

Filed _ 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399998) 

SAC, WFQ (100-33758) 

8/265/57 

ALVIN BERNARD TQFFLER 
m - c 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau and the Richmond 
Office are four copies and one copy, respectively* of the 
report of SA J* LEWIS KELLY dated 8/20/57, at Washington, 
D. C», in captioned matter and a corresponding number of 
copies of a blank memo concerning the subject* 

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA; 

The subject still meets the criteria for inclusion 
in the security iincCexis in view of his reported GP membership 
in March? 1955. His SI card reflects current and tq>-to-date 
information. 

WFG ireceiMed! Bureau authority to interview 
TQFFLER by Bureau letter dated 6/12/57, in captioned 
matter, but was unable to complete this interview due to 
extended sick leave on the part of the agent handling this 
case. WF0 still feels it desirable to contact T0FFLER 
and hereby requests additional Bureau-authority to conduct 
this approach. 

The enclosed report is classified -“Confidential* 
because it contains security information, the disclosure 
of which would be detrimental to the internal security of 
this country. 

informants; 

Identity 
of Source 

Date of Activity 
and/or Description 
of Information 

Residence and 
Employment 
- —, /FOIA(b) (7) - (D) 

Agent to 
Date whom 
Received Furnished 

File Number 
inhere 

Located 

100-337,58-20 

2 - Bureau (Ends. 8) \ 
1 - Richmond . 2)(KM) (Info)/ 

■03 - wo 
JLKspad 

/GO-3S7S?-£^ 
Serialized_S^-Cr-_ 

Indexed_____ 

Filed_<n/?c„ - 
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■f 

Identity 
of Source 

Date of Activity 
and/or Description 
of Information 

Agent to 
Date who® 
Received Furnished 

File Number 
where 

Located 

T-2. 

usee to B,,,, _. 
•contact 0t$cKi6E 
DAVID UESLEY 

T-3 

T-4. 

Negative Infor¬ 
mation 

Negative Infor¬ 
mation 

\ Negative Infer* 
1 mation 

8/9/57 SA RICHARD B* Instant 
LAVIN Report 

8/14/57 SA RAYMOND L. Instant 
0* KELLY Rqjort 

8/14/57 SA RATKOND L. Instant 
C*KELLY Report 

Careful consideration has bees given to each source 
concealed and T* symbols were utilised in the report only- 
in those instances where the identities of the sources must 
be concealed. 

AGENCY CHECKS: 

The records of the - Credit Bureau and the MPD 
were reviewed by Investigative Clerks ARTHUR EDUARD WARNER 
and BCKDIE RAY SLOCUM, respectively. 

LEADS; 

THE RICIMCia OFFICE (INFORMATION) 

Cm' copy of instant report is being designated 
for the Richmond Office inasmuch as subject continues 
to reside within the Richmond Office territory. 

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE 

AT WASHINGTON. D. C. 

Will interview the subject if Bureau authority \ 
received. 
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• REFERENCES: 

WO letter dated 5/31/57, in captioned Blatter* 
Bureau letter dated 6/12/57, in captioned matter 
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64 

Office Memorandum • united states government 

to : SAC, Washington Field (100-33758) date:September 10, 1957 

J4om : Director, FBI (100-399998) 

SUBJECT: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFIER 
SECURITY MATTER - C 

Reurlet 8-26-57. 

Bureau authority is granted to interview the 
subject. 

The interview should be conducted in accordance 
with Bureau instructions relating to interviews of security 
subjects and under same conditions as set out in Bureau 
letter dated June 12, 1957. 

within 30 days. 

/eo-s.* rsf - as 
-INDEXED- 

J r 

j SfABCHEO, _ 

St P i 1 1957 
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WO 1D©~338©3 'and 100-33758 

file interview took place at the front door of the subject's 
n®Bie» wl^re he is now working as a free-lance writer,. He 
said that lie was afraid he could not help .the FOX* It was 
pointed out to him that some people have lately become 
disillusioned with the Communist Farty, He said, "They 
should have cohs© to that conclusion long ago,” The Agents 
endeavored to press the point,, but TOFFIES? replied that he 
thought he had said all he should on the subject. He was 
urged to contact the WO if he saw Ms way clear to discuss 
matters with the FBI, He said he knew hew to contact the 
Agents and requested their names, He said in a sympathetic 
way that he realised that the Agents had a job to do. 

ALVIN XOFFU® was -taken by surprise and was slightly 
nervous throughout the interview. While It is true that 
Ms manner might well belie his thoughts, it is felt that 
another approach is desirable in view of his generally friendly 
attitude. Therefore, ALVIN TOFFIES will be recontacted within 
30 days. 

_ No extension of 
1BFFSJSR will be requested 
potential cooperation can 
advised of the result of i 

authority to interview ADELAIDE 
until after ALVIN T0FFLER*s 
fee resolved. The Bureau will be 
I© contact. 

- 2 - 
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SAC, WPO (100-3603) 

C. EDWIN GLASS, JR., SA 

ADELAIDE TOPPER 
SM - C 

September 16, 1957 

:;;jFOIA(b) (7) - (D) 

On September 10, 1957,1 _| a 
neighborhood source on the TOFFLERS developed by SA 
J. L. KELLY, called for SA KELLY and were referred to 
me. 

_advised that the TOFFLERS are 
planning to buy a house and expect to move about the 
first of December, 1957. The house is located on 
Annandale Road In a sub-division called Raymondale. 

_ I also advised that on the we,ek-end 
of September 7-8# a young couple visited the TOFFLERS 
in a car bearing 1957 Ohio plates, EA 56oi She stated 
that this was the first out-of-state car that she had 
noticed. 

£ continued that the TOFFLERS are 
still getting tne same looal visitors as they have in 
the past, and she has notioed that these people still 
arrive quite late. For instance, on September 7, some 
visitors arrived at about 10? V> op Ihnn Pm In a 
Chevrolet station wagon. 
furnished this license number to SA KELLY. 

has previously 

that on Saturday night there wer 
all younger people, 
also an older coupl® that visit 
she has given SA KELLY their license number. 

She stated 
two men and atfoman, 

stated that there is 
he TOFFLERS and that 

She stated 
that the old couple in an old car and the station wagon 
are the most frequent visitors. \ 

lalso advised that MRS. TOFFLER now 
works in a private Horary on Glebe Road, which is 
located right next to a bank. She stated that 
MRS. TOFFLER told her that the library is located near 
Annandale on Glebe Road. 

1 - WFO 100,-3803 
l ^WFO^toO “ 

CEGtLBB ti 
(2) 

/e£-357£F' - 2- ’ 
1 SEARCHED ... INDEXED. 
[ SERIALIZE IL E 

SEP 16 1957 | 
?F8I • WASH. F. 0. 
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Cleveland, Ohio 
October 15, 1957 

& 

MEMO: SAC, CLEVELAND 

FROM: SA EDWIN B. BIRNEY 

RE: WALLACE\KAUFMAN 

100-20200 ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

SOURCE DESCRIPTION AND/ 
OR DATE ACTIVITY 

DOCUMENTATION 

DATE AGENT 
RECEIVED RECEIVING LOCATION 

8-lh°57 8-26-57 SA ALFRED L* 
AwnvDcmr 
AMVUikVVn 

Following is a verbatim copy of informant's report: 

/F:oift-(.b.)..(7) (d> '‘Cleveland, Ohio 

August 26, 1957 

"On the evening of August 111. 1957. 

JPIERI asked SANIUK when he had heard from AL 
TOFFLER. SANIUK replied that he had not heard from TOFFLER in 
several years* PIERI then stated that TOFFLER is residing in 
Washington, D.C., at the present time and works for the York, 
Pennsylvania Gazette which is run by a progressive editor — owner© According to 
PIERI, TOFFLER also writes for other organizations but he did not identify these 

EBB:sab/eds 
(10) 
1 - Pittsburgh (ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, 

Pittsburgh file 100-12908) (RM) 
1 - Philadelphia (ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER) (Info) (RM) 

-"washington ^eld;;(ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER) (Info) 

SEARCHED. --INDEXED^jUil.] 
SERIALirE&S^SLFILED—2ai£u 

OC r 2 5 1357 . 
— WASHINGTON / 
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IfP 

FO'Ift.(.b.) (7) - (D) 

"organizations by name. With regard to the editor - owner of the 
York, Pennsylvania Gazette, PIERI stated that he ran for an office 
in Pennsylvania on the Progressive Party ticket. I 

Extreme care should be used in disseminating the above 
information to paraphrase it so as not to reveal the identity of 
the informant. 

\\ 

- 2 - 
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FD- 122..,(Rev. Fl-23-56) 

STANDARD FORM NO. 64 

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO S Director, FBI 

(IOO-399998) 
DATE: 

November 7„ 1957 

FROM : SAC, 

SUBJECT: 

WO (100-33758) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM«»C 

im It is recommended that a Security 

Index Card be prepared on the 

above - captioned individual. 

1 1 The Security Index Card on the 

yrxr captioned individual should be 

changed as follows: (specify 
change only): 

JNative Born r 1 N atur cm i 

(ZZZHI Communist I 

I I Miscellaneous (specify) , 

L I Socialist Work ers Party J Independent Socialist League 

jTab for Detcom 

Date of Birth Place of Birth 

Business Address (show name of employing concern and address) 

Free Lance Writer at Heine 

Key Facility Data 

Geographical Reference Number 

Interested Agencies 

Residence Address 

.Responsibility 

m 2-Bureeu 
\U i-WFO 

REGISTERED MAlQ HU)SOTS V"i 

JoO-63 J5? 
Searched--r~y ■ 
Serial iaed_-IXA^— 

Indexec 

Filed- 
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Report Form 

FD-263 (5*12-55) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Subject resides at 637 Arlington Boulevard, Falls Church, 
Virginia. Has purchased home at 1812 Annandale Road, Falls 
Church, and Intends to move there around 12/1/57. Is 
reportedly employed as free-lance writer. Declined to dis¬ 
cuss own activities or subversive matters with FBI, Local 
confidential informants advised subject unknown to them. 

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D.C. 

BACKGROUND: 

C - 

RESIDENCE 

T-l advised on October 31» 1957* that the subject resides at 
637 Arlington Boulevard, Falls. Church, Virginia, with his wife 
and daughter._ __ 

*— 00 VcLir Do not write in spaces below 

Copies made: y 

[V - Bureau (100-399998) 
/Jil - Richmond (100-951^2)(Info) (RM) 
|jO> - Washington Field (100-33758) 

$ ' ! 

33 7 && 3® 
Searched__ , 

Indexed, .. 
glled. .-- 

Properly of FBI - This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned 

tr U. 3. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1983 O-9-44760 
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WPG 100-33758 

Mrs. RAMON AGUIRRE, West. Port Properties, Incor¬ 
porated, advised on September 18, 1957# that the subject has 
purchased a home from that company, which he intends to 
occupy around December 1, 1957. The home is looated at 1812 
Annandale Road, Palls Church, Virginia. 

EMPLOYMENT 

Mrs. RAMON AGUIRRE advised that the subject Is 
employed as a writer. T-l advised on September 17, 1957, 
that the subject was formerly employed by the newspaper, 
"Labor*s Daily", but that he had left his position and was 
now occupied as a free-lance writer at his home. 

A man who identified himself as an employee of 
^Labor's Daily, incorporated," 1420 New York Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.C., was interviewed on suitable pretext on 
September 24, 1957, and advised that subject was not with 
that paper anymore. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Oh September 24, 1957, the subject was interviewed 
by SAs ELMER LEE TOOD and JOHN JOSEPH BAGLEY. Subject stated 
that he did not care to discuss his own activities or subver¬ 
sive matters, with Agents of the FBI . He said that people 
should have become disillusioned, with the Communist Party 
long ago; however, he declined to say anything further 
along these lines. On November 1, 1957, the subject was 
contacted and /stated that he had given the matter some thought 
but that he still felt he should not discuss anything with the 
FBI. 

T-l advised on September 17, 1957, that the subject 
lives quietly, has little contact with the neighbors, no 
unusual visitors or gatherings, and has given no indication 
of;disloyal sentiments. Mrs. RAMON AGUIRRE stated on Septem¬ 
ber 18, 1957, that she has talked to the subject on several 
occasions on general subjects of conversation and he has given 
no indication of subversive beliefs. 

I : 

Confidential informants who are acquainted with 
certain phases of communist activity in the Washington, D.0., 
area recently advised that the subject is unknown to them. 

C - 
- 2 - 
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ISnfieit §tatcs department of Sfuattcc 

federal bureau of Inueatisatton 

100-33758 

Washington 25, D.G. 
November 1957 

ALVIN BERNARD TCPFLER 
SECURITY MATTER - C 

Reference is made to the report of SA JOHN JOSEPH 
RAGLEY dated November 8, 195?» Washington, D.C* 

With the exception of Confidential informant T-l, 
the confidential Informants mentioned in the report have 
furnished reliable information in the past, i-1 is in a 
position to furnish reliable information. 

Ohis memorandum is loaned to you by the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and neither it nor its contents 
are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned. 

k - Bureau (100-399998) 
1 - Richmond (100-9542)(RM)(Info) 
^- Washington Field (100-33758) 

JJB:ajs 
(8) 

/a^'~3Srl5 

Searched— 
Serialized 
Indexed_ 
Filed_1 
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mnmon, fbx (100*399998) 11/14/S7 

SAC, WFO (100*33758) 

ALVIH BERHAHD TOFPLEH 
SECURITY MATTER * 0 

Enclosed herewith are four copies of the report of 
SA JOHN JOSEPH BAGLEY dated 11/14/57, at Washington, D.C., and 
four copies of an evaluation memorandum. 

. APMIUISTRATIVH 

Subject*s Security Index status has been re-evaluated 
in the light of the criteria set forth In Section 8?D of the 
Manual of Instructions and It is believed that the subject 
meets these criteria in view of his reported Communist Party 
membership in 1955* 

A new FD 122 Is being submitted reflecting the sub¬ 
ject's employment as a free-lance writer. A pretext inter¬ 
view of the man at "Labor*s pally, Incorporated,0 was con* 
ducted by SA JOHN JOSEPH BAGLEY. Ho identification was used. 

One copy of this report Is being sent to Richmond 
for information since the subject resides within territory 
covered by that division. 

Attempts were made prior to ll/l/57» to Interview 
the subject, but be was not observed under secure conditions. 
On U/l/57, the subject Was contacted by telephone for the 
purpose of making an appointment for an interview. He de¬ 
clined to make this appointment. He stated that neither he 
nor his wife would talk to the FBI. It was suggested to him 
that as a writer he might be interested with some material 
regarding communist effects on various phases of national 
and international activities. The subject stated that he 
had no interest in material of this nature. 

Bureau (Ends. 8) 
Richmond (Ends. 2) 
WO 

JBsajs 
(4) 'Vf 

Searched_ 

Serialized -JLdL-_ 
Indftyftd . ... 

Filed_.. 
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WFO 100-33758 . 

INFORMANTS 

IDENTITY 
OF SOURCE 

DATE OF ACTIVITY 
OR DESCRIPTION 
OF INFORMATION 

DATE 
RECEIVED- 

AGENT TO 
whom 

FURNISHED 

PILE # 
WHERE 
LOCATED 

1 

T-ll employment and 
residences 
neighborhood 

SA JOHN Instant report 
JOSEPH BAGLEY 

Negative in¬ 
formation 

11/5/57 SA RICKARD 
B. LAVIN 

Instant report 

Negative ins- 
formation 

11 SA RAYMOND 
L. O’KELLY 

Instant report 

Negative in¬ 
formation 

n/6/57 SA RAYMOND 
L. 0«KELLY 

Instant report 

Negative in¬ 
formation 

11/3/57 SA ROBERT 
C. PUTNAM 

Instant report 

Negative in¬ 
formation 

11/3/57 SA ROBERT 
C. PUTS?AM 

Instant report 

Careful consideration ha3 been given to each source 
concealed and a T symbol was utilized in this report only in 
that instance where the identity of, the source' must be con¬ 
cealed. 

A suitable photograph of the .subject has been 
secured. 

REFERENCE 

Report of SA J. LEWIS KELLY dated 8/26/57s at WFQ. 
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FD-l'22 (Rev. 1 1-23-56) ( 

7TAMO/WD FORM NO. 04 

7^ 

Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO | Director, FRI^ yS (100-399998) / 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

' WFO (100-33758) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM-G 

date: Noveiaber 7» 1957 

Corrected Security Index cards 
attached. Substitute for cards 
in file and desire? o-u cards. 
Place photograph and description on 

reverse side of geog- cip^-Cal car 

1 It is recommended that a Security 

Index Card be prepared on the 

above - captioned individual. 

The Security Index Card on the 

captioned individual should be 

changed as follows, (specify 
change only): 
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FD-154 (8-12-55) 

VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION ON SECURITY INDEX CARD 

MEMORANDUM RE: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

Office File lQO-fSfbb r 

The following is -the most recent place of employment, employment address, and residence/ 

address of the above subject as contained on the subject's Security Index Card. / \ 

Residence: 637 Arlington BonlevaM, Falls Cturch, Fairfax Oounty^j^J 

Employment: Free Lance Writer at Home Y\i 

Address: 

Key Facility n Yes [3 No 

Security Flash 1 X1 Yes I INo 

Detcom □ Yes m No 

Photo Da Yes □ No 

It is requested that the place of employment, address of employment, residence address of the 

subject, as well as the accuracy of the priority tabbing, be verified and the proper notations be 

made below. The absence of a photograph and posting of a Security Flash should be noted and 

efforts made to secure a photograph and determine the existence of a criminal record. 

A physical description based on personal observation of the subject appears in seri 

Residence: /f/X ^ 
Method of Verification: 

/ / /r / //t/iAs/' 
Neighborhood Source:^. 

Date: y S'/ /l J? 
Verified by SA: 

Employment: 

Address: 

Key Facility: □ Yes □ No Date Checked : Geographical Reference Number: 

Tab Detcom: □ Yes I INo 

Method of Verification: C 

Employment SourpeL--' 

Date: / on 
Verified by SA: ) ” 

FD-122 should be submitted to Bureau: 

J . 2r 

Zpr- 

/oq-33 ?y 
SEARCHED_^...INDEXED_A 

serialized-?.* >Cm-m 
_INDEXED . 

-PLED JI 

JAN1 5 1953 
O fbi — Washington 

^Yes 13 No 

ZrJtJ 

oL - 
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PD- 122 (Rev. 1 1-23-56) 

STANDARD FORM NO. 04 

Office Memorandum 
TO I Director, FBI (100*399998) 

7 V 
FROM : * sac, WFO (100-33758) 

SUBJECT: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM-C 

L/ 
• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

DATE: 2-27-58 

Corrected Security Index carda 
a t. t ached. sub? * i i u te for cards 
i n f'! I © »» rj d e 3 £ r o y old cards* 
Place photograph and description on 
reverse side of geographical card,. 

It is recommended that a Security 

Index Card be prepared on the 

above - captioned Individual. 

30 The Security Index Card on the 

captioned individual should be 

changed as follows (specify 
change only): 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399998) 5/12/58 

SAC, WFO (100-33758) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM - C 

There is enclosed a copy of an article entitled 
"How They Rate REUTHER" which appeared in the May issue of 
"Pageant" magazine. This is brought to the attention of the 
Bureau as a matter of interest since the author is a security 
index subject of this office. / 

/<*<?- 35 7 s?— 
Searched 

Serialized 
Indexed 

Filed __ 

u 
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FD-154 (8-12-55) 

VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION ON SECURITY INDEX CARD 

MEMORANDUM RE: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

Office File 100-33758 

The following is the most recent place of employment, employment address, and residence 

address of the above subject as contained on the subject's Security Index Card. 

Residence: 1812 Armandale Road, Palls Church, Va# 

Employment: Pr©0 Lsnc© Writer at home 

Address: 

Key Facility 1 I Yes | ^JNq Detcom 1 I Yes l.ff I No 

Security Flash m Yes I Ino Photo l.XJYes □ No 

It is requested that the place of employment, address of employment, residence address of the 

subject, as well as the accuracy of the priority tabbing, be verified and the proper notations be 

made below. The absence of a photograph and posting of a Security Flash should be noted and 

efforts made to secure a photograph and determine the existence of a criminal record. 

A physical description based on personal observation of the subject appears in serial 

Residence: J ZvtZc 

Method of Verification: 

Neighborhood Soprc^- 

Date: 

Verified'oy SA: 'Sf* 

Employment: 

# Ad dress: p-1 1 i 

Key Facility: I-lYes 1-iNo 

A c,to- 

Detcom: □ Yes 1Z I No J 

Method of Verification: /^zy^uy /?'/. ^ 

Employment Sefaihp'. 

Date: W>s/JT* 

i-td Verified by SA: 
p\ 

' U 
FD-122 should be submitted to Bureau: 1 1 Yes H23Tlo 

/CO-33 7SX- 

$£A8CH£D 

SERIALIZED i*p351 »:} 

JUL1 71 953 
1 £01 — WASHINGTON n \ 

_k2£± 

— 

'Al/Mrc 

_ pt\ 

7 , - * r / x 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399998) 10/13/58 

SAC, WFO (100-33758) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM - C 
(OOlWFO) 

The following data is set out in connection 
with a request for Bureau authority to interview TOFFLER, 
WFO Security Index subject, who had previously been inter¬ 
viewed on 9/24/57, and 11/1/57. He was un-cooperative 
on both these occasions. 

1. The subject, white, was born on 10/4/28, in 
Brooklyn^ New York. He is an American citizen by virtue 
of his birth in the United States. He currently resides 
at 1812 Annandale Road, Falls Church, Virginia, and is. 
employed as a free-lance writer at home, 

2. The subject is married to ADELAIDE FARRELL 
TOFFLER, white, who is currently employed by the Professional 
Book Company, 2309 Columbia Pike, Arlington, Va., and 
resides with the subject at 1812 Annandale Road, Falls 
Church, Va. 

3. Three sources of unknown reliability advised 
during October, 1950, that the subject was then believed to 
be a Communist Party (CP) member in New York City. When 
in Cleveland, Ohio, in April, 1951, the subject was believed 
by a reliable informant to be a Communist. He was identi¬ 
fied as an active CP member in Cleveland, Ohio, area by 
reliable sources from 1982 until approximately February, 
1955. Atea March, 1955, meeting or the leaders of the 
LYL, Ohio, the subject expressed the desire to leave the 
LYL and to go into CP work. Neighbors of TOFFLER and his 
wife reported they made frequent pro-communist statements 
during 1956. 

TOFFLER was also identified as an active member 
and one of the leaders of the Ohio LYL in Cleveland, Ohio, 
from August, 1952, until approximately February, 1955. From 
1952-1954, he was editor of the Ohio ’’New Challenge,” 
(mimeographed version of the LYL publications and a 
theoretical organ giving a Marxist concept of the problems 

'South, particularly m Cleveland), and became Director 

$enafee<i 

filed ' 

/eo~ 5.$-? ST-37 

Bureau 
WFO 

^WHA:dab, 
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WFO 100*33758 

publication in September,1954. During 1953 and 1954* 
TOFFLER was active as Student Director and member of the 
Executive Board of tbe Ohio LYL. In August, 1954, he also 
became a member of the Educational Committee of this organ¬ 
ization. During January, 1955* TOFFLER indicated he no 
longer wanted to work in the open for the LYL or the "New 
Challenge," but desired to work in the Democratic Party. 
During March* 1955, the subject expressed anti-leadership 
opinions regarding the LYL leaders and refused to take 
any leading position of responsibility. He further indi¬ 
cated at that time that he felt he should leave the LYL 
and go into CP work. 

, .4. The subject's wife, ADELAIDE FARRELL TOFFLER, 
also a WFO 51 subject, was identified as a member of the 
CP andXYL, and a staff member of "New Challenge" during 
May, 1952. She was active with the LYL 1952-1955, becoming 
an executive member of the East Side Committee, LYL (Cleveland. 
Ohio) during 1954, She was again identified as a CP 
member in August, 1954, and reportedly made frequent pro- 
communist statements during 1955 and 1956. 

", ■ 5. There is ho indication that other close 
relatives of the subject are affiliated with subversive groups. 

6. There is no indication that the subject has 
been active in Communist groups since he moved to his present 
address in late December, 1956. However, because TOFFLER 
is unknown to WFO informants, there has been no way to 
determine his present sympathies, or the current attitudes 
of his wife. 

„ ' 7. It is felt that an interview with the subject 
would not only disclose TOFFLER?s present attitude, but if 
successful, could be the source of pertinent information 
concerning CP activities in the New York City and Cleveland* 
Ohio, uveas as well as possible CP contacts for newcomers 
in the WFO territory. 

Bureau authority is requested to interview the 
subject in accordance with existing instructions relating 
to interviews of security subjects. If this subject is 
cooperative, no affirmative steps will be taken during the 
initial interview to direct his activities. The Bureau 

ft 

2 « 
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WFO 100-33758 

NW 50621 

will be advised of the results of this interview by separate 
communication. Should TOFFLER be cooperative during the 
first contact, the Bureau will be requested for authority 
to recontact him as a PSI. 

It is noted that since the date of the last report 
dated November li*, 1957/HFO files contain no 
information concerning the subject or his activities,than 
is reported above. 

The above request is made of the Bureau since the 
subject is employed as a free-lance writer, p. 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399998) 10/15/58 

SAC, WFO (100-33758) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFIER 
CM » C 

(00:WF0) 

The following data is set out in connection 
with a request for Bureau authority to interview TOFFLER, 
WFO Security Index subject, who had previously been inter¬ 
viewed on 9/24/57, and 11/1/57. He was un-cooperative 
on both these occasions. 

1. The subject, white, was born on 10/4/28, in 
Brooklyn. New York. He is an American citizen by virtue 
of his birth in the United States. He currently resides 
at 1812 Annandale Road, Falls Church, Virginia, and is 
employed as a free-lance writer at home. 

2. The subject is married to ADELAIDE FARRELL 
TOFFLER, white, who is currently en$>loyed by the Professional 
Book Company, 2309 Columbia Pike, Arlington, Va., and 
resides with the subject at 1812 Annandale Road, Falls 
Church, Va. 

3. Three sources of unknown reliability advised 
during October, 1950, that the subject was then believed to 
be a Communist Party (CP) member in New York City. When 
in Cleveland, Ohio, in April, 1951, the subject was believed 
by a reliable informant to be a Communist. He was identi¬ 
fied as an active CP member in Cleveland, Ohio, area by 
reliable sources from 1952 until approximately February, 
1955. At a March. 1955, meeting of the leaders of the 
LYL, Ohio, the subject expressed the desire to leave the 
LYL and to go into CP work. Neighbors of TOFFLER and his 
wife reported they made frequent pro-communist statements 
during 1956. 

/iff 
TOFFLER was also identified as an active member 

and one of the leaders of the Ohio LYL in Cleveland, Ohio, 
from August. 1952, until approximately February, 1955. From 
1952-1954, he was editor of the Ohio "New Challenge,* 
(mimeographed version of the LYL publications and a 
theoretical organ giving a Marxist concept of the problems 
of youth, particularly m Cleveland), and became Director 

3 
4o 
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WFO 100-33758 

of this publication in September,1954. During 1953 and 1954, 
TOFFLER was active as Student Director and member of the 
Executive Board of the Ohio LYL. In August, 1954- he also 
became a member of the Educational Committee of this organ¬ 
ization. During January, 1955, TOFFLER indicated he no 
longer wanted to work in the open for the LYL or the "New 
Challenge," but desired to work in the Democratic Party. 
During March, 1955, the subject expressed anti-leadership 
opinions regarding the LYL leaders and refused to take 
any leading position of responsibility. He farther indi¬ 
cated at that time that he felt he should leave the LYL 
and go into CP work. 

4. The subject’s wife, ADELAIDE FARRELL TOFFLER, 
also,a WFO SI subject, was identified as a member of tbe 
CP and LYL, and a staff member of "New Challenge" during 
May, 1952. She was active with the LYL 1952-1955, becoming 
an executive member of the East Side Committee, LYL (Cleveland, 
Ohio) during 1954. She was again identified as a CP 
member in August, 1954, and reportedly made frequent pro- 
communist statements during 1955 and 1956. 

5. There is no indication that other close 
relatives of the subject are affiliated with subversive groups. 

6. There is no indication that the subject has 
been active in Communist groups since he moved to his present 
address in ItZ'Z December, 1957. However, because TOFFLER 
is unknown to WFO informants, there has been no way to 
determine his present sympathies, or the current attitudes 
of his wife. 

7* It is felt that an interview with the subject 
would not only disclose TOFFLER*s present attitude, but if 
successful, could be the source of pertinent information 
concerning CP activities in the New York City and Cleveland, 
Ohio, areas as well as possible CP contacts for newcomers 
in the WFO territory. 

Bureau authority is requested to interview the 
subject in accordance with existing instructions relating 
to interviews of security subjects. If this subject is 
cooperative, no affirmative steps will be taken during the 
initial interview to direct his activities. The Bureau 

2 
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WFO 100-33758 

w^-ll 1*® advised of the results of this interview by separate 
communication. Should TOFFLER be cooperative during the 
first contact, the Bureau will be requested for authority 
to recontact him as a PSI. 

It is noted that since the date of the last report 
dated November 14, 1957» %H£!0 files contain no d|Hs?sthei!Sj^rtinent 
information concerning the subject or his activitiesfthan 
Is reported above. 

The above request is made of the Bureau since the 
subject is employed as a free-lance writer, p. 
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Report Form 

FD-263 (5-12-55) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Reporting Office 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

Office of Origin 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

Date 

11/18/58 

Investigative Period 

_10/2; 11/5/58_ 
TITLE OF CASE 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

Report made by 

WINFRED H. ANDERS WT 

Typed By: 

bsb 
CHARACTER OF CASE 

SECURITY MATTER - C 

Synopsis r 

Subject upon interview on 11/5/58, advised he resides at 1812 
Annandale Rd.» Palls Church, Virginia, and is a free lance 
writer operating out of his home, TOFFLER said he was un¬ 
willing to discuss his past activities. Informants familiar 
with phases of CP activity advised they did not know subject. 
Credit and criminal checks concerning subject negative. 

- P - 

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D, C. 

RESIDENCE 

On November 5? 1958, the subject, when interviewed 
by SAs WINFRED H. ANDERS and PHILIP H, WILSON, advised that 
he currently resides at 1812 Annandale Road, Falls Church, 
Virginia. 

EMPLOYMENT 

stated that 
On November 5? 1958? the subject when Interviewed, 
•*-. hB is a free lance writer out- of his aom 

~ Docicil A< J‘ 
Approved 

Special' Agent 

In Charge 4- 
-Bureau (100-399998) 

1-Richmond (100-9542) (Info) (RM) 
^Washington Field (100-33758) 

0.P 

Do not write in spaces below 

pies made: 

$ £ 7 sT */■/ 

U y Y 

Searched 

Serialized 

indexed 

Filed - 

( 

Property of FBI - This report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned. 

☆ U.;8, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFlCEi 1958 O-344750 'r 
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wfg 100*33758 

INTERVIEW AND ITOM CONTACTS 

When Interviewed on November 5, 1950, the subject 
stated he was unwilling to discuss his past activities. 

r Confidential informants who are acquainted with 
certain phases of Communist Party activity in the Washington, 
D. C., area advised recently that the subject is unknown to 
them. 

The Communist Party, United Sfcatss of America, 'has 
been designated by the Attorney General of the United States 

\pursuanfc to Executive Order 10450. 

CREDIT 

On September 24, 1958, It was determined by IC 
THOMAS J. KC DONALD that the Credit Bureau, Incorporated, 
Washington, D. C., has no record of the subject.^ 

On September 24, 1958, it was determined by SE 
ROBERT LYNCH that the Retail Merchants Credit Bureau of 
Alexandria, Incorporated, Alexandria, Virginia, has no record 
of the subject.-j- 

CRIMINAL 

/ On September 24, 1958, it was determined by IC 
/ \ B01DIE RAY SLOCUM that therSf-waStnp 'record of the subject 

YJp l the files of the Identification Division, Metropolitan 
7 0 ' Police Department, Washington, 3). C. J at all times an in¬ 

definite number of unidentified records are out of file and 
v not available for review. 

On October 2, 1958, SA ANDERS determined that 
there was no identifiable record for the subject in the 
files of the Palls Church, Virginia, Police Department, Pails 
Church, Virginia. 

- 2 
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200-33750 !'!©v©Qb©r 20, 295® 

axmn bmwaw t®m*m 
msmxxi msrm - c 

Referenda Id used© to 'tb© of Speeiol Agent 
Winfred S* AasSofs, dated sni captioned as above. 

$ij© confidential infftmants caatosted regarding 
ths msbjeet, saniit&o&ed la the above report* bare all 
feraisbed reliable ini^isiatioa in tits paste 

fb£& mmvw3m is Zoanod to you by tbs Pedeml 
Bureau of investigation and neither it nos? its eomteata are 
to be- distributed outside the agency to 'ttialch loaned. 

^rpsBt 3ureau (100-399998) 
r 1-Richmond (100-9542) (Info) 
• ^-W0 

(RM) 

WHA:bsb 
(8) 
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DIRECTOR, Wm (100-399998) 11/10/58 

SAC, WFO (100-33758) 

AUIXU SEHHAHD TOFFLER 
sk - a 
(OOsWO) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are q. copies 
of th© report of SA feUSSTlM II. AHDMiS and 4 copies of 
a letterhead mci^r&ridun, both dated ana captioned as 
above. One copy each of the letter report and memorandum 
are attached as enclosures for the Richmond Office for 
Inforo&tion purposes, since the subject resides within 
that office’s territory. 

J*BS%RMCB 

Report of SA 3'0m JOSEPH BM1M dated ll/li/5?* 
at Washington, 25. C., and WOlet dated lQ/lS/58, 
requesting Bureau authority to Interview subject• 
Bureau authority was granted on 10/21/50. 

Mmtmsffimxm data 

Regarding the interview of the subject on 11/5/50, 
as reflected in referenced report, it is noted' that the 
agents interviewed TOPFLER outside tbs confines of his hois© 
for about 50 minutes. Ho threats or promises were made- by 
the agents to TOPFLER* A. T0PFL131 appeared nervous but as 
fcho interview progressed, he gradually became more at ease. 

TGPFUSR remarked had the .Bureau inter-viewed hits 
approsiaateIj l>, years ago, fee would have had a completely 
hostile reaction and been entirely uncooperative. He recalled 
that upon being interviewed about a year ago by the FBI, ho 
was very scared and could not sleep well for several weeks. 
However, with respect to instant interview TOPPLES remarked 
he felt no immediate adverse effects* 

2-Bureau (Encla,^) 
l-Rlcfataond (100-9542) (Ends.2) (Info) (W-l) 

MHAtbsb 
(6) 
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i Best possible image. 

bPO 100-33752 

£0FPI£O stated that sine© being in UooUlacton* 
I>. €*» ho baa had occasion to foralllalsc hiscself with, the 
operation of the federal Government and particularly with 
the work of the \l+ o. Congress. He remarked ho had learned 
naofe .he had not previously known about the Government and 
further* had been sjade to realise that mny impressiono 
and optniono which he had formerly hold were erroneous. 
He stated he '."1..... ■ these erroneous impressions and 
opinions to the organisation® with which he was affiliated 
as well as to the opinions md impress!©m hold by his 
associates of a few years ago. However, since having been 
f.n tt&4blocton» Dm €*, he has been made to realise that 
investigations, whether conducted by governmental agencies 
or by private dctootlvo agendo a, are wide spread end can 
o.a most occasions bo .Justified# no oor.nented that as a free 
ionco writer he has found ha ha® had to "invostlcftto" in 
ordop to develop subject matter on which ho intended to 
writo. He said such inquiries are found to foe a necessity 
by anyone In tho newspaper or writing profession. 

He stated there was a ttee when ho felt nothing 
but hate and distrust for fcbo SOI but since being in 
u'asMngton, D* C., lie ha® developed a great deal of respect 
for the FBI* Tic said that in his limited dealing© with 
the FOX, ho has always been shown respect and ovory con- 
© Id oration. He noted that his reaction toward the Bureau 
is very unlike what he had boon “led, to foe 11 eve by persons 
and groups, both unnamed, with whoa ho had formerly boon 
associated* 

f-QPF&Sl, however, said that in spite of his changed 
it^rossions of the ho could not be persuaded to discuss 
his past with the agents. The agents then ‘pointed out to 
TQPPUfc that as a writer and fojvmj* newspaper ssm ho admitted 
that interviewing people for the purpose of gaining notorial 
or information was a necessity. The agents then observed 
that he was expecting others to do what ho now was unwilling 
to do Mmsclf, with the difference that the material ho was 
gathering was for rsore-or-less public consumption whore as 
the notorial tho Bureau was seeking was for the protection 
of the security of tho th 0. and was confidential in nature* 

• 2 
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Best possible image. 

wpo 110-33756 

Thereupon, TOFFLSR said ho could not bring hisaeolf 
to the ©oinfc of Informing on others, since he feels h© would 
be cocaaitting an injustice against them and sight do irreparable 
damage to thexa. tilth regard to him TOPPXJBd said he was 
hesitant to eomect upon his own past since he knew when oral 
statcraeats are made, frequently in haste or for lack of fore¬ 
sight, necessary qualifications to those statements are 
omitted. TOPPLE commented that at the eosient, he could 
not for emotional reasons bring himself to talk about hi® 
past activities in former years. He stated that at this 
time, whether it Is right or not, in his own mind ho compares 
the BORIS PASTE8KAK Incident (wherein PASTfcRIJAK was compelled 
to mako a statement rejecting the Nobel Prise) with his 
own prodicaroent for that to name the good graces of our 
aocietv ho is required to mk© any statement of denial of his 
former" "leftist’1 views. He said this statement should not 
he necessary sine© his published writings in recent years 
clearly disclose ho no longer believes as ho did In the 
oast. ' He emphasised that this reaction was clearly on 
emotional one and not an objective one. Ho remarked that 
perhaps someday he might put into writing a resume and 
explanation ©f his past activities since ho feels that in a 
written statement he can more accurately and more completely 
express himself. 

Tho agents determined that TOPPLl® may decide 
to rrrop&ro such a written statement for the FBI xn the 
immediate future, but only after the entire matter has been 
discussed with his wife, ADELAIDE FAHBHL& T0FPL5R, a WO 
aoewity lndo& subject (Bureau file 100-3dd6v9s l-’FC? file 
100-33803). The agents suggested that should ho decide to 
furnish such a statement, perhaps the matter of Ms wife’s 
activities likewise could be resolved with a similar statement. 
Thereupon TGFPLUl remarked that "she would prepare hor own.5* 

poring th© interview, TOSTOJa advised that sine© 
cominr to Washington ho bus been involved in no activity 
whioh~conceivabXy could be of interest to the Bureau. He said 
he boon contacted by no one In an effort to reactivate 
hici in snv group with which he had bean associated several 
years ago! It i© noted that TQ!?FZ£® at no time during the 
interview mention any organisation by warns with which ho uad 
previously boon affiliated. 

** 3 “ 
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Best possible image. 

i 

WO 100-33758 

tfpoa terminating the interview, She agoa&e 
received. fGPF’LFH ® d assurance that in about a. week h© would 
taXephonlGGlXy contact the agents to advise whether or .not 
hs and his wifo have decided to prepare written atat.eiaents 
regarding their f©riser activities* 

Should mmm advio© WO that ho and hie wife 
plan to prepare a stateaoab for the-Bureau* T?AGB, ^8?0 will, 
aceept mmh st&t@23snts. Further, tfAGB# should m% additional 
contact with 2C&P&BB regarding fch® atat&mmta he necessary* 
W® will conduct same. Also, should 'SOmtiSl fail to contact 
WO telepteically as agreed, 13&CI3, W?0 will initiate a 
'reoontacb with the subject under the ?prpvig3te@p of the authority 
granted by the Bureau on 10/21/56, as noted ©n referenced 
BPGlet* 

ii 

informants contacted for isfes^mtion regarding 
the subject wore a© follows a 

Identity of 
Source 

Pate of 
Contact-.- 

Agent to Mho® 
Furnished 

9/29/58 Bicimmi B, 
XAVXH 

lO/l/SB BAMS© Z»» 
©•KELLS' 

10/1/58 Mm u 

File Humber 
Where:-. Located 

Instant Report 

Instant Report 

Instant Boport 

FOIA(b)(7) - (D) 

rnm&wov m offxgb 

A$ imSHI!ISfOBa p. G, 

Will rccontaefc th© subject as outlined above. 
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o ^-.PD-tfOS (1-29-58) 

100-33758 

Best possible image. 

1. f*-! Subject's name is included in the Security Index. 
2. p—[ The data appearing on the Security Index card are 

current. 
3. |-1 Changes on the Security Index card are necessary 

and Form FD-122 has been submitted to the Bureau. 
4. pr~iA suitable photograph [^~| is | | is not available. 
5.i-1 Careful consideration has been given to each source 

concealed and T symbols were utilized only in those 
instances where the identities of the sources must 
be concealed. 

6.|-1 Subject Is employed in a key facility and _ 
is charged with security responsibility. Interested 
.agencies are ___ . 

Y.f-1 This report is classified _ because 
(state reason) 

qj-1 Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason) 

g |-1 This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria 
and a letter has been directed to the Bureau recom¬ 
mending cancellation of the Security Index card. 

10 1 Thls case has been re-evaluated in the light of the 
Security Index criteria and it continues to fall 
within such criteria because (state reason)of hi® 

reported Comualst Party membership in 1955 ° 
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earch Slip 

D-160 (Rev. 6-11-56) 

TO: CHIEF CLERK 

Subject 

fZ/WST 

Birth Date I.Btrthplace 

aJ. 
Restrict to Locality of Jpract Spelling |_[Main Criminal Case Files Only I_I Restrict to 

All References I I Criminal References Only 

Main Subversive Case Files Only □ Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References) 

Subversive References Only 1 (Main Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References) 

File & Serial Number File & Serial Number 

Requested by 

Searched by 

Consolidated by. 

Reviewed by 

File Review Symbols 

1 I - 

■I NI - 

L 

Identical 

Not identical 

? - Not identifiable 

U - Unavailable reference 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 11-26-58 

SAC, WFO 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
/(Bufile 100-399998) 

^ Richmond File 3.00-9542) 
, WFO File 100-33758) 

SM - C 
(00;WFO) 

ADELAIDE TOFFLER 
(Bufile 100-393699) 
(Richmond File 100-9543) 
(WFO File 100-33803) 
SM - C 
(00;WFO) 

Re WFO letter dated 11-18-58, and captioned, 
"ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, SM - Ct" reflecting the interview 
of TOFFLER on 11-5-58. • 1 

Referenced letter discloses that ALVIN TOFFLER 
upon interview on 11-5-58, advised SAsWINFRED H. ANDERS 
and PHILIP H. WILSON that^Would inform the Agents 
telephonically within one week whether or not he and 
his wife, ADELAIDE TOFFLER, have decided to prepare 
written statements regarding their former activities. 

On 11-12-58, ALVIN TOFFLER telephonically 
advised SA ANDERS that both he and his wife have decided 
to co-author a written statement and would include in it 
only information relating to their past activities. 

ALVIN TOFFLER desired to know what to include 
in this statement. The Agents suggested that the 
statement be -in as great a detail as possible; that it 
disclose the dates of their affiliations; that it include 
motivations for joining various groups; that it contain 
a description in great detail of their activity in the 
various groups* highlighting any leadership positions; 

3 ’- Bureau f- Richmond (info) (RM) 
— WF 0 

\ Searched-—-—~ 

WHA:rlm J Serialized 

(?) y _ 
Filed .— 

/DO *?Sf' fa 
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WFO 100-33758 
WFO 100-33803 

and a detailed explanation of the reasons for their 
having terminated their affiliations with these 
organizations. The Agent explained that of course it 
would be preferred if he would,in addition, identify 
all individuals with whom he had been formerly associated 
in the past in his "Leftist” activities. 

TOFFLER then explained that he had made 
it perfectly clear, he thought, that he considered it 
entirely unthinkable to implicate others and could 
under no circumstances be motivated to change his mind. 

ALVIN TOFFLER explained that since he is dependent 
upon his success as a free-lance writer for his livelihood, 
it would take a little time for him to prepare the above 
statement, but he would try to "sandwich” it in between 
his professional writings. He estimated that some 
time during the next, month he .would have the ‘statement . 
ready in which case he will notify the Agents telephonically. 

As noted in referenced letter, UACB, WFO . 
will accept the written statement prepared by the TOFFLERs 
when it is determined that it has been prepared. 
UACBj should additional contacts with the TOFFLERs be 
necessary regard/»&information appearing in the statement, 
WFO will conduct same. 

It is noted that a report on ADELAIDE TOFFLER 
is currently in preparation. 

Copies of instant letter are designated for 
Richmond for information purposes since both of the 
subjects are.Residents within the Richmond territory, p. 

- 2 - 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-399998) 

SAC, WPO (100-33758) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM - C 
(00s WFO) 

12/18/58 

i\ 

' t\ 
Enclosed for the Bureau*s information is a photostatic 

copy of an article “Washington*® *Electronic|Eavesdroppers,»n 
by one AL TOFFLER, not further identified, woidh appear 
the January, 1959, issue of the Magafctne, "Coronet." 

- Bureau (Enel. 1) 4^^ 9 '\ 

WFO 

. ff WHAsmw. , 
10 O) 

[\\ 
I 

.1 s i 
q. 

l I* 

‘I W 

ft 

/<?<? - 3a ^ 
Searched 

Serial i ?:er] 

Indexed_ . & 
Filed - _: 
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FD-154 (Rev. 5-24-56) 

MEMORANDUM RE: 

Office File 

VERIFICATION OF INFORMATION ON SECURITY INDEX CARD 

/JLWA) 

e seo - &3?£'S> 

The following is the most recent place of employment, employment address, and residence 

address of the above subject as contained on the subject's Security Index Card. 

Residence: /S’/c? - 

Employment: //?/t)££. 10*7/ O-/' 

Address: 

Key Facility L 1 Yes 

Security Flash \ \ Yes 

Detcom 

Photo 

I 1 Yes 

IX i Yes 

It is requested that the place of employment, address of employment, residence address of the 

subject, as well as the accuracy of the priority tabbing, be verified and the proper notations be 

made below. The absence of a photograph and posting of a Security Flash should be noted and 

efforts made to secure a photograph and determine the existence of a criminal record. 

A physical description based on personal observation of the subject appears in serial 

Residence: 

Method of Verification: 

Neighborhood Source: 

Date: * / 

Verified by SA: 

Employment: 

Address: 

Key Facility: 1 - ..I Yes 1 ,-J No Date Checked: Geographical Reference Number: 

Tab Detcom: 1 1 Yes J_No 

Method of Verification: ^ 

Employment Source: 

Date: 

Verified by SAj? ^ 

FD-122 should be s 

tion: e 

s ubmit^^to^ B ureau: I 

//'vA9 

vLcot? c<y? 

File Re\ 

Subject Meets SI Criteria 

Does Not Meet SI Criteria 

£,P yyvwLkM/ 

Agents Initials _ 

Date _ ///S, 
3 ? 7iT- 

SEARCHED: 
SERIALIZED 

NDEXED. 

J/O'Jl 51959 
$W— WASHINGTON 

j, 1 ~JL 
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Report Form 
FD-263 (Rev. 5-12-55) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

REPORTING OFFICE 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

OFFICE OF ORIGIN 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 

JAN28 1$$9 12/29/58,1/15/59 
TITLE OF CASE REPORT MADE BY TYPED BY 

WINFRED H. ANDERS dab 
ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER CHARACTER OF CASE 

SECURITY MATTER - C 

REFERENCE: Report of SA WINFRED H. ANDERS dated 11/18/58; 
Washington Field letter dated 11/18/58; 
Washington Field letter dated 11/26/58, captioned 

'•ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, SM - C; ADELAIDE TOFFLER, 
SM - C." 

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 

The signed statement furnished by the subject and his 
wife, mentioned in the details of this report, will be filed 
in WFO 100-33758-1A4, 

A lead is being set out for WFO to recontact the 
subject for the purpose of having him enlarge upon certain 
phases of his past activity not covere^ iln the above signed 
statement, / \ 

PROPERTY OF FBI.-^This report is loaned to you by the FBI, neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned. 
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WFO 1.00-33758 

LEADS 

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE 

AT WASHINGTONo D.C. 

Will recontact the subject and obtain additional 
information concerning his past activities. 

CLEVELAND DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designated for Cleveland 
inasmuch as the subject admitted activity in the 
LYL and the CP in the Cleveland area. 

NEW YORK DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designated for the 
New York Division since the subject admitted activity 
in the CP and attendance at the Jefferson School of 
Social Science in New York City. 

RICHMOND DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designated for Richmond 
since the subject is a resident of that divisional 
area at Falls Church, Virginia. 

/ 
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FD-305 ( 1-29-58) 

l a ’ 

! 

Hm 100*33756 
1. ps | Subject's name is included in the Security Index. 
2. p» | The data appearing on the Security Index card are 

current. 
3. |~ [ Changes on the Security Index card are necessary 

and Form FD-122 has been submitted to the Bureau. 
4. |* | A suitable photograph |g ] is | | is not available. 
5. |-1 Careful consideration has been given to each source 

concealed and T symbols were utilized only in those 
instances where the identities of the sources must 
be concealed. 

6. | | Subject is employed in a key facility and _ 
is charged with security responsibility. Interested 
.agencies are _ . 

7j | This report is classified _ because 
(state reason) 

8.[-1 Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason) 

I 

o _ | | This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria 
and a letter has been directed to the Bureau recom¬ 
mending cancellation of the Security Index card. 

10.pn This case has been re-evaluated in the light of the 
Security Index criteria and it continues to fall 
within such criteria because (state reason) Subject 
oft 1/14/59 admitted Communist Pasty membership until 
April, 1955. 

- 0 - 
COWER PAGE 
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FD-204 (Rev. 9-23-68) t * 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Copy to: 

Report of: SA WINFRED H. ANDERS Office, WASHINGTON FIELD 

DaU‘ JAW 2 8 7959 

File Number: Wa shington Field 100-33758 
Bureau 100-399998 

Title: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

Character. SECURITY MATTER - C 

Synopsis i 

ALVIN TOFFLER advised on 1/14/59, he is a free-lance writer 
and still resides at 1812 Annandale Road, Falls Church, 
Va. Subject and his wife, ADELAIDE TOFFLER, furnished 
signed statement dated 1/14/59, wherein their former activities 
were disclosed. Concerning himself ALVIN TOFFLER admitted 
CP membership in student section at NYU, NYC, from late 
1948 to 1/50; attendance at Jefferson School of Social 
Science in 1949; leaving NYC for Cleveland, Ohio, as 
colonizer in industry and union activities in 1/50; 
membership in LYL from 1/50 to 4/55, Cleveland, Ohio, 
where he was a student organizer for LYL, circulated literature 
for LYL, became member of LYL State Executive Board, 
and served as Cleveland "director" of the f'Jew Challenge; 
and being CP member in Cleveland from 1/50, to 4/55, 
when he left Cleveland and terminated his affiliation 
with the CP and LYL. Physical description set out. 

- P - 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, end is a loan to your agency/ 

It and/or its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 
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WFO 100-33758 

DETAILS; AT WASHINGTON, D.C. 

EMPLOYMENT AND RESIDENCE 

On January 14, 1959, ALVIN TOFFLER and his wife, 
ADELAIDE TOFFLER, appeared at the Washington Field Office 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 

The subject advised SAs WINFRED H. ANDERS and 
JAMES H„ DOWNING that he was a free-lance writer operating 
out of his home located at 1812 Annandale Road, Falls Church, 
Virginia. 

SIGNED STATEMENT 

On January 14, 1959, the subject and his wife, 
ADELAIDE TOFFLER, furnished SAs ANDERS and DOWNING with a 
statement submitted by them in two parts and signed by both, 
but which the subject orally advised was prepared by him in 
the first person. The first part of the statement consists 
of a main statement which contains insertions, such as 
"See Note A," "See Note B," etc. These notations refer to 
remarks which appear in the second part of the statement. 
Each part will be quoted hereafter in its entirety. 

The first statement is as follows: 
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WFO 100-33758 

"Jan. 14, 1959 

"I was in my early teens during World War 
II -- too young to participate. But even then the 
purpose of the war -- to defeat HITLER and establish 
the brotherhood of man -- held a deep emotional 
appeal to me, heightened by the fact that I was 
Jewish, and Jews were being slaughtered every day. 
In my own small way, I did what I could to back the 
war effort. I spent many hours as a volunteer for 
the Red Cross, the Treasury Department and in other 
activities. Part of the World War II aura, however, 
was a highly romanticized view of the Russians. 

"By 1948, when I was 19, the war-time 
alliance had begun to crack. Every day’s news 
seemed to make war seem closer. I was depressed, 
confused and felt a sense of futility. When the 
Wallace movement was born, I felt that it represented 
the one chance in a million to avert a new war. The 
Wallaceites were in favor of ’getting along with the 
Russians.’ We had done it during the war. Why not 
now? In addition, they claimed to be the true 
followers of the ROOSEVELT tradition, and this 
appealed to my pro-underdog instincts, since I had 
always identified the New, Deal with the workingman 
ando!.have-nots.' • 

r • • .- 
"So it happened that in the Spring of 

1948 I volunteered to lick stamps and stuff envelopes 
at WALLACE headquarters. The headquarters on Park.. 
Avenue.in New.York offered a.glimpse.of the .seemingly 
exciting world of politics., Aside from cutting':.;,] 
stencils and. the .like, I..never took an, integral .part 
in. other activities. Even on the campus, I never 
became more than nominally active in the Students 
for WALLACE, although I attended a meeting or two. 

> "I.don't recall how the idea, arose i but 
when Ivheard that-the WALLACE people were recruiting 
students to travel to other parts.of the country 
to collect ballot-petition signatures, I quickly, 
volunteered.: I had never been away from New York, 
and-;:, this was to be a great adventure. So, over the 
bitter objections of my family, I went to North 
Carolina, where, with other students like myself, 
I went out collecting signatures in Fayettevillei 
Wilmington and; High Point. , . 
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"I had only been there three weeks when 
several carloads of the student volunteers were sent 
up to Philadelphia as ’delegates' to the convention 
of the 'New Party.' I realized that we were 'delegates' 
only because the attendance had to be padded. But 
I was eager to witness what I thought would be a 
major historical event. At the convention, itself, 
I was an awe-struck observer. 

"Instead of returning to North Carolina, 
however, I turned around and went back to New York. 
I intended to stay only a few days, but I then met 
the girl who was to become my wife, HEIDI, and so I 
stayed in New York. A few weeks later I was sent as 
my school's delegate to the convention of the National 
Students Association in Madison, Wisconsin. There I 
met a group of highly intelligent and articulate 
students from mine and other schools in New York who 
were busy 'fighting reaction.' I was impressed by 
their earnestness and ability to 'do' things rather 
than just talk. 

"When I returned from Madison I went back 
to school (NYU). From then until November, both HEIDI 
and I did volunteer work for MARCANTONIO, climbing 
steps and getting pledge cards signed. This was HEIDI's 
first involvement in any kind of political activity. 
It was an exciting plunge into a new world for us. 
After school we would canvass the slums, and at night 
we would stay up with groups of other young students 
arguing politics, philosophy and culture in dingy 
restaurants over endless cups of coffee. 

ifcv&Sc: . "We .were particularly disturbed by . the:;.then- 
recenticrackdownuon Russian‘composers. We argued, 
withwour new friends that this was^rtot freedom. We 
were given the party line and urged to join the CP. 
'If you don't like the line,' we were repeatedly told, 
'you can change it.' 

"This didn't take at first. But we were both 
interested enough in the new.ideas to agree to attend 
a Marxist study group. Here we were introduced to 
the writings Of MARX, ENGELS, LENIN and the rest. 
Later there came a flood of pamphlets and books.. 
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"Now a wearing down period began. Our friends 
tried to recruit us. Gradually, we weakened in our 
reluctance. The idea that we could ’change the line,' 
that the Communist Party was ’democratic,’ and the 
desire to prove we weren’t 'afraid' finally made the 
difference.. At the end of 1948 I joined. HEIDI, who 
by. now was my .'steady' took longer to persuade; ■■ By 
then,-however, I began working on her - to join; Finally, 
in a-few months;- she did.---,. • - dr- 

"The-year that followed-was taken up with 
voracious reading and discussion of Marxist philosophy 
economics and aesthetics. Our contact was entirely 
with other students. We attended rallies for the. 
Smith .Act defendants, went to the big ROBESON, rally 
at Peekskill,..iCame away convinced that ’ fascism’ ., was 

almost:upon us, and in general got sucked into the 
whirlpool of .activity. ....... ! ..«* vf 

See Note B 

’ .. "In. the-meantime, I found great difficulty 
in writing --a fact which proved to be very important. 
The ’line,’ which by then had been-justified to me, 
made the poetry I.had written until then ?eem ’degenerate 
and bourgeois.’-r.Yet I couldn’t write the kind,of stuff 
that would have pleased my comrades. 

"One reason for this, we were told, was that 
we came from a ’middle class background,’ (Th^ fact 
that HEIDI’s family were working people was brushed 
aside because ’New York workers have petty bourgeois 
aspirations.’) To get the real picture of life in 
America -- and at the same time to battle against 
’war and fascism’ -- we had to ’go into industry.’ 

"Once again the thought of travelling,. 
getting away from my family and out on my own, made 
this look like a good idea. I was very conscious 
of my sheltered childhood and wanted to get ’experience’ 
so I, too, could write about ’real people’ -- that is, 
about workers and farmers as had the proletarian 
novelists of the ’thirties. I volunteered. HEIDI 
thought it was foolish and tried to dissuade me. 
Then, cheifly because I insisted, she decided to go, 
too. In January, 1950 we took a bus to Cleveland. 

- 5 - 
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"By this time, the Labor Youth League had 
been formed, and we became members. It was strictly 
a routine switch. From then on, however, we had 
virtually no further contact with the CP, since in 
Cleveland all ’youth’ activities were carried on by the 
League. We often insisted that the League was independent 
of the party. In fact, we wished it were true. But 
there were never enough non-party members to be signifi¬ 
cant, and when they did exist, they never reached 
positions of leadership. There were a few exceptions 
to this rule, probably, but not many. 

"From this point on, therefore, all references 
to the organization refer to the LYL rather than the 
party. The party, in our activities, was a mere 
skeleton, resurrected by leadership only when some 
internal crisis threatened the LYL. Then it became 
a disciplining force inside the League. 

"See Note A 

"We were assigned to Cleveland because, we 
were told, there was a large new Ford plant going up 
in which we could get jobs and become part of the 
’proletariat.’ This proved to be wrong. The plant 
didn’t open until months or years later. We spent 
weeks without a job, running through the $100 or so 
we.;had ,manage_ to scrape together for the trip. (Both 
our families had been dead set against ou£ going, even 
though we did not tell them the purpose of the trip at 
the .. time. ) . j 

. "We then went.through a depressing period of 
years. Soon.after our arrival in Cleveland we ,got 
married,-- about ,the only.good thing that happened. 
We both went through a beewildering variety of jobs, 
often getting fired for falsifying the application or 
else just being laid off. I worked in a foundry 
and auto plant, and several small factories. HEIDI 
worked in an office at first as a clerk, then worked 
in a GE plant and a foundry. 

"We were supposed to involve ourselves in 
union affairs in order to win a ’base’ for ourselves 
and work our way up the ranks of union leadership, or 
to influence the policy of existing leadership. In 

- 6 - 
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"my case, I never got to first base in the union 
structure, remaining a rank and filer throughout. 
I wrote leaflets and pictured myself as a heroic 
working class leader when I dropped them secretly 
in other guys' lockers or on a conveyor belt. 

"Depending on the plant, we were in an 
LYL 'club' (never called a 'cell.') The club had 
only a handful of members, mostly other 'colonizers' 
and only rarely a native Clevelander. Our chief 
activity was propagandizing the workers to the 
effect-,.that Washington was~run by. 'big . businessmen' 
who s'swantedl war .in order to preventva depression,. 
from.'affecting their profits j , *rr 

iOU-5*' ' Vy ■ 
"Marxism is an amazingly flexible philosophy, 

and even such grotesque distortions of reality can be 
justified and rationalized if one buys the other 
components of the theory. This is so because Marxism 
is,a.world-view, all inclusive, and the parts all 
fit neatly together, giving the individual a.sense 
of his place-in society and a purpose in life, wrong 
though it may be. 

"We also told the workers that their union 
leaders, like REUTHER and PHIL MURRAY, were 'selling 
them out' to the bosses. To convince them that we 
were,,worthy of ..their support, we would show .leader¬ 
ship;,in, small ..ways, fighting ,milita,ntly on individual 
grievances and the like... r_ • 

"Although I never ran for office, because of, 
a number of 'lucky' circumstances, HEIDI became a shop 
steward in her UAW local and also chairman of the 
plant recreation committee. Looked at objectively, 
our activities were a tempest in a very small teapot. 
But they absorbed all our energies, nevertheless. We 
rarely, if ever, succeeded in changing union policy on 
anything, except perhaps on peripheral issues such as, 
for example, recreation. HEIDI was instrumental in 
getting her bosses to allow women workers to sit while 
working. 

"Aside from this, however, HEIDI never.advanced 
further in either the union or the league. The league 
leadership, in fact, viewed her as a 'backward' 
element who was reluctant to shoulder her burdens. 
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"As it became clear that I could not get a 
job in a 'key' shop — meaning one in which there was 
a large UAW, electrical workers or steel local -- it 
became apparent also that I was not going to become 
important in union affairs. Until now my role had 
been that of.a rank and filer in the shop and, - 
sporadically, leader of a two or three^member LYL:’club.’ 
As-such I churned* out leaflets and held discussions. 
Then (I. don't recall the date) I was placed in charge 
of student work in Ohio, This meant that I held 
periodic meetings with small groups of LYL members 
at three colleges where we had members. 

"My duties were to distribute ’literature ’ 
to them; guide them in their ’mass organization work’ ; .1 
and hold classes on various subjects -- Marxism;, the 
Negro question, etc. 

"See Note C , 
L “ i 

"In reality, my job was to hold the LYL 
groups .together, for they were in.constant danger.of 
falling. apart owing to apathy, fear of exposure, and 
general disinterest. The.LYL groups varied.in size 
and.stability .from campus to campus, from a single 
member, on one campus to perhaps 6 on another;.- Mostly, 
the students ..floated in and out of the LYL organization. 
Many gave the league ’trouble’ because of their 
extreme individualism* During this period I participated 
in recruiting into LYL a few kids, mainly by holding 
long discussions with them. 

"These students were for the most part bright, 
idealistic and interested in new ideas, but, looking 
back on it now, I would say they were largely immature. 
They were most interested in discussion of philosophy; 
least interested in activities. The league, meanwhile, 
was urging them to join other student organizations as 
individuals in order to influence their policy and 
to recruit additional league members. The groups they 
were urged to join varied from school to school and 
from semester to semester, because campus organizations 
are constantly changing. The general aim was to get 
people to oppose U.S. nuclear testing, to promote 
student exchange with the Soviet Union and to oppose 
anti^Communist activities in this country. 

- 8 - 
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"As 'student organizer' I was made a member 
of the LYL state executive board on an on-again-off- 
again basis. The membership of this body changed 
constantly because the organization was constantly 
in an agony of reorganization, so a great many members 
took turns at being on the 'exec.' This board 
debated tactics endlessly, but seldom got down to 
fundamental discussion of LYL policy, this coming from 
higher up in the organization. Several reasons were 
given for this, the chief one being that persecution by 
outsiders made democracy impractical. 

"There was a rudimentary formal structure 
for democracy. For example, elections were held. But 
by unwritten understanding there were never enough 
candidates to make a contest of any election. The 
'recommendations' of the higher-ups were thus rubber- 
stamped. We realized this and rationalized that this 
would all be improved when the organization fell on 
better days and got more members. 

"All in all, the league kept us attending so 
many-meetings and gave us so many boring tasks.(like 
delivering pamphlets to different homes; that life 
became, a stupid ratrace, made even less pleasant by 
theorealization that FBI agents seemed to be 'in almost 
constant attendance. 

"When HEIDI left her job to have our baby, she 
was transferred to the LYL 'Community Club' which was 
a catch-all group whose purpose was to hand out leaflets 
in the community, to hold 'entertainment affairs' for 
the.:;purpose of influencing and educating friends and 
members. It was also supposed to recruit. But this 
club was an unhappy collection of miserable people, 
discussing and rediscussing the same old cliches and 
failing to either influence, educate, recruit or anything 
else. 

"Gradually, it began to dawn on both of us 
(and,others).that.the whole thing.was a sick..little 
society in which we were all, rather purposelessly 
spinning our wheels. The unreality of the whole thing 
became nauseatingly clear. Here was a group of people 
in their mid-twenties masquerading as 'youth' in 
hopes of starting a 'youth movement' to fight for a 
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"theory that was shot through with holes. Marxism is 
supposed to be ’true,' yet it was unreal to think that 
American workers are being 'absolutely impoverished' 
by the capitalist system. OuflS^ eyes provided us a 
thousand facts to the contrary. It was silly to 
continue viewing America through the focus of the 30's. 
It was increasingly hard to remain convinced that the 
USSR provided an example of socialism and democracy 
and that therefore it had to be defended politically no 
matter what. It was childish to think our government 
'wanted' war. There were so many contradictions that 
even our own strong mixture of hope and faith was . 
shattered. . . • ^ 

: wus "HEIDI-; and I discussed these things between 
ourselves, as others must have done. But these things 
were - never put so bluntly in public— that is, in the 
circumscribed public we knew. To say such things out 
loud-would have 'proved' that we were 'failures' at 
adjusting to the 'working class environment' and that 
we were still petty bourgeois at heart. (How we wanted 
to.escape this -charge!) 

"Part of the mechanism for keeping waverers 
in line was ,'self-criticism.' In these LYL and/or 
Communist Party sessions each member was subject .to 
a very personal kind of criticism. It was a proof of 
earnestness to be able to accept such criticism and 
act accordingly. (One of HEIDI*s troubles in the 
league was that she was not amenable to this process.) 

"On several occasions we did venture to question 
things aloud. We questioned the honesty of the Daily 
Worker several times. We took the position, also, 
that .we. had no real first-hand knowledge of Russia 
and.,that we shouldn't commit ourselves to its policies 
so wholeheartedly, but that we should deemphasize 
Russia and worry about American conditions more. The 
response to such questioning varied, of course, with 
the individual leader and with how publicly the remarks 
were made. But such doubts were considered dangerously 
unhealthy, so, for the most part, we kept them to 
ourselves or discussed them only very privately with 
friends. 

"Looking back, it is amazing how many doubts and 
questions one can suppress when one lives in a tiny 
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"insulated society. Believing at the time thatthe 
press was generally dishonest, it was possible to 
dismiss almost anything that didn't conform to our 
own opinions. The movement demanded so much time and 
effort, that there was no energy or time left for 
life outside the closed circle. It became a self- 
perpetuating relationship. Further buttressing the 
Jfaith' was the constant reiteration that we were 
heroes in the front-line fight against American 
fascism. This stuff feeds the ego a diet of romance 
and adventure, intensified by the knowledge of FBI 
surveillance. 

"Despite all this, however, by 1953 and 1954 
we were beginning to grow up. The sense of unreality 
and sickness became overpowering. By now, too, our 
daughter was born, adding new understanding and 
maturity. Moreover, I felt desperately that I 
wanted to do something else with my life. HEIDI 
encouraged this. 

i.:-n .1 "I went through a period of sporadic unemploy¬ 
ments .Then.I took an afternoon off and visited or 
called.every publisher and'public relations firm in 
Cleveland looking for a writing job. Moreover, I did 
it without the knowledge or consent of my comrades. 
After weeks of waiting, during which time I drove a 
small truck delivering stuff to groceries, I managed to 
land a job on a magazine called Industry and Welding. 
When I took the job, I told my leaders and we had a 
big argument about my 'capitulation' to middle class 
instincts. By now, however, I didn't really care. I 
wanted the job and went ahead. HEIDI was all for it. 

"I stayed on this job for about three months. 
I was making a living, putting my talents for writing . 
and editorial work to contructive use. Also I was being 
treated-, like .a.responsible .adult by ...my. bosses ■ and co- 
workers. (This had never been true in my shop jobs, 
chiefly because:,I was a lousy worker when it came to 
machines. 

"The job was a good break for both of us. 
But we were still in Cleveland and still not free of 
the small society which by now we wanted to leave. 
Moreover, although I was doing all right, I lacked the 
technical background that I would have needed to make 
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"a career of this work. So I began to study the 
pages of Editor and Publisher in search of job openings 
out of town. 

"When I came across an ad for an opening on 
Labor's Daily, a legitimate labor paper published in 
Charleston, W. Va., I bundled HEIDI, our baby and dog 
into the car and drove down to apply for the job in 
person. We told no one where we were going. 

"I didn't get the job then. But a month or 
so later another opening occurred and it was offered 
to me. It meant a cut in pay. But it also offered 
a route of escape, an interesting job, and a chance 
to learn something about daily journalism. We grabbed 
at the opportunity. In April, 1955 we left Cleveland 
-- and the movement -- for good. Not wanting any 
entanlqinq relationships, we told most of our LYL 
acquaintances that we were going back home to New York. 

"From then on we have had absolutely nothing 
to do with the LYL, the CP or any other Communist 
or Communist-oriented organization. My years at 
Labor's Daily were happy and busy. It was a period 
of reeducation. We came to see people like REUTHER 
and MEANY in a wholly different light. We made new 
friends and learned that there are decent and humane 
people who don't wear political tags and aren't 
Marxists. (It .should be added that at the time. I was 
hired I told no one about my past affiliation.) 

w-r , "In the winter of 1956 I felt ready to .take 
another,, step. ,1 had always wanted..to. be a free ,, lance 
writer. So I quit Labor's Daily and.came to 
Washington. I felt this would be a good place because 
it is a center for personalities and news events. 

"I arranged to take a part-time job with the 
Gazette and Daily of York, Pa., with whom I had had 
sporadic contact through Labor's Daily. Later I 
also worked for a time again for Labor's Daily. 
Between these two papers and the sale of occasional 
articles to labor magazines, I made a living. 

"Last summer, I severed my connections with 
the Gazette and withdrew from news writing altogether. 
I am now a full time free lance for commercial magazines 
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"specializing in personality sketches. In part I 
left the Gazette for economic reasons; but also 
because of a growing philosophical divergence between 
my ideas and those of the paper. I felt it was 
presumptuous for me to function as a ’pundit’ 
interpreting Washington politics. My experience on 
’the Hill’ was eye-opening and its effect on both of 
us was profound. We had an opportunity to observe 
first-hand how government functions. And it turned 
out to be a far cry from the pre-conceived notions 
of the past. This experience, plus a long series 
of stupid hypocrisies on the part of the Russians 
(from long before Hungary to the present) have 
continued our reeducation. 

"Since leaving Cleveland, neither of us 
have been approached in any way by either the party 
or any other similar organization. We have, on 
rare occasions, run into other people who at one 
time were either ’in’ or close to the Party and its 
organizations. But in every instance we have gotten 
the impression that they are following the same path 
as we have. No one has defended either the Party 
or its policies when we have criticized them. 

"Finally, it should be added categorically, 
that at no time were either of us approached in any 
way with any suggestion that we do anything that might 
even remotely have been connected with sabotage, 
espionage or similar activities. We neither have 
nor want any knowledge of such affairs. 

"Our concern at present is to raise a decent 
family, contribute modestly to society, earn a living, 
and .forget, as much as possible, about our rather , 
unhappy. involvements. . . . 

"See Note D ' ' .' 

Signed: 
ALVIN TOFFLER 

... ..., ...ADELAIDE..'*. HEIDI'* TOFFLER 

Witnessed By: 
Special Agent WINFRED H. ANDERS, Federal Bureau 

of Investigation 
Special Agent JAMES H. DOWNING, Federal Bureau 

of Investigation" 
- 13 - 
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The second signed statement is as follows: 

"1/14/59 

"ADDITIONS: TO MAIN STATEMENT 

"Note A: This matter of Communist Party membership 
should be clarified. The lines between 
the Labor Youth League and the Communist 
Party were quite blurred. A meeting that 
started out to be a Labor Youth League 
meeting might end up as a Communist Party 
meeting if the non-Communist LYL members 
failed to show up. We considered ourselves 
to be members of the Communist Party and we 
reregistered annually until our departure. 
But in the day-to-day functioning we were 
not formally attached to any Communist Party 
unit.. We were simply in,.’youth work'. 
meaning that our activities were worked 
out within the structure of the LYL.' Before 
going to Cleveland our affiliation was with 
the student section of the Communist Party 
at New York University. 

"Note B: During 1949 both of us attended classes at 
the Jefferson School. The subjects were 
political economy,and philosophy. TheJfull 
name of .the school was the Jefferson School 
of Social Science . 

"Note C: During 1952 I became Cleveland 'director* of 
the New Challenge, a magazine published for 
the Labor Youth League. For several months 
I .mimeographed a 2 or 3 page Cleveland-supple¬ 
ment-to. the New Challenge.. Later I.simply 
was responsible.for distributing the printed 
magazine. 

"Note D: In this statement the terms ’party’ and 'CP' 
refer to the Communist Party. The term 'League' 
or 'LYL' refers to the Labor Youth League. 

Signed: ALVIN TQFFLER 
ADELAIDE ';HEIDI' TQFFLER 

"Witnessed By: 
Special Agent WINFRED H. ANDERS, Federal Bureau 
of Investigation 
Special Agent JAMES H. DOWNING, Federal Bureau 
of Investigation" 
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It is noted that HENRY A, WALLACE was the presidential 
candidate of the Progressive Party in the 1948 National 
Presidential elections. The Progressive Party is character¬ 
ized in the Appendix section of this report. 

It is publicly known that VITO MARCANTONIO was a 
member of the United States Congress from New York City 
during the periods 1934-1936 and 1938-1950. 

The Communist Party9 U.S„A.9 referred to above as 
the Communist Party,, has been designated by the Attorney 
General of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10450, 

The "New York Times/' a daily New York City newspaper9 
for August 28, 1949s noted that on August 27„ 1949„ at 
Peekskillp New York,, a free-for-all struggle between attendants 
at a PAUL ROBESON concert and about 15000 protesting veterans 
broke up the affair. 

The July 15s 1949„ edition of the "Washington Time s Hera Id j," 
a Washington,, D.C. 9 newspapers, carried an article entitled;, 
"Proberfc Told ROBESON is Veteran Red." This article reflects 
MANNING JOHNSON j, an ex-Comrnunis t Party leader, told Congress 
on July 14s 1949„ that PAUL ROBESON has been a member of the 
Communist Party for many years. 

The "Daily Worker" was an east coast communist 
newspaper which suspended publication on January 13„ 1958. 

Both Labor Youth. League and the Jefferson School 
of Social Science;, New York City9 have been designated by 
the Attorney General of the United States pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The following is a physical description of the subject 
based on observation by SA ANDERS on January 14„ 1959s 

Race; 
Sex s 
Height; 
Weight s 
Hair s 

E ye s s 
Complexion: 

White 
Male 
About 6r 2'A" 
About 180 lbs. 
Brown„ receding at temples 
and cut close 
Green or Hazel 
Medium 
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mmm 
PROGRESSIYE PARTY 

Regarding the Progressive Party, nationally, the 
"Guide To Subversive Organizations and Publications," prepared 
and released On January 2, 1957, by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities, U. S. House of Representatives, Washington, D. C., 
on page 74, states; 

"1. ’Communist dissimulation extehds into the 
field of political parties forming political 
front organizations such as the Progressive 
Party* *'* * The Communists are thus enabled 
to present their candidates for elective office 
under other than a straight Communist label.? 

(Internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, Handbook for Americans, 
S. Doc. 117, April 23, 1956, p. 91.)" 

- - 
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SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD (100-33803) February 4, 1959 

SAC, CLEVELAND (100-20199) (100-20200) 

ADELAIDE TOFFLER, akp 
SM-C X 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
SM-C 

Re VJFO report dated 1/28/59* of SA JAMES H. DOWNING* 

It is noted that subjects have furnished a signed statement 
admitting extensive CP and LYL activities in Cleveland 
from 1950 to 1955. 

WFO Is requested to advise whether the subjects have 1 
furnished additional Information regarding the identities 
of individuals with whom they associated while members / 
of the CP and LYL in Cleveland. 1 

3 - Washington Field (RM) 
3 - Cleveland 

1 - 100-20199 
1 - 100-20200 
1 - 100-18572 (LYL) 

JFK: eds 
(6) 
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FD-263 (Rev." 5-12-55) 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

| REPORTING OFFICE 

WASHINGTON FIELD 

TITLE OF CASE 

OFFICE OF ORIGIN INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 

ASHINGTON FIELD MAR 1 7 1359 2/16-3/3/59 
REPORT MADE BY TYPED BY 

CHANGED 
ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, 
aka Bob 

sa&NOBSAS: 

APPROVED 

COPIES MADE: 

JAMES H. DOWNING 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

SECURITY MATTER - C 

The title of this case has been changed to 
indicate the name "BOB" which subject stated he used 
on at least one occasion while Student Director of 
LYL. 

REFERENCE: 
\ 

Report of SA WINJURED H. ANDERS dated 1/28/59 
at Washington, D.C. 

- P - 

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 

The signed statements furnished by the subject 
and his wife mentioned in the details of this report will 
be filed in WFO 100-33758-1A5. 

On 2/26/59, ALVIN and hi%: wife ADELAIDE 
TOFFLER were recontacted in an effort to get them to 
expand and clarify certain information which appears 

SPECIAL. AGENT 
IN CHARGE 

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW 

4-Bureau (100-399998) Jo a X X 
1-Cleveland (100-20200) (Info> _■ 

(RM) 
1-New York (100-112974) (Info) Searched-— 

(RM) Serialized.. 
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in their statement of 1/14/59 contained in the above 
referenced report; to get them to furnish additional 
information; and to attempt to convince them that it 
would be desirable to identify all individuals with 
whom they had formerly associated in the past in 
connection with CP and LYL activities. 

The TOFFLERs were quite willing to further 
discuss their own former activities and furnished 
additional signed statements, but stated that they still 
did not desire to implicate others and did not feel 
that they would be motivated to change their minds. 
ALVIN TOFFLER added that due to his present employment 
as a free-lance writer, he has to have numerous persons 
from whom he can solicit news information. He felt 
that if it became publicly known that he had furnished 
information on prior acquaintances, then he felt that 
his news sources may feel that he has betrayed a trust 
they had placed in him and therefore affect his livelihood. 
ALVIN TOFFLER commented that he is doing quite well 
financially in his writing. He now has purchased a 
home, they have two automobiles, and believes his yearly 
income would soonreach $10,000, He stated that part 
of his writing has to do with ''personality'’ articles 
and that he is presently doing an article on Attorney 

EDWARD BENNETT WILLIAMS. 

As previously noted, the TOFFLERs have been 
willing to discuss their own activities but have been 
uncooperative regarding furnishing information regarding 
their former acquaintances. Nevertheless, since they 
both furnished statements that they have ceased all 
connections with the CP and LYL in April, 1955, and since 
WFO files contain no information to the contrary, this 
office iS*;of the opinion that they should be deleted 
from; the Security Index. A separate communication directed 
to.the Bureau will be submitted under the dual caption 
"ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, SM - C, ADELAIDE TOFFLER, aka, 
SM - C" requesting authority to delete them from the 

Security Index. 

- M - 
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50621 

LEADS 

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE 

AT WASHINGTON, D.C. 

" Will delete subject's name from the Security 
Index upon authorization from the Bureau. 

CLEVELAND DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designated for 
Cleveland inasmuch as the subject admitted 
activity in the LYL and CP in the Cleveland 

area. 

NEW YORK DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designed 
for the New York Division since the subject 
admitted activity of a security nature within 
that Division. 

RICHMOND DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designated 
for Richmond since the subject is a resident 

that divisional area at Falls Church, 

Virginia. 

- B - 
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1 «| sc | Subject * s name is included in the Security Index. 
2 The data appearing on the Security Index card are 

current. 
3♦! | Changes on the Security Index card are necessary 

and1 Form FD-122 has been submitted to the Bureau. 
4. | % | A suitable photograph | g [ is | [ is not available. 
5. | | Careful consideration has been given to each source 

concealed and T symbols were utilized only in those 
instances where the identities of the sources must 
be concealed. 

6. | | Subject is employed in a key facility and _ 
is charged with security responsibility. Interested 
.agencies are _ . 

7.1 | This report is classified _ because 
(state reason) 

8.| [ Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason) 

q|r^n This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria 
and a letter has been directed to the Bureau recom¬ 
mending cancellation of the Security Index card. 

lO.j -| This case has been re-evaluated in the light of the 
Security Index criteria and it continues to fall 
within such criteria because (state reason) 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Copy to: 

Report of: SA JAMES H. DOWNING 

Date: 
Office: WASHINGTON FIELD 

File Number:Was^iing^o'n Field 100-33758 Bureau: 100-399998 

Title: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

Character. SECURITY MATTER - C 

Synoptb. ALVIN TOFFLER continues to reside 1812 Annandale Road, 

Falls Church, Virginia, and is employed as free-lance 
writer. Subject and wife furnished signed statement 
2/26/59. They admitted possibly circulating nominating 
petitions f,r BENJAMIN DAVIS, CP candidate for Councilman, 
NYC, 1949; probably attending meetings of YPA; went to 
Cleveland, Ohio, in 1950 as "colonizers"; and were CP 
members and active in LYL to 1955, when they left CP and 
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DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D.C. 

RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT 

On February 26, 1959, ALVIN TOFFLER and his 
wife, ADELAIDE TOFFLER, were interviewed by SA JAMES H. 
DOY/NING at their residence, 1812 Annandale Road, Falls 
Church, Virginia. ALVIN TOFFLER advised that he continues 
to be employed as a free-lance writer, operating out of 
his home, and that his wife is a housewife and part time 
assistant to him. 

SIGNED STATEMENT 

On February 26, 1959, subject and his wife 
furnished SA JAMES H. DOWNING with a signed statelet 
regarding former activities on their part. The sighed 
statement was prepared in the first 'person by ALVIN 
TOFFLER but included activities on the part of both, 
and was signed by both the subject and his wife; 

It is noted that the TOFFLERs also appeared 
at the Washington Field Office (WFO) of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on January 14, 1959, 
and furnished a signed statement regarding Communist 
THrty (CP) activities on their part at New York City 
during the late 1940's and activities in the CP and : 
Labor Youth League (LYL) at Cleveland, Ohio, from 
early 1950 to April, 1955. 

The signed statement furnished by them on 
February 26, 1959, is quoted hereafter as follows: 
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO SAC, WFO (100-33758) DATE: 

Date Dictated: 
3/10/59 
3/2/59 

FROM SA JAMES H. DOWNING 

SUBJRCT: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, 
aka Bob 

SM - C 
(00:WFO) 

"February 26, 1959 

"Neither of us ever had any formal connection 
with Peoples Songs, although it is probable that at 
one time or another we attended some public function 
sponsored by this organization. On one occasion I 
visited the offices of this organization to make use 
of an electric typewriter it had. At thj tia-v: I was 
putting out a college literary magazine, and I thought 
I could save production costs if I could have the 
copy typed rather than set by a printer. When I 
learned that Peoples Songs had an electric typewriter 
that justified margins I asked to try it out. However, 
I nev r worked out any arrangement for its regular 
use and never went back. 

"In all I spent only three weeks collecting 
signatures for HENBY WALLACE in North Carolina. I 
cannot estimate the number of students who participated 
in this acti/iity. There were students there from 
colleges in New York and at least one, I believe, from 
the University of North Carolina. I spent much of my 
time there canvassing and travelling, and consequently 
did not get to know anybody very well while there. 
How the other students were recruited, I do not know. 

"In my own case, when I heard that students 
were wanted, I quickly volunteered. It was part lark. 
Later, at the convention of the Young Progressives in 
Philadelphia, I believe a more formal effort was made 
to obtain volunteers. It was announced that after the 
convention there would be bus transportation available 
for anyone who wanted to go. As for myself, I went 
to New York, instead, and met "HEIDI" for the first time 
a few days later. I a ver ret. rated to North Carolina. 

- 3 - 
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"Instead, I worked for three weeks for the 
Wallace for President Committee in Nassau-Suffolk on 
Long Island. Then I went to Madison, Wisconsin to 
attend the convention of the National Students 
Association. This was %robably August, 1948. There 
were scores if not hundreds of student delegates 
from all over the country. There were all kinds of 
adult observers from religious and political groups 
of every stripe. There were also a number of active 
Communists who caucused regularly. Not yet being a 
member, I was excluded from these. I was considered 
friendly", ^^^later learned. It is hard to estimate 

how significantly the Communists influenced the 
convention. It is certain, however, that on the main 
issue they were shellacked. They — and non- 
Communist supporters — staged a big floor fight over 
whether or not the National Students Association 
should affiliate with the International Union of 
Students headquartered in Prague, as I recall. The 
convention overwhelmingly defeated this proposal. 

"After my return, my wife and I both became 
active in "progressive" activities, it is possible 
that we circulated nominating petitions and canvassed 
for pledges for BENJAMIN DAVIS during his campaign 
for the New York City Council in 1949. 

"Earlier, we both campaigned for VITO 
MARCANTONIO for Congress. We were drawn into this 
activity by other students who urged us to come along 
when they trooped up to Harlem. It was a group 
activity, in many ways a social activity. The stair¬ 
climbing and signature collecting was sweetenefd with 
bull sessions, parties, song fests and the like. 

"At New York University, neither of us 
became formal members of the Young Progressives, to 
the best of our recollection. We probably did attend 
YP meetings and it is quite possible that many students 
thought we were members since we were vocally friendly 
to it. Certainly, if we were not members it was not 
because we opposed it. It was simply that our interests 
at the moment were elsewhere. 

- 4 - 
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"On campus there vteTffe Communists among the 
YP members. I cannot estimate the number of members 
YP had at New York University or the number of 
Communists among them. But I believe that the Communists 
probably had substantial influence in the group. 

"In January, 1950 we became "colonizers" 
in the Cleveland area. We define "colonizer" as 
meaning a Communi^t-t: Party member who leaves his 
home and takes up residence in another community in 
order to carry on some kind of Communist activ ity, 
usually in industry. 

"Both my wife and I volunteered to go 
"into industry" when we heard that other students 
were leaving New York as "colonizers." The Communist 
official who interviewed us about our desire to go 
into industry made it clear that the Communist Party 
was not "sending" us. For example, we paid our own 
fares. But he also made it perfectly clear that the 
Communist Party thought very well of our decision, 
and he "advised us" where to go and who to look up 
upon arrival. This individual turned out to be the 
head **&>.the Labor Youth League in Ohio, and a Communist. 
From then on almost all of our contact and activities 
were with the Labor Youth League. We received advice 
and/or instructions through the League as to where to 
apply for jobs, when, where to live, etc. No one 
individual "instructed" us to get involved in union 
activities. That was the very purpose for which we 
had come, and there was never any question in any¬ 
one's mind about it. 

"At one point, for a short period, we 
were assigned to join the Wafce Park Civic Association. 

were Communists in it, but our contact with" the 
Wade Park Civic Association was so limited that 
neither of us have direct knowledge as to how many 
Communists were in it. 

- 5 - 
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’’Much later on I was given the responsibility 
for distributing "New Challenge." I believe that its 
circulation in Cleveland never exceeded 125 or 150. 
Usually, if more copies were sent from New York than 
we could distribute, we would simply leave them in 
locker rooms or on street cars in hopes someone would 
pick them up and read them. 

"The number of Labor Youth League clubs 
in Cleveland varied constantly because of repeated 
reorganizations. Few had formal names or locations. 
At any given time there were probably no more “than 
ten. Neither I nor my wife ever saw a membership^ 
list or comprehensive figures on membership in eicher 
the Communist Party or the $S&bor Youth League in 
Cleveland or Ohio. To our knowledge no such lists 
were kept, and we would have been horrified to find 
out that they were. Only the state chsaSman of the 
Labor Youth League would have had overall information 
as to total membership at any given time. Our guess 
is that membership in the Labor Youth Leajgjiie in 
Cleveland fluctuated between 50 and 100 during the 
years we were there. We believe that the Cleveland 
membership represented at least 75 per cent of the 
total state-wide membership, but this is a rough 
estimate. 

"In 1954, I believe, both the Communist 
Party and the Labor Youth League supported the 
primary candidacy of JOHN 0. HOLLY for Congress in 
the 21st Ohio District. The stated reason for such 
support was that the large Negro population in the 
district deserved representation. I never had any 
direct contact with the HOLLY campaign. My wife 
handed out leaflets for him. Neither of us know 
whether or not HOLLY was aware of the nature of his 
support, nor can we estimate its significance. 
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"During all the time of our membership 
in either the Communist Party or the Labor Youth 
League, we felt it was our responsibility to 
help build its membership. I undoubtedly tried to 
recruit students into the Communist Party during 
my stay at New York University. I helped recruit 
members for the Labor Youth League in Ohio. My 
wife probably participated in discussions aimed at 
recruiting individuals into the Labor Youth League. 
However, she was much less active in this regard than 
I was. In all, the recruitment of an individual 
was almost always a group rather than one-man job. 
Consequently, it is impossible to claim individual 
"credit" for having recruited a given number of 
individuals. Certainly, I tried. The methods were 
purely ideological. We would try to interest the 
individual in attending a discussion group or a 
social event. At every opportunity we would talk 
about current events or the individual's own 
interests. Usually there would be long bull sessions 
ranging over everything from philosophy to economics. 

As to the use of fictitious names: During 
my period as student director of the Labor Youth 
League in Ohio I was now and then introduced to 
strangers — that is students I hadn't met before — 
under a first name that was not mine. But "t his was 
qui<t$i^y dropped because it was too cumbersome and 
silly. It became a joke. I did on a few occasions 
write for New Challenge and other publications under 
a pseudonym. 

"In March, 1955, both my wife and I 
wanted to leave the Labor Youth League and the 
Communist Party behind. Since most of the people 
we had known in Cleveland were not aware of our 
destination, and since we left as quickly and quietly 
as possible, we do not know what they thought or 
said. 

"We were not emotionally prepared to stage 
a big ideological brawl over our departure. We 
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just wanted to go. By March, 1955 I had, on my 
own, made contact with Labor's Daily and applied 
for work on its staff. I had already become 
relatively inactive in the Labor Youth League, 
and it must have been apparent to the leadership 
of the Labor Youth League that it was about to lose 
two members. REIDI's activity, too, had become 
largely perfunctory. 

"I do not recall in detail what discussions 
we had with the leadership cf the Labor Youth League 
when we announced our intention to leave Cleveland. 
The leadership was disturbed and angry, especially 
because we had gone ahead and made up our minds 
without consulting them. I cann%t say whether or not 
transferring to Communist Party work exclusively 
was suggested to us an an alternative. Certainly, 
it was no secret that we felt' masquerading as "youth" 
was stupid, and an offer to "let us" transfer into 
Communist Party work may have beeir>held out to us 
as a concession to get us to stay in Cleveland. If 
such an offer was made, we rejected it, because we had 
already determined to get out. Certainly, by the 
time a job opening developed on Labor's Daily in 
April, 1955, we had made our own private decision to 
sever our connection altogether. At no time have 
we ever regretted or even reconsidered this decision. 
It was the smartest thv£|^:f,we•*esr,@r did. 

"During our stay in Cleveland, I was fired 
from at least one job for falsification of application. 
This was done to hide the fact that I had spent 
four years in college, since it was well known that 
factory personnel men were loathe to hire college 
graduates for "blue collar" jobs. This was done at 
the behest of the Labor Youth League which helped 

think up phony job references for me and for most 
of the other "colonizers." Making up references 
was quite common, even among non-political workers 
who were just job-hunting for the normal reasons. 

- 8 - 
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"At no time, as far as we can recall, 
did either my wife or I have a mail subscription 
to Daily Worker or other similar publications. 

We did, however, receive them11 through the organizational 
delivei*5^system for almost all the time of our involve¬ 
ment. W1 th in4ffij|fcpast year, without my knowledge or 
acquiesence, I have begun to receive unsolicited 
copies of the National Guardian in the mail. I 
receive a great deal of unsolicited mail because of 
my work, and I assume my name was taken off some 
list of newspapermen. 

Signed: February 26, 1959 

ALVIN TOFFLER 

ADELAIDE (HEIDI) TOFFLER 

Witnessed By: 

JAMES H. DOWNING, Special Agent, Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, February 26, 1959." 

In addition to the above statement, ALVIN 
TOFFLER furnished the following information orally to 
SA JAMES H. DOWNING on February 26, 1959. 

He advised that Peoples Songs referred to in 
the statement is identical to Peoples Songs, Inc., and 
that his association with Peoples Songs, me., was 
during 1948 or 1949 at New York City; that his collecting 
signatures for HENRY WALLACE took place in 1948; that 
when he mentioned Young Progressives, he was referring 
to the Young Progressives of America; and that the Wade 
Park Civic Association was located in Cleveland, Ohio. 

In the foregoing statement, ALVIN TOFFLER 
stated he had used fictitious first names on occasions 
when he was student director of the LYL in Ohio and on 
a few occasions, wrote articles for "New Challenge" 
and other publications under a pseudonym. 

He orally advised that he recalls using the 
name "BOB" on at least on^pccasion when student director of 
the LYL but stated he did ^hot desire to furnisH?|yie assumed 
name or names he had utilized in writing articles for 
publications. 
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Peoples Songs, Inc. was cited as a communist 
front which was incorporated January 31, 1946, at New 
York City toy',the California Committee on Un-American 
Activities, reports 1948, Page 392 as follows: "All 
of the productions of Peoples Songs, Inc., follow the 
communist party line as assiduously as do the people 
behind the organization." 

It is noted that HENRY WALLACE was the 
presidential candidate of the Progressive Party in the 
1948 national presidential elections. The Progressive 
Party will be described in the appendix "section of this 
report. 

BENJAMIN DAVIS, referred to in the signed 
statement, was a Communist r^rty candidate for Councilman 
at New York City in 1949. 

It is publicly known that VITO MARCANTONIO 
was a member of the United States Congress from New 
York City during the periods 1934-1936 and 1938-1950. 

On January 14, 1959, ALVIN TOFFLER identified 
himself as Cleveland, Ohio, director of "New Challenge" 
and described this publication as a magazine published 
for the LYL. 

Regarding "Labor's Daily," ALVIN TOFFLER on 
January 14, 1959, described this publication as a 
legitimate labor paper JHafciXished in Charleston, West 
Virginia, for which he worked subsequent to April, 
1955, when he terminated his activity in the C&Sand 
LYL. 

The CP and the LYL have been designated 
by the Attorney General of the United States pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

The "Daily Worker" was an east coast 
communist newspaper which suspended publication on 
January 13, 1958. 

- 10 - 
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The National Guardian was "established by 
the American Labor Party in 1947 as a 'progressive' 
weekly. *** Although it denies having any affiliation 
with the CP, it has manifested itself from the 
beginning as a virtual official propaganda arm of 
Soviet Russia." 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
report, "Trial by Treason: The National Committee 
to Secure Justice for the ROSENBERGs ana EJRTON 
SOBELL," August 25, 1956, Page 12). 

- 11 - 
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APPENDIX 

PROGRESSIVE PARTY 

Regarding the Progressive Party, nationally, the 
"Guide To Subversive Organizations and Publications," prepared 
and released on January 2, 1957, by the Committee on Un-American 
Activities^ U« S. House of Representatives, Washington, D. C*, 
on page 74, states: 

"1* * Communist dissimulation extehds into the 
field of political parities forming political 
front organizations such as the Progressive 
Party* * * * The Communists are thus enabled 
to present their candidates for elective office 
under other than a straight Communist label*f 

(Internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, Handbook for Americans, 
S* Doc. 117, April 23, 1956, p. 91.)" 

- 12 - * 
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WASHINGTON FIELD 

TITLE OF CASE 

CHANGED 
ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, 
aka Bol£ 

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 

2/16-3/3/59 

REPORT MADE BY 

JAMES H. DOWNING 

CHARACTER OF CASE 

SECURITY MATTER - C 

TYPED BY 

bdb 

APPROVED 

COPIES MADE; 

The title o£/this case has been changed to 
indicate the name "Bw" which subject stated he used 
on at least one occasion while Student Director of 

LYL. / 

REFERENCE: 

Report of SA WINI^ED 
at Washington, D.C. 

*p' 1 
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA 

AMBBfiS dated 1/28/59 

\ 

The signed statements furnished by the subject 
and his wife mentioned in the details of this report will 
be filed in WFO 100-33758-1A5. 

On 2/26/59, ALVIN and his wife ADELAIDE 
TOFFLER were recontacted in an effort to get them to 
expand and clarify certain information which appears 
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in their statement of 1/14/59 contained in the above 
referenced report; to get them to furnish additional 
information; and to attempt to convince them that it 
would be desirable to identify all individuals with 
whom they had formerly associated in the past in 
connection with CP and LYL activities. 

The TOFFLERs were quite willing to further 
discuss their own former activities and furnished 
additional signed statements, but stated that they still 
did not desire to implicate others and did not feel 
that they would be motivated to change their minds. 
ALVIN TOFFLER added that due to his present employment 
as a free-lance writer, he has to have numerous persons 
from whom he can solicit news information. He felt 
that if it became publicly known that he had furnished 
information on prior acquaintances, then he felt that 
his news sources may feel that he has betrayed a trust 
they had placed in him and therefore affect his livelihood. 
ALVIN TOFFLER commented that he is doing quite well 
financially in his writing. He now has purchased a 
home, they have two automobiles, and believes his yearly 
income would soonreach $10,000. He stated that part 
of his writing has to do with ’’personality” articles 
and that he is presently doing an article on Attorney 
EDWARD BENNETT WILLIAMS. 

As previously noted, the TOFFLERs have been 
willing to discuss their own activities but have been 
uncooperative regarding furnishing information regarding 
their former acquaintances. Nevertheless, since they 
both furnished statements that they have ceased all 
connections with the CP and LYL in April, 1955, and since 
WFO files contain no information to the contrary, this 
office iS^of the opinion that they should be deleted 
from the Security Index. A separate communication directed 
to the Bureau will be submitted under the dual caption 
"ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, SM - C, ADELAIDE TOFFLER, aka, 
SM - C” requesting authority to delete them from the 
Security Index. 

- A - 
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LEADS 

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE 

AT WASHINGTON, D.C. 

' Will delete subject's name from the Security 
Index upon authorization from the Bureau. 

CLEVELAND DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designated for 
Cleveland inasmuch as the subject admitted 
activity in the LYL and CP in the Cleveland 
area. 

NEW YORK DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designed 
for the New York Division since the subject 
admitted activity of a security nature within 
that Division. 

RICHMOND DIVISION (INFORMATION) 

One copy of instant report is designated 
for Richmond since the subject is a resident 
oik that divisional area at Falls Church, 

Virginia. 
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FD-305 (1-29-58) • 
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**0100-33766 

1.FX1 Subject's name is included in the Security Index. 
2«l X I The data appearing on the Security Index.card are 

current. 
3»| 1 Changes _on the Security Index card are necessary 

and Form FD-122. has been submitted to the Bureau. 
1 suitable photograph is | | is not available. 

5. | | Careful consideration has been given to each source 
concealed and T symbols were utilized only in those 
instances where the identities of the sources must 
be concealed. 

6. | | Subject is employed in a key facility and 
is charged with security responsibility. Interested 
.agencies are __ . 

7.1 I This report is classified • _; because 
(state reason) 

8,[~ I Subject was not reinterviewed 'because (state reason) 

qi r^l This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria 
- * and a letter has been directed to the Bureau recom¬ 

mending cancellation of the Security Index card. 
10.| ~~1 This case has been re-evaluated in the light of the 

Security Index criteria and it continues to fall 
within such criteria because (state reason) 

~ C- 
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% % 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Copy to: 

Report of: SA JAMES H. DOWNING 
Dote: 

MAR 1 7 1959 
File NumbenWashington Field 100-33758 

Title: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 

Character: SECURITY MATTER - C 

Synopii*: ALVIN TOFFLER continues to reside 1812 Annandale Road, 
Falls Church, Virginia, and is employed as free-lance 
writer. Subject and wife furnished signed statement 
2/26/59. They admitted possibly circulating nominating 
petitions f<r BENJAMIN DAVIS, CP candidate for Councilman, 
NYC, 1949; probably attending meetings of YPA; went to 
Cleveland, Ohio, in 1950 as "colonizers"; and were CP 
members and active in LYL to 1955, when they left CP and 
LYL. 
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DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D.C. 

RESIDENCE AND EMPLOYMENT 

On February 26, 1959, ALVIN TOFFLER and his 
wife, ADELAIDE TOFFLER, were interviewed by SA JAMES H. 
DOWNING at their residence, 1812 Annandale Road, Falls 
Church, Virginia. ALVIN TOFFLER advised that he continues 
to be employed as a free-lance writer, operating out of 
his home, and that his wife is a housewife and part time 
assistant to him. 

SIGNED STATEMENT 

On February 26, 1959, subject and his wife 
furnished SA JAMES H. DOWNING with a signed stat®nfc§jat 
regarding former activities on their part. The sighed 
statement was prepared in the first person by ALVIN 
TOFFLER but included activities on the part of both, 
and was signed by both the subject and his wife; 

It is noted that the TOFFLERs also appeared 
at the Washington Field Office (WFO) of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on January 14, 1959, 
and furnished a signed statement regarding Communist 
THrty (CP) activities on their part at New York City 
during the late 1940's and activities in the CP and , 
Labor Youth League (LYL) at Cleveland, Ohio, from 
early 1950 to April, 1955. 

The signed statement furnished by them on 
February 26, 1959, is quoted hereafter as follows: 
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Office Memomndurfo UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO SAC, WFO (100-33758) DATE: 3/10/59 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

SA JAMES H. DOWNING 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, 
aka Bob 

SM - C 
(00:WFO) 

Date Dictated: 3/2/59 

"February 26, 1959 

"Neither of us ever had any formal connection 
with Peoples Songs, although it is probabfe that at 
one time or another we attended some public function 
sponsored by this organization. On one occasion I 
visited the offices of this organization to make use 
of an electric typewriter it had. At thj tlmy I was 
putting out a college literary magazine, and I thought 
I could save production costs if I could have the 
copy typed rather than set by a printer. When I 
learned that Peoples Songs had an electric typewriter 
that justified margins I asked to try it out. However, 
I nev r worked out any arrangement for its regular 
use and never went back. 

"In all I spent only three weeks collecting 
signatures for HENRY WALLACE in North Carolina. I 
cannot estimate the number of students who participated 
in this activity. There were students there from 
colleges in New York and at least one, I believe, from 
the University of North Carolina. I spent much of my 
time there canvassing and travelling, and consequently 
did not get to know ^anybody very well while there. 
How the other students were recruited, I, do not know. 

"In my own case, when I heard that students 
were wanted, I quickly volunteered. It was part lark. 
Later, at the convention of the Young Progressives in 
Philadelphia, I believe a more formal effort was made 
to obtain volunteers. It was announced that after the 
convention there would be bus transportation available 
for anyone who wanted to go. As for myself, I went 
to New York, instead, and met "HEIDI" for the first time 
a few days later. I n. yer ret.rmed to North Carolina. 

3 
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"Instead, I worked for three weeks for the 
Wallace for President Committee in Nassau-Suffolk on 
Long Island. Then I went to Madison, Wisconsin to 
attend the convention of the National Students 
Association. This was %pobably August, 1948. There 
were scores if not hundreds of student delegates 
from all over the country. There were all kinds of 
adult observers from religious and political groups 
of every stripe. There were also a number of active 
Communists who caucused regularly. Not yet being a 
member, I was excluded from these. I was considered 
friendly", ^^later learned. It is hard to estimate 

how significantly the Communists influenced the 
convention. It is certain, however, that on the main 
issue they were shellacked. They — and non- 
Communist supporters — staged a big floor fight over 
whether or not the National Students Association 
should affiliate with the International Union of 
Students headquartered in Prague, as I recall. The 
convention overwhelmingly defeated this proposal. 

"After my return, my wife and I both became 
active in "progressive" activities. It is possible 
that we circulated nominating petitions and canvassed 
for pledges for BENJAMIN DAVIS during his campaign 
for the New York City Council in 1949. 

"Earlier, we both campaigned for VITO 
MARCANTON10 for Congress. We were drawn into this 
activity by other students who urged us to come along 
when they trooped up to Harlem. It was a group 
activity, in many ways a social activity. The stair¬ 
climbing and signature collecting was sweetened with 
bull sessions, parties, song fests and the like. 

"At New York University, neither of us 
became formal members of the Young Progressives, to 
the best of our recollection. We probably did attend 
YP meetings and it is quite possible that many students 
thought we were members since we were vocally friendly 
to it. Certainly, if we were not members it was not 

because we opposed it. It was simply that our interests 
at the moment were elsewhere* 

- 4 - 
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"On campus there r^ Communists among the 
YP members. I cannot estimate the number of members 
YP had at New York University or the number of 
Communists among them. But I believe that the Communists 
probably had substantial influence in the group. 

"In January, 1950 we became "colonizers" 
in the Cleveland area. We define "colonizer" as 
meaning a Commun-3-^t Party member >isho leaves his 
home and takes up residence in another community in 
order to carry on some kind of Communist actiy ity, 
usually in industry. 

"Both my wife and I volunteered to go 
"into industry" when we heard that other students 
were leaving New York as "colonizers." The Communist 
official who interviewed us about our desire to go 
into industry made it clear that the Communist Party 
was not "sending'^ us. For example, we paid our own 
fares. But he also made it perfectly clear that the 
Communist Party thought very well of our decision, 
and he "advised us" where to go and who to look up 
upon arrival. This individual turned out to be the 
head the Labor Youth League in Ohio, and a Communist. 
From then on almost all of our contact and activities 
were with the Labor Youth League. We received advice 
and/or instructions through the League as to where to 
apply for jobs, when, where to live, etc. No one 
individual "instructed" us to get involved in union 
activities. That was the very purpose for which we 
had come, and there was never any question in any¬ 
one's mind about it. 

"At one point, for a short period, we 
were assigned to join the Ws^ie Park Civic Association. 

®re were 9ommunists in it» but our contact with the 
Wade Park Civic Association was so limited that 
neither of us have direct knowledge as to how many 
Communists were in it. 

- 5 - 
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"Much later on I was given the responsibility 
for distributing "New Challenge." I believe that its 
circulation in Cleveland never exceeded 125 or 150. 
Usually, if more copies were sent from New York than 
we could distribute, we would simply leave them in 
locker rooms or on [Street cars in hopes someone would 
pick them up and read them. 

"The number of Labor Youth League clubs 
in Cleveland varied constantly because of repeated 
reorganizations. Few had formal names or loc^ions. 
At any given time there were probably no more Ithan 
ten. Neither I nor my wife ever saw a membership 
list or comprehensive figures on membership in eicher 
the Communist Party or the W^bor Youth League in 
Cleveland or Ohio. To our knowledge no such lists 
were kept, and we would have been horrified to find 
out that they were. Only the state chapman of the 
Labor Youth League would have had overall information 
as to total membership at any given time. Our guess 
is that membership in the Labor Youth Le&jgpe in 
Cleveland fluctuated between 50 and 100 during the 
years we were there. We believe that the Cleveland 
membership represented at least 75 per cent of the 
total state-wide membership, but this is a rough 
estimate. 

"In 1954, I believe, both the Communist 
Party and the Labor Youth League supported the 
primary candidacy of JOHN O. HOLLY for Congress in 
the 21st Ohio District. The stated reason for such 
support was that the large Negro population in the 
district deserved representation. I never had any 
direct contact with the HOLLY campaign. My wife 
handed out leaflets for him. Neither of us know 
whether or not HOLLY was aware of the nature of his 
support, nor can we estimate its significance. 

- 6 - 
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"During all the time of our membership 
in either the Communist Party or the Labor Youth 
League, we felt it was our responsibility to 
help build its membership. I undoubtedly tried to 
recruit students into the Communist Party during 
my stay at New York University. I helped recruit 
members for the Labor Youth League in Ohio. My 
wife probably participated in discussions aimed at 
recruiting individuals into the Labor Youth League. 
However, she was much less active in this regard than 
I was. In all, the recruitment of an individual 
was almost always a group rather than one-man job. 
Consequently, it is impossible to claim individual 
"credit" for having recruited a given number of 
individuals. Certainly, I tried. The methods were 
purely ideological. We would try to interest the 
individual in attending a discussion group or a 
social event. At every opportunity we would talk 
about current events or the individual's own 
interests. Usually there would be long bull sessions 
ranging over everything from philosophy to economics. 

As to the use of fictitious names: During 
my period as student director of the Labor Youth 
League in Ohio I was now and then introduced to 
strangers — that is students I hadn't met before — 
under a first name that was not mine. But "t his was 
quifc&^y dropped because it was too cumbersome and 
silly. It became a joke. I did on a few occasions 
write for New Challenge and other publications under 
a pseudonym. 

"In March, 1955, both my wife and I 
wanted to leave the Labor Youth League and the 
Communist Party behind. Since most of the people 
we had known in Cleveland were not aware of our 
destination, and since we left as quickly and quietly 
as possible, we do not know what they thought or 
said. 

"We were not emotionally prepared to stage 
a big ideological brawl over our departure. We 

- 7 - 
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just wanted to go. By March, 1955 I had, on my 
own, made contact with Labor's Daily and applied 
for work on its staff. I had already become 
relatively inactive in the Labor Youth League, 
and it must have been apparent to the leadership 
of the Labor Youth League that it was about Tto lose 
two members. HEIDI's activity, too, had become 
largely perfunctory. 

"I do not recall in detail what discussions 
we had with the leadership c£ the Labor Youth League 
when we announced our intention to leave Cleveland. 
The leadership was disturbed and angry, especially 
because we had gone ahead and made up our minds 
without consulting them. I cann%t say whether or not 
transferring to Communist Party work exclusively 
was suggested to us an an alternative. Certainly, 
it was no secret that we felt' masquerading as "youth” 
was stupid, and an offer to "let us" transfer into 
Communist Party work may have beejr^held out to us 
as a concession to get us to stay in Cleveland. If 
such an offer was made, we rejected it, because we had 
already determined to get out. Certainly, by the 
time a job opening developed on Labor's Daily in 
April, 1955, we had made our own private decision to 
sever our connection altogether. At no time have 
we ever regretted or even reconsidered this decision. 
It was the smartest thtf^|-»we Nearer did. 

"During our stay in Cleveland, I was fired 
from at least one job for falsification of application. 
This was done to hide the fact that I had spent 
four years in college, since it was well known that 
factory personnel men were loathe to hire college 
graduates for "blue collar" jobs. This was done at 
the behest of the Labor Youth League which helped 

think up phony job references for me and for most 
of the other "colonizers." Making up references 
was quite common, even among non-political workers 
who were just job-hunting for the normal reasons. 
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"At no time, as far as we can recall, 
did either my wife or I have a mail subscription 
to Daily Worker or other similar publications. 
We did, however, receive them1through the organizational 
delivez^systern for almost all the time of our involve¬ 
ment. Within4fi||i^past year, without my knowledge or 
acquiesence, I have begun to receive unsolicited 
copies of the National Guardian in the mail. I 
receive a great deal of unsolicited mail because of 
my work, and I assume my name was taken off some 
list of newspapermen. 

Signed: February 26, 1959 

ALVIN TOFFLER 

ADELAIDE (HEIDI) TOFFLER 

Witnessed 3y: 

JAMES H. DOWNING, Special Agent, Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, February 26, 1959." 

In addition to the above statement, ALVIN 
TOFFLER furnished the following information orally to 
SA JAMES H. DOWNING on February 26, 1959. 

He advised that Peoples Songs referred to in 
the statement is identical to Peoples Songs, Inc., and 
that his association with Peoples Songs, me., was 
during 1948 or 1949 at New York City; that his collecting 
signatures for HENRY WALLACE took place in 1948; that 
when he mentioned Young Progressives, he was referring 
to the Young Progressives of America; and that the Wade 
Park Civic Association was located in Cleveland, Ohio. 

In the foregoing statement, ALVIN TOFFLER 
stated he had used fictitious first names on occasions 
when he was student director of the LYL in Ohio and on 
a few occasions, wrote articles for "New Challenge" 
and other publications under a pseudonym. 

He orally advised that he recalls using the 
name "BOB" on at least on^occasion when student director of 
the LYL but stated he did ixot desire to furnisl^^ie assumed 
name or names he had utilized in writing articles for 
publications. 
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Peoples Songs, Inc. was cited as a communist 
front which was incorporated January 31, 1946, at New 
York City *by“ the California Committee on Un-American 
Activities, reports 1948, Page 392 as follows: "All 
of the productions of Peoples Songs, Inc., follow the 
communist party line as assiduously as do the people 
behind the organization." 

It is noted that HENRY WALLACE was the 
presidential candidate of the Progressive Party in the 
1948 national presidential elections. The Progressive 
Party will be described in the appendix ‘section of this 
report. 

BENJAMIN DAVIS, referred to in the signed 
statement, was a Communist Darty candidate for Councilman 
at New York City in 1949. 

It is publicly known that VITO MARCANTONIO 
was a member of the United States Congress from New 
York City during the periods 1934-1936 and 1938-1950. 

On January 14, 1959, ALVIN TOFFLER identified 
himself as Cleveland, Ohio, Director of "New Challenge" 
and described this publication as a magazine published 
for the LYL. 

Regarding "Labor's Daily," ALVIN TOFFLER on 
January 14, 1959, described this publication as a 
legitimate labor paper ffct&Xished in Charleston, West 
Virginia, for which he worked subsequent to April, 
1955, when he terminated his activity in the C&ltand 
LYL. 

The CP and the LYL have been designated 
by the Attorney General of the United States pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

The "Daily Worker" was an east coast 
communist newspaper which suspended publication on 
January 13, 1958. 

- 10 - 
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The National Guardian was ’’established by 
the American Labor Party in 1947 as a 'progressive' 
weekly. *** Although it denies having any affiliation 
with the CP, it has manifested itself from the 
beginning as a virtual official propaganda arm of 
Soviet Russia." 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
report, "Trial by Treason: The National Committee 
to Secure Justice for the ROSENBERGs and JJJRTON 
SOBELL," August 25, 1956, Page 12). 

- 11 
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APPENDIX 

/ 
PROGRESSIVE PARTY 

Regarding the Progressive Party, nationally, the 
"Guide To Subversive Organizations and Publications," prepared 
and released On January 2, 1957, by the Committee on Un-Aiherican 
Activities, U. S* House of Representatives, Washington, D. C*, 
on page 74, states: 

"1* ’Communist dissimulation extehds into the 
field of political parties forming political 
front organizations such as the Progressive 
Party* * * * The-Communists are thus enabled 
to present their candidates for elective office 
under other than a straight Communist label*? 

(Internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, Handbook for Americans, 
S. Doc* 117, April 23, 1956, p. 91*)" 

- 12 * 
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

TO SAC, WFO (100-33758) DATE: 3/10/59 

Qj]&/ 
Date Dictated: 3/2/59 

FROM Y SA JAMES H. DOWNING 

SUBJECT: ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, 
aka Bob 

SM - C 
(00:WFO) 

"February 26, 1959 

"Neither of us ever had any formal connection 
with Peoples Songs, although it is probably that at 
one time or another we attended some public function 
sponsored by this organization. On one occasion I 
visited the offices of this organization to make use 
of an electric typewriter it had. At thi tin . I was 
putting out a college literary magazine, and I thought 
I could save production costs if I could have the 
copy typed rather than set by a priuter. When I 
learned that Peoples Songs had an electric typewriter 
that justified margins I asked to try it out. However, 
I nev.r worked out any arrangement for its regular 
use and never went back. 

"In all I spent only three weeks collecting ' 
signatures for HENRY WALLACE in North Carolina. I 
cannot estimate the number of students who participated 
in this acti.iri.ty. There were students there from 
colleges in New York and at least one, I believe, from 
the University of North Carolina. I spent much of my 
time there canvassing and travelling, and consequently 
did not get to know anybody very well while there. 
How the other students were recruited, I do not know. 

"In my own case, when I heard that students 
were wanted, I quickly volunteered. It was part lark. 
Later, at the convention of the Young Progressives in 
Philadelphia, I believe a more formal effort was made 
to obtain volunteers. It was announced that after the 
convention there would be bus .transportation available 
for anyone who wanted to go. As for myself, I went 
to New York, instead, and met "HEIDI" for the first time 
a few days later. I n ver ret rued to North Carolina. 
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"Instead, I worked for three weeks for the 
Wallace for President Committee in Nassau-Suffolk on 
Long Island. Then I went to Madison, Wisconsin to 
attend the convention of the National Students 
Association. This was %robably August, 1948. There 
were scores if not hundreds of student delegates 
from all over the country. There were all kinds of 
adult observers from religious and political groups 
of every stripe. There were also a number of active 
Communists who caucused regularly. Not yet being a 
member, I was excluded from these. I was considered 
'friendly", ^|^later learned. It is hard to estimate 

how significantly the Communists influenced the 
convention. It is certain, however, that on the main 
issue they were shellacked. They —and non- 
Communist supporters — staged a big floor fight over 
whether or not the National Students Association 
should affiliate with the International Union of 
Students headquartered in Prague, as I recall. The 
convention overwhelmingly defeated this proposal. 

"After my return, my wife and I both became 
active m "progressive" activities. It is possible 
that we circulated nominating petitions and canvassed 
for pledges for BENJAMIN DAVIS during his campaign 
for the New York City Council in 1949. 

"Earlier, we both campaigned for VITO 
MARCANTONIO for Congress. We were drawn into this 
activity by other students who urged us to come along 
when they trooped up to Harlem. It was a group 
activity, in many ways a social activity. The stair¬ 
climbing and signature collecting was sweeten^ with 
bull sessions, parties, song fests and the like. 

"At New York University, neither of us 
became formal members of the Young Progressives, to 
the best of our recollection. We probably did attend 
YP meetings and it is quite possible that many students 
thought we were members since we were vocally friendly 
to it. Certainly, if we were not members it was not ' 
because we opposed it. It was simply that our interests 
at the moment were elsewhere. 
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"On campus there w&’ffe Communists among the 
YP members. I cannot estimate the number of members 
YP had at New York University or the number of 
Communists among them. But I believe that the Communists 
probably had substantial influence in the group. 

"In January, 1950 we became "colonizers" 
in the Cleveland area. We define "colonizer" as 
meaning a Commun^s-t Party member leaves his 
home and takes up residence in another community in 
order to carry on some kind of Communist actiY ity, 
usually in industry. 

"Both my wife and I volunteered to go 
"into industry" when we heard that other students 
were leaving New York as "colonizers." The Communist 
official who interviewed us about our desire to go 
into industry made it clear that the Communist Party 
was not "sending" us. For example, we paid our own 
fares. But he also made it perfectly clear that the 
Communist Party thought very well of our decision, 
and he "advised us" where to go and who to look up 
upon arrival. This individual turned out to be the 
head ^&4the Labor Youth League in Ohio, and a Communist. 
From then on almost all of our contact and activities 
were with the Labor Youth League. We received advice 
and/or instructions through the League as to where to 
apply for jobs, when, where to live, etc. No one 
individual "instructed" us to get involved in union 
activities. That -was the very purpose for which we 
had come, and there was never any question in any¬ 
one's mind about it. 

"At one point, for a short period, we 
were assigned to join the Watte Park Civic Association. 

®re were Communists in it, but our contact with the 
Wade Park Civic Association was so limited that 
neither of us have direct knowledge as to how many 
Communists were in it. 
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"Much later on I was given the responsibility 
for distributing "New Challenge," I believe that its 
circulation in Cleveland never exceeded 125 or 150. 
Usually, if more copies were sent from New York than 
we could distribute, we would simply leave them in 
locker rooms or on street cars in hopes someone would 
pick them up and read them. 

"The number of Labor Youth League clubs 
in Cleveland varied constantly because of” repeated 
reorganizations. Few had formal names or locations. 
At any given time there were probably no more “than 
ten. Neither I nor my wife ever saw a membership 
list or comprehensive figures on membership in either 
the Communist Party or the ^Stobor.Youth League in 
Cleveland or Ohio. To our knowledge no such lists 
were kept, and we would have been horrified to find 
out that they were. Only the state chsa!®man of the 
Labor Youth League would have had overall information 
as to total membership at any given time. Our guess 
is that membership in the Labor Youth League in 
Cleveland fluctuated between 50 and 100 during the 
years we were there. We believe that the Cleveland 
membership represented at least 75 per cent of the 
total state-wide membership, but this is a rough 
estimate. 

"In 1954, I believe, both the Communist 
Party and the Labor Youth League supported the 
primary candidacy of JOHN 0. HOLLY for Congress in 
the 21st Ohio District. The stated reason for such 
support was that the large Negro population in the 
district deserved representation. I never had any 
direct contact with the HOLLY campaign. My wife 
handed out leaflets for him. Neither of us know 
whether or not HOLLY was aware of the nature of his 
support, nor can we estimate its significance. 
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"During all the time of our membership 
in either the Communist Party or the Labor Youth 
League, we felt it was our responsibility to 
help build its membership. I undoubtedly tried to 
recruit students into the Communist Party during 
my stay at New York University. I helped recruit 
members for the Labor Youth League in Ohio. My 
wife probably participated in discussions aimed at 
recruiting individuals into the Labor Youth League. 
However, she was much less active in this regard than 
I was. In all, the recruitment of an individual 
was almoa$ always a group rather than one-man job. 
Consequently, it is impossible to claim individual 
"credit" for having recruited a given number of 
individuals. Certainly, I tried. The methods were 
purely ideological. We would try to interest the 
individual in attending a discussion group or a 
social event. At every opportunity we would talk 
about current events or the individual's own 
interests. Usually there would be long bull sessions 
ranging over everything from philosophy to economics. 

As to the use of fictitious names: During 
my period as student director of the Labor Youth 
League in Ohio I was now and then introduced to 
strangers — that is students I hadn't met before — 
under a first name that was not mine. But this was 
qui^S^y dropped because it was too cumbersome and 
silly. It became a joke. I did on a few occasions 
write for New Challenge and other publications under 
a, pseudonym. 

"In March, 1955, both my wife and I 
wanted to leave the Labor Youth League and the 
Communist Party behind. Since most of the people 
we had known in Cleveland were not aware of our 
destination, and since we left as quickly and quietly 
as possible, we do not know what they thought or 
said. 

"We were not emotionally prepared to stage 
a big ideological brawl over our departure. We 
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just wanted to go. By March, 1955 I had, on my 
own, made contact with Labor's Daily and applied 
for work on its staff. I had already become 
relatively inactive in the Labor Youth League, 
and it must have been apparent to the leader3ip 
of the Labor Youth League that it was about to lose 
two members. HEIDI's activity, too, had become 
largely perfunctory. 

"I do not recall in detail what discussions 
we had with the leadership cf the Labor Youth League 
when we announced our intention to leave Cleveland, 
The leadership was disturbed and angry, especially 
because we had gone ahead and made up our minds 
without consulting them. I cannot say whether or not 
transferring to Communist Party work exclusively 
was suggested to us an an alternative. Certainly, 
it was no secret that we felt' masquerading as "youth" 
was stupid, and an offer to "let us" transfer into 
Communist Party work may have bcea^held out to us 
as a concession to get us to stay in Cleveland. If 
such an offer was made, we rejected it, because we had 
already determined to get out. Certainly, by the 
time a job opening developed on Labor's Daily in 
April, 1955, we had made our own private decision to 
sever our connection altogether. At no time have 
we ever regretted or even reconsidered this decision. 
It was the smartest thd-||g »we boater did. 

"During our stay in Cleveland, I was fired 
from at least one job for falsification of application 
This was done to hide the fact that I had spent 
four years in college, since it was well known that 
factory personnel men were loathe to hire college 
graduates for "blue collar" jobs. This was done at 
the behest of the Labor Youth League which helped 

think up phony job references for me and for most 
of the other "colonizers." Making up references 
was quite common, even among non-political workers 
who were just job-hunting for the normal reasons. 
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T,At no time, as far as we can recall, 
did either my wife or I have a mail subscription 
to Daily Worker or other similar publications. 
We did, however, receive them"through the organizational 
deliver^system for almost all the time of our involve¬ 
ment. Withinoast year, without my knowledge or 
acquiesence, I have begun to receive unsolicited 
copies of the National Guardian in the mail. I 
receive a great deal of unsolicited mail because of 
my work, and I assume my name was taken off some 
list of newspapermen. 

Signed: February 26, 1959 

ALVIN TOFFLER 

ADELAIDE (HEIDI) TOFFLER 

Witnessed By: 

JAMES H. DOWNING, Special Agent, Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, February 26, 1959." 

In addition to the above statement, ALVIN 
TOFFLER furnished the following information orally to 
SA JAMES H. DOWNING on February 26, 1959. 

He advised that Peoples Songs referred to in 
the statement is identical to Peoples Sorigs, Inc., and 
that his association with Peoples Songs, me., was 
during 1948 or 1949 at New York City; that his collecting 
signatures for HENRY WALLACE took place in 1948; that 
when he mentioned Young Progressives, he was referring 
to the Young Progressives of America; and that the Wade 
Park Civic Association was located in Cleveland, Ohio. 

In the foregoing statement, ALVIN TOFFLER 
stated he had used fictitious first names on occasions 
when he was student director of the LYL in Ohio and on 
a few occasions, wrote articles for "New Challenge" 
and other publications under a pseudonym. 

He orally advised that he recalls using the 
name "BOB" on at least on^pccasion when student director of 
the LYL but stated he did liot desire to furnishl|yie assumed 
name or names he had utilized in writing articles for 
publications. 
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Peoples Songs, Inc. was cited as a communist 
front which was incorporated January 31, 1946, at New 
York City tojyfthe California Committee on Un-American 
Activities, reports 1948, Page 392 as follows: "All 
of the productions of Peoples Songs, Inc., follow the 
communist party line as assiduously as do the people 
behind the organization." 

It is noted that HENRY WALLACE was the 

presidential candidate of the Progressive Party in the 
1948 national presidential elections. The Progressive 
Party will be described in the appendix 'section of this 
report. 

BENJAMIN DAVIS, referred to in the signed 
statement, was a Communist ^arty candidate for Councilman 
at New York City in 1949. 

It is publicly known that VITO MARCANTONIO 
was a member of the United States Congress from New 
York City during the periods 1934-1936 and 1938-1950. 

On January 14, 1959, ALVIN TOFFLER identified 
himself as Cleveland, Ohio, director of "New Challenge" 
and described this publication as a magazine published 
for the LYL. 

Regarding "Labor's Daily," ALVIN TOFFLER on 
January 14, 1959, described this publication as a 
legitimate labor paper $>43bJLished in Charleston, West 

Virginia, for which he worked subsequent to April, 
1955, when he terminated his activity in the Cl*2fand 
LYL. 

The CP and the LYL have been designated 
by the Attorney General of the United States pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450. 

The "Daily Worker" was an east coast 
communist newspaper which suspended publication on 
January 13, 1958. 
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The National Guardian was "established by 
the American Labor Party in 1947 as a 'progressive’ 
weekly. *** Although it denies having any affiliation 
with the CP, it has manifested itself from the 
beginning as a virtual official propaganda arm of 
Soviet Russia." 

(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
report, "Trial by Treason: The National Committee 
to Secure Justice for the ROSENBERGs and KJRTON 
SOBELL," August 25, 1956, Page 12). 
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IX 

ALVIN BSBHftBO TOFFUB, aka 
/<Bu£ile XGG-3Sg9@S) * 

(WFO file 100“33758) 
SK - C 
(CO:WFO) /• / 

Security Index card cancelled 

ADELAIDE TOFF LIE, aka. ^ 
(Rufile 100-398699) 
(WFO file 100-33803) 
SI! - C 
<00: WFO) 

Re reports of SAs JAMES H. DOWNING and 
WINFRED H. ANDERS dated 1/28/59 and reports of BA JAMBS II, 
DOWNING dated 3/17/59, all at WDC, regarding subjects, 
setting forth .signed statements in which the TOFFLESs 
furnished inf ©relation regarding their former activities. 

The following is furnished the Bureau for a 
determination to delete the subjects from the Security 
Index. 

WFO files reflect that during the late 1940 *s 
the subjects, while students at NYC, ©ere .members of the 
CP and attended the Jefferson School of Social Science. 
In early I960 they left NYC and went to Cleveland, Ohio, 
as "colonizers." From early 1850 until they left 
Cleveland- during the,Biddle of 1953 they ©ere members of 
CP and active as leaders in the LYL. Files of this office 
reflect ao activity on their part subsequent to the time 
they left Cleveland ia 1955. 

On 1/14/59, the subjects appeared at- the WFO 
and furnished a signed statement admitting their former 
activities. They advised that in April, 1855, they toeesuae 
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disillusioned with the CP and the LYL and- terminated 
membership and activities. On 2/26/59, they furnished 
additional signed statements regarding themselves but 
mould not furnish information regarding their former 
acquaintances. 

Although the subjects have been uncooperative 
to the point of not furnishing the identities of others 
who were involved in the CP and LYL, ©FO is of the 
opinion that the subjects constitute ao threat.to this 
country at this time and it is therefor© requested that 
their names Is© deleted from the Security lades. P. 

its 2 - 
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DIRECTOR, FBI 4/6/59 

SAC, WO 

. ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER, aka 

(Buflle 100-399998) 
MlF0 file 100-33758) 

SM-C 
(OOsWFO) 

ADELAIDE TOFFLER, aka 
(Buflle 100-398699) 

{WO file 100-33803) 
SM-C 
(00:vF0) 

RehFOlet to Director dated 3/17/59, in captioned 
matter recommending that subjects be removed from the Security 
Index. The Bureau has advised that the subjeots' Security Index 
cafcds have been cancelled at the Bureau. 

The Security Index cards for the subjects have 
also been cancelled at IvFO. The TOFFLBRS are not being placed 
on the RCI inasmuch as they have advised that they became 
disillusioned and dropped out of the CP and LYL in April, 1955, 
and there has been no indication of any activity on their part 
since that time. 

•>\ The Identification Division is being advised 
(Form FD-165) to cancel the Security Flash Notice on ALVIN 
TOFFLER. No Security Flash Notice was ever place*£on ADELAIDE 
TOFFLER. -C» 
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Request for Agency Check 

FD-356 (Rev. 2-8-71) 

INSTRUCTIONS17 

1. Submit form in duplicate 

2. This form may be submitted in legible HAND PRINTING. 

3. Use separate form for each person on whom record is 
re quested. 

4. Date & place of birth imperative for passport check. 

5. Indicate office for reply in lower left corner. Also list in 
same corner all offices which should receive copies of 
reply. Include carbon for each office receiving copies. 

6. With^e-gqrd to military records this form does not apply to 
d&tfertenk * 

7-/Reverse sJde of form may be used for recording results, if 
/ needed. F 

TO: SAC, □ Alexandria 
| | Baltimore 
| | Denver 
| | Indianapolis 

I 1 San Antonio RE: 
I I St. Louis* . 
at wfo C&m) i 

□ / 

□ CIA 
fC3 INS 
□ MILITARY 
OS PASSPORT 

I—| Other 

■>/tsff7 <. 
TITLE: litJ ~ro rr A&J2 

□S'-4 

Check above-indicated records re: * 

Name: AiV7 A * /j&yn4 Tc . 
Aliases: _ 

Alien Reg. #_ 

Social Security # . - DO- 7<77 
. PassportT 

Service # . lrxA- US o V_ J-/V 

OCA IVCHJC Height ^ HCIglll 

/fa/<Hte;A<re (e-Jt iM. 
Birth Date j Birthplace 

to I yd_ ^ u Pfh/ji f jU y7 
Othe# pert/nent information: 7 

Weight Complexion 

Specific information desired: cum, imuiuicuiuii ucsiicu. 

/h\/ <L<r/( ’ ° 

’ /Wa liable. 
pCir & fcyv e an f'-Lt, uCT'h, 

Also furnish: (_J Photo 

\ Vf I Handwriting specimens 

Retuirn^ 

SAc>A/ eut) Vos kf. Joo - //£*? 7 

\jA_ed± Ul/y), 
Address . 

1 % UjL m 
FOR REPLY ONLY 

| | On basis of information furnished, unable to identify: 

| | Military [ | Passport | | INS j | CIA 

[ | No pertinent identifiable information 

[ | Available information attached 

| 1 Photo: | Attached [ j Unavailable 

_ | | Handwriting specimen attached 

Inquiry made by: 

Block Stamp and Notations 

^SEARCHED.y^NDEXED 

SERIAI.!Z£B^fe>JlLE0- 
r/CT 1 91971 f 

/ /f/1 — WASH. F. O. A/ 

jtx SS 
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11/15/71 

( 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-112974) 

SAC, WFO (100-33758) (RUC) 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER 
IS-R 
(00:NY) 

Re NY FD-356 to WO 10/18/71. 

SC CHARLES F. MOORE reviewed the files of the Pass¬ 
port Office, USDS, on 11/9/71 which disclosed the following 
information: 

ALVIN BERNARD TOFFLER was issued passport number 
K-1583209 on 10/27/69 at New York, New York for proposed travel 
to West Germany, France, Italy, and England for purpose "research 
and lecture". In his application dated 10/15/69 in New York, he 
stated his intention to depart via "air" about 11/7/69 for a stay 
of tiro weeks. This passport was valid for five years' travel to 
all countries except Cuba, mainland China, North Korea, and North 
Vietnam. 

This individual stated that he was bora 10/4/28 in 
New York City, and his birth certificate was seen by passport 
authorities. He gave his permanent residence as 40 East 78th 
Street, New York, New York 10021, and a phone number as 861- 
98233 He listed his parents as SAM TOFFLER, born 4/10/1900 in 
Poland, a United States citizen, and ROSE ALBAUM, (nee) born 
in Poland, (date unknown.) a United States citizen. He stated 



WO 100-33758 

He was previously issued passport number C-800585 on 
12/31/62 for proposed travel to Austria for purpose "deliver 
lectures and write". In his application dated 12/28/62 at New 
York, he stated his intention to depart Not York via "air" about 
1/21/63 for a stay of two months. This passport was valid for 
three years* travel to all countries except Albania, Cuba, and 
those portions of China, Korea, and Vietnam under communist 
control. 

He gave his permanent residence as 2575 Palisade 
Avenue, New York, New York. In the event of death or accident, 
he requested that his parents be notified at 332 East 54th 
Street, Brooklyn, New York. 

The following description appeared in his file: 

Height: 
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Occupation: 
Social Security Number: 

6 feet 2 inches 
Brown 
Green 
Author 
107-20-7917 

Copies of the photo appearing in his passport application 
will be forwarded to New York via routing slip when processed* 
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